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INTRODUCTION 

Paul Meekin is a Chief Business Technology Officer ("CBTO,,) employed by Minnesota IT 
Services (''MNir'), lvINIT placed Meekin on investigatory leave effective November 9; 2017 
following concerns about his performance while leading a large and highly visible technology 
project. MNIT, acting through Minnesota Management and Budget"' engaged this finn to 
investigate Meeldn's perfmmance both with regard to the technology pl'Ojeot as well as his other 
duties.as a CBTO. Wol'lc on the investigation commenced on November 15, 2017 and concludes 
with the submission of this report. 

DISCLAIMER 

Everett and VanderWiel, PLLP has been engaged by the Minnesota IT Services to conduct an 
investigation and to prepare and submit a report that includes findings of fact and conclusions as 
to what actually transph'ed. In so doing, it is necessary for the investigatOl' to weigh evidence that 
is at times ambiguous or conflicting, and to reach conclusions based on this evaluation of the 
evidence. Accordingly, this t·eport constitutes the investigator's opinions as to the events that 
occurred, 

OVERVIEW 

This ove1-view is not a full recitation of all relevant facts. It is intended only to orient the reader 
to· the events and "issues addressed in this repoti:. Detailed fmdings and analyses and summaries 
of the evidence follow this overview, 

Project history and objectives 
Minnesota IT Services is an executive-branch agency of the State of Minnesota that provides 
Information Technology services ("IT,,) to over 70 agencies, boards, and commissions. 1 Chief 

I. See Minnesota IT Services website, "Who is :MNIT?" https://mn.gov/mnit/about-mnit/who-we-are/, 
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Business-Technology Officers ("CBTOs") al'e senio1·, executive level leade1·s within lv.lNIT.2 

They serve as the Chief Information Officers ("CIOs") fot· the agencies to which they are 
assigned. CBTOs are responsible for managing the IT services within their agencies so they are 
aligned with MNIT' s overarching policies. 

Meeldn was assigned at various times to be the CBTO for the Department of Corrections 
("DOC'') and the Department of Public Safety ("DPS''). The DPS encompasses a number of 
divisions, including the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension ("BCA"), the Minnesota State Patrol 
("MSP"), and Driver and Vehicle Services ("DVS"). The Driver and Vehicle Services Division 
is charged with the responsibilities of testing people for and issuing drivers' licenses, issuing 
state identification cards to non-drivers, and issuing · vehicle license plates, titles, and 
registrations. 3 

In 2007, the Office of Enterprise Technology (a predecessor agency to MNIT) "recommended a 
·complete redesign of DVS ptocesses and :information systems due to [] wealmesses it identified" 
in the leg&cy system, which was approximately 3 0 years old. 4 Acting on that recommendation, 
the State commenced work on the Minnesota Lic~nsing and Registration System ("MNLARS") 
project to develop new systems and bring them on line. The Office of the Legislative Auditor 
("OLA") outlined the history of the MNLARS project in a report issued in Jun~ 2017:5 

Exhibit 1: MNLARS Timeline 

2008 ~ Legislature approves Initial funding 

> 
> 2011 Legislature approves additional funding 

-
2012 ~ DVS contracts with Hewlett-Packard 

~> 
"> 
- 2014 ~ First MNLARS rollout; DVS terminates contract with Hewlett-Packard 

2015 _ DVS and MNIT resume MNLARS development 

2016 _ DVS Implements read-only version of MNLARS 

2017 DVS trains deputy registrars for second MN LARS rollout -~,. 
In 2012, the State of Minnesota entel'ed into a contract with Hewlett-Packard ("HP") to develop 
MNLARS. Fol' reasons not germane here, the State and HP terminated the contract in 2014, 
before the w01·k was complete. MNIT and DVS 1·esearched the options available for completing 

2 Meelcin Position Desc1iption, p .. 1. 
3 See DVS website, "What We Do'' https://dps,mn,gov/divisions/dvs/about/Pages/default.aspx 
4 Office of the Legislative Auditor; Minnesota Licensing and Registration System (lvJNLARS), (St. Paul, June 2017) 
at 2 (hereinafter, HQLA Report"). https://www.auditor.leg.state.rnn.us/srevfow/mnlars.pdf 
5 OLA Report at 4. 
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work on the system and concluded that there was not another vendor in the marketplace that 
could create the system that the State needed. Accordingly, MNIT and DYS decided to work in 
partnership with one another to design, build) and deploy the new system. 6 When finished, the 
State plans for MNLARS to include two major components: (1) vehicle services, which will 
include, inter alia, vehicle titles, transfers, and registration renewals; and (2) driver services, 
which will support testing for and issuing driver's licenses and issuing identification cards for 
non"dl'ivers. DYS and MNIT decided to develop the vehicle services capabilities first, in 
response to a law passed in 2013 authorizing counties to begin coilecting variable. taxes on 
vehicles ("wheelage taxes") beginning in January 2018. 7 

The development process 
A software development project such as MNLARS requires the efforts of both "technical" staff 
(or "developers") and "business)) staff. The technical staff are responsible for designing, writing, 
and testing the computer softwa1·e. The business staff must in the first instance describe the 
business functions· and activities that the software will automate or support, and must later test 
the software to ensure that it meets their requirements. As the CBTO for the Department of 
Public Safety, Meeldn was responsible for the technical side of MNLARS. 

Between 2012 and 20.14, when HP was still on the project, the State made the decision to begin 
using an "Agile" framework ( or methodology} for developing MNLARS. This framework was 
new to the State · and is a departure from the more traditional "Waterfall" approach, which 
involves going through the steps of defining requirements, and planning, developing, testing, and 
teleasing software in a somewhat rigid order. With Agile, software is planned and developed in 
incl'ements that add fu11,0tionality to the overall system. The Agile framework calls for developers 
and business people to woric together in s:i;nall teams ("scrums") to plan their work and to 
develop and deliver new components during scheduled work pedods. A "scrum master" 
functions essentially as a project manager for his 01· her scrum team. 

Developing the lvlNLARS system required a substantial workforce on the teclinical side, which 
:MNIT did not have in 2015 when unde1iaking the in"house design and build effort. ~IT staffed 
to meet this need primarily by contracting with vendors rather than hil'ing 01· transfe1•1'ing 
employees, The technical side came to be comprised of approximately 55 contractors and 10 to 
12 State employees, who were organized into four to six sc1·um teams. The organizational 
structure. for the technical side ( also known as the "Release Train") was flat in the sense that 
there were no State-employed manageis or supervisors between -and the 55 or so private 
contractors and line,..level State employees working on the project. 

6 OLA Report at 5. 
7 OLA Report at 5. 
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MNLARSusers 
Although DVS is charged with managing the State's vehicle registration and titling activities, it 
does not provide these setvices directly to the public. Services are instead delivered through 
deputy registrars, which may be private corporations, cities, or counties. DPS and MNIT 
recognized that these deputy registrars, together with auto dealers, would constitute the primary 
users of MNLARS once it was brought online. MNIT and DPS understood that MNLARS would 
change business processes in ways that would place additional burdens on the deputy registrars. 
Before JvlNLARS, registrars 1·eceived vehicle registration and· titling paperwork from customers, 
which they sent to DVS for pl'Ocessing. Once MNLARS was implemented, deputy registrars 
would be responsible for entering data into the system and processing transactions in real time as 
customers waited at the counter. It was foreseeable that deputy registrars would find this change 
unwelcome, even if the system were to work flawlessly. 

Oversight and auditing of the MNLARS development work 
In 2015, the State engaged Software Engineering Services ("SES") to provide independent 
validation and verification ("N &V") services on the project. SES audited and issued findings as 
to project management and controls, risks, and defects. Its duties did not, howeve1·., include 
evaluating the compute1· software that was in the process of development. 

held meetings with Meeldn - every two or three 
weeks d~evelo-ent process to keep abreast of the project. During these meetings., 
Meekin - told that MNLARS was being properly managed, was progressing 
well, and would be successful. In 2016, _ .called fo1• and conducted a detailed review of the 
:rv.t:NLARS architecture. In the eal'ly summer of 2017, the Office of the Legislative Auditor 
conducted a limited review of the MNLARS project. The OLA reported that "the management 
and security controls DVS and MN1T are cuttently developing and implementing appear to be 
adequate."8 · 

MNLARS launch and problems 
:rv.t:NLARS, code version 1.2, was released on July 24, 2017. The launch was not successful. A 
November 22, 2017 article from the St. Paul Pionee1· Press encapsulates some of the frustrations 
with the system: 

The $90 million system, known as MNLARS, has been the target of public fre 
since an admittedly botched rollout in July forced customers to wait in lines as 
long as two hours for once-1·outine transactions that were unable to be 
completed. License plate renewals and transfers, new plates, new titles and 
duplicate titles ate among the tasks that have been affected - and still are.9 

Three factors which contributed to the troubled rollout are: (1) some software developers took 
inconsistent approaches to their work, .such as using different conventions for calculating fees, 

8 June 2017 Letter of James Nobles to Members of the Legislative Audit Commission, https://www.auditor. 
leg.state.mn.us/sreview/mnlars.pdf. _ 
9 "DMV pl'oblems lead to shakeup at state agency; project leader on leave." (St. Paul Pioneer Press, November 22, 
2017), https:/ /www.twincities.com/2017 /11/22/ dmv-problems-lead-to-shakeup-at-state-agency-project-leader-on-
leave/. · 
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identifying deadlines., and determining when one month e:Q.ds and another begins; (2) software 
developers used an automated system for developing computer code that was ill-suited to a 
system on the scale of MNLARS; 10 and (3) lv.lNL.ARS was not adequately tested prior to release. 

ISSUES PRESENTED 

This 1·epo1t addresses the following issues: 

1. Whether Meekin provided meaningful oversight of the 1v1NLARS project after placing-

The evidence shows that · after , Meekin maintained no 
• communications with others working on th~t, ceased p. roviding meaningful over sigh~ 
and fostered an environment in which - decisions could not be questioned or 
challenged. 

2. Whether Meel<ln exel'cised reasonable managerial oversight to ensm·e that :MNLARS was 
adequately tested prior to 1·elease. 

3, 

The evidence shows that Meekin was on notice of a risk that testing of MNLARS might not be 
completed before the system went live) but Meekin did not exercise reasonable diligence in 
addressing the concern. 

4, Whethe1· Meekin failed to ensure there ·was an adequate complement of State-employed 
managers worl<lng on the MNiARS project. 

The evidence shows that Meeldn - were the only managerial-level State employees 
overseeing the work of more than .50 or 60 contractors and employees on the lv.lNLARS 
project. Meekin 's ·failure to ass.ure that there was an adequate complement of State 
employees who could discharge managerial functions relating to lv.lNLARS was not in 
keeping the expectations resting on him as an IT executive. 

5, Whether Meelcin failed to take timely and appropriate action to after -
announced 

The evidence shows that Meekin did not have a 
not begin moving to until months after 

10 See Meekin interview summa1y. 
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-·Meekin did not conduct himself in keeping with the expectations resting on him as an 
IT executive. 

6. Whether Meekin failed to assure that the BCA was provided with acceptable customer 
service. 

The evidence shows that Meekin 's approach to dealing with the BCA was not in keeping with 
the expectations resting on him as a MNIT CBTO. · 

-
Witness 

1 

2-
3-
4 

5 

6 

- WITNESSES INTERVIEWED 

Date(s) Summary 

11/21/17 

11/27/17 

11/27/17 

11/29/17 

12/07/17 

12/08/17; 
01/16/18; 
01/23/18 
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( 
10-

11-

12-

14-

15-

( 

12/14/17 

12/14/17 

12/14/17 

12/29/17; 
01/18/18 

01/03/18 

01/08/18 

01/08/18 

01/09/18 

01/10/18 
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16-

17--

18 

19-

20 __ 

21 PaulMeekin 

01/10/18 

01/10/18 

01/16/18 

01/17/18 

1/18/18 

1/26/18 Meeldn is a MNIT employee and served as the CBTO for 
both the Department of Public Safety and the Department 
of Corrections. Meeldn was relieved of responsibilities for 
the Department of Col'rections in around September 2017. 
Meekin described his work and oversight with respect to 
IvINLARS and responded to concerns · about his 
performance and behavio1·. 

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

Finding No, 1: Meekin of the MNLARS project and did not 
provide meaningful oversight. 

Meeldn aclmowledges 'there were flaws with the lVINLARS software that resulted in its 
inadequate pe1formance, but he denies that he lmew about these flaws until after MNLARS, s 
telease. He is bemused in hindsight that no one brought the problems that resulted in these flaws 
to his attention before th~ re!ease. The evide~ce _shows! however, that.Meelcin

mamtamed no commumcat10ns with others working on th~ 
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providing meaningful oversight, and fostered an environment in which - decisions could 
not be questioned or challenged. · · · 

EVIDENCE11 

believes that and Meekin information about the project but 
did not inform them ofthe problems. Meekin told- in retrospect, that he had been unaware 
that MNLARS was not teady for launch when it was put into service. Meekin became aware of 
this only in September, when he began "digging into" the pl'Oblems with the rollout and speaking 
with staff. 

observed that Meekin did not provid~ with st~dership. ~stead, he 
essentially "tumed the project over to.,, Meekin relied solely 01a111111to provide him with 
information about 1v.lNLARS and did not establish feedback loops with people working on the 
project. Meekin did not have "l'eal conversations" with such people to learn what was really 
happenin . Meekin was also '' rotective" "You didn,t take a concem about to 
Paul." 

impression was that Meekin held -"on a pedestal.,, At one point, Meekin 
to "do wha- was doing," 

observed that Meekin was ineffective in man a in .......... 
= • • . • . • 

I. I t . • I I I • I. . . I t 

- observed that Meekin was unable to adapt his management style to the needs of the 
MNLARS project. Meekin prefe1·s to be hands-off and manage projects from a high level. With 
MNLARS, he did not "dive in" when he should have, Meekin also failed to manage -
effectively, It was cleal' that Meekin accepted vision for and decisions about the 1·0 • ect 
without uestion. BCA ersonnel felt· tha 

about the project 
Meeldn did not seem open to hearing concerns abou F1'0m 
were many good people on the.MNLARS team who vyere not being heard. 

11 The evidence sections in this report are based on witness statements and identified documents. The witnesses from 
whom the evidence is derived are identified in bold typeface. Complete witness statement summaries follow the 
Findings and Analysis section, 
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rel~atthe 
eldn was overly reliant on - , The 

MNLARS team viewed the project as · show." When team members raised 
c.oncerns to Meeldn, he wn1:1ld say, "asked and answered" even though the issues had not been 
resolved. People came to feel like they were putting their jobs on the line by continuing to raise 
concerns abo.ut the project, so they stopped doing so. 

Meekin aclmowledges there were e1·ro1·s and inconsistencies in the :MNLARS software that 
became problematic. After MNLARS launched in July, "there were a lot of surprises when 
problems started surfacing." 

Meekin stated that he bears responsibility for the defects only because "the buck stops" with him 
as CBTO, and not because of any fault on his art. Meekin relied on to mana e the 
project and to keep him informed. He feels 

· Meeldn asse1ted that the problems with the software resulted from the way the =t. Meeldn learned in September 2017 that the project architects had been fiustrated with 
- because • did not enforce their decisions, which resulted in programmers taking 
inconsistent appl'Oaches. - told the software developers that they should "solve problems" 
and that the architectural guidance they had received was not important. 

Meeldn did not disagree with others' obsetvations that he preferred to manage from the 20,000-
foot level. Meeldn explained that as the CBTO for two agencies, he was spread too thinly. If he 
bears any fault at all, it is for not "taking a stand'' earlier to shed his responsibilities for DOC so 

· he could devote mote attention to :tv.lNLARS. Meekin also has a "strong philosophy" that others 
sometime disagl'eed with-that he would not do their jobs for them. If a subordinate asked 
Meeldn a question, he might tell the other person that it was his or her job to figure out the 
answer. 

Meekin admitted that, prior to the launch, he did not have any communications with anyone who 
In hindsight, Meeldn is bemused that no one ever alerted him to any issues 

with the project. The investigator inf01med Meekin of others' observation that he seemed to be 
overly deferential - and would not review - decisions. Meekin responded that he was 
-o overri~dsions that - madebecause he did not want to undermine • 

ANALYSIS 

The evidence shows that Meekin failed to provide adequate oversight of the MNLARS project. 

Meeldn acknowledges that the 1v.1NLARS code was flawed, and that m~f the flaws came 
about because-undermined the auth~lity of the project architect .... failed to enforce 
their decisions ac1·oss the various development teams who were wol'ldng on different components 
of the system. Meeldn attempts to evade responsibility for flawed code going into production by 
saying that he did not learn about the ptoblems until later (in around September) when he 
became more closely involved with the project and the people worldng on it. The question is not, 
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however, whether Meekin knew about and the flaws that resulted 
before MNLARS was rolled out. The question is whether a reasonable., effective manager would 
have learned of and taken action to address those circumstances earlier, before they evolyed into 
significant problems. 

Meekin stated that he telied o to l'Un the 11NLARS project and keep him infotmed, The 
witnesses confirm this to be true. cmmborates · that - was given complete 
char e over all technical aspects of the project, and the authority to make all related decisions. 

obse1-ved that Meekin essentially turned the pi·o · ect over to - stated that 
appeared to have had full control to do whatever thought was in the best interests of 

the projec~ relayed that the lv.lNLARS development team felt that Meekin was ·overly 
reliant on~ the project becam show." 

Although empowering- to lead the pmject was not necessadly unreasonable, Meeldn failed 
to put any mechanism in place to protect the project against any emint decisions that -
might make. Meekin attempted to guide the project from a high level but combined this with a 
failure to establish or maintain any lines of communication with workers under - who wete 
in a position to see if things were going aw1-y. He relied on- to keep him info11ned as to all. 
~s of the pmject and cultivated no sources that might provide him with information, should 
- fail to keep him adequately infonned. · 

It is evident that Meekin failed not o#ly to proactively seek information from others, but also 
demonstrated an unwillingness to listen to concems that othe1·s sought to present. Meeldn's claim 
of being surprised that no orie. came to him with concerns about the project prior to lam~ 
hollow. The evidence shows thatMeekin fosteted an environment in which questioning
judgment or decisions was either discouraged ~ermitted. - observed that people on 
the project felt that Meekin was pl'Otective of- and, "You didn't take a concern abou 
to Paul." - observed that Meekin did not seem open to hearing concerns about an 
there were many people on the 1Y1NLARS team who were not being heard. relayed 
concerns from the MNLARS team that Meeldn would not entertain questions or concerns about 
decisions - had made. The evidence does not definitively establish that failures could have 
been avoided if Meekin had positioned himself as a willing recipient of concerns from the 
project team, but Meeldn' s failure to· do so certainly inc1·eased the odds that he would not leam of 
(those qoncems until it was too late. 

Meekin responds to cdticisms of his deference to - by saying that it is a sound principle of 
effective leadership to re:p.·ain from unde1m~ownstream managers, and that as a result he 
was hesitant to ovetride any decisions that - made. While there may be validity to that 
principle when practiced in moderation, MNLARS 's successful launch was of the highest 
importance to MNIT and DPS. It follows that it was necessary for Meeldn to balance bis 
deference to and suppolt o-- with the need to be aware of and consider information about 

. any dsks to a successful launch, Meekin did not do this. 

Meekin explained he was overtaxed by his duties as CBTO for both the DPS and the DOC and • 
that it was umeasonable to expect that he could provide any m01'e oversight for 1.vlNLARS than 
he did. Yet ev:en if true, this does not excuse Meekin for building a .hedge ·~f deference around 
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-and showing an unwillingness to entertain the possibility that there were pro bl ems 
warranting attention. Moreover, Meeldn's explanation in this regard is not credible. Meekin 
asserts 'tliat he repeatedly told lvINIT leadership he did not have sufficient time to, lead the 
MNLARS project. He stated that in the spring of 2017 h~ ('genuinely asked" to be reliev~d of 
responsibility for the DOC, but MNIT responded t,hat it wished to k~ for a 
while longer. Meeldn's claim is not supp01ted ~y the evidence, - was 
overseeing the IvINLARS project and Mee kin was meeting with him regularly, If Meekin felt his 
worldoad was niiatively impacting MNLARS, it would have been lo~ 
-~ . According to - Meeldn never did so. -
- at the time MNLARS was being developed, confirms that Meeldn told him m 
ea1'ly- to mid~2017 that he was having difficulty covering all his obligations. - 1~ecalls telling 
Meekin at the time that it was "his call" to discontinue oversight of the DOC, but at that time 
Meekin did not ask to be relieved of his duties, 12 - recalls that Meekin told • in August 
2017 that DOC should be 1·emoved from his portfolio so Meeldn could concentrate on 
1YI:NLARS I 

Meeldn stated that in the fall of 2017, he "finally'' told his superiors that MNLARS was taking 
up too 1.p.uch of his time and that he could not adequately serve~artment of Corrections, 
Meeldn believes the timing of this conversation coincided with - , 
- The evidence shows that Meekin did not unambiguously communicate his need to be 
relieved of responsibilities at the DOC prior to_ sometime in ~ugUst., after the MNLARS launch. 

In any event; even if Meekin was overtaxed, it does not excuse him for umeasonably insulating 
himself from communications that could have apprised him of concerns about the health of the 
1YINLARS project. He chose to rely on the information that - pl'ovided him and made it 
clear to staff that he would not be receptive of concerns or criticism :from other sources, This 
increased the risk that flawed judgments 01· decisions by - would remain undetected and 
umesolved. 

Finding No. 2: 
Meeldn failed to exercise reasonable managerial oversight to ensure 
that lVINLARS was adequately tested prior to release. 

Meeldn was on notice of a risk that testing might not be accomplished before the software was 
released, but he did not exercise reasonable. diligence in addressing the concern. As a result, the 
IYINLARS software was put into production without sufficient testing, Meeldn' s failure to ensure 
that lvt:NLARS was tested adequately was a failure to exercise reasonable managerial diligence 
and competence. 

THIS AREA INIBNTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 

12 and has no stake in the outcome of this investigation. • recollection on 
this point was firm and there 1s no l'easo~ to doubt it.. · 
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EVIDENCE 

Standard of care as to testing: 

The consensus of the witnesses is that it would be professionally it1·esponsible to release a 
project of MNLARS's size and complexity without first subjecting it to full regression testing. 
Regression testing is: 

the process of testing changes to computer programs to make sure that the older 
programming still works with the new changes. * * * Test department coders 
develop code test scenarios and exercises that will test new units of code after 
they have been wl'itten. These test cases form what becomes the test bucket. 
Before a new version of a software product is released, the old test cases are run 
against the new vel'Sion to make sure that all the old capabilities still work. The 
reason they might not wodc is because changing or adding new code to a program 
can easily introduce errors· into code that is not intended to be changed.13 

stated that full regression testing and load testing (see next section) would have 
exposed the errors in the underlying computer code. - stated, ''Doing these tests in the IT 
world are no-brainers, and the failure to do them [is] professionally embarrassing," 

- stated that failure to run full regression testing, at least on an automated basis, 
would not be in keeping with MNIT's expectations for a project of this size and would be a 
departure from best pmctices, It is a fundamental best practice across the industry to ensure a 
product is fully tested before releasing it. 

stated, "It would be irresponsible to cease regression testing in the 
months leading up to the release.'' Ensurfng full _testing is something that "any developer worth 
theil' salt" would' do. It would be unusual to cease regression testing, and it should have been 
reported to - if regression testing had been discontinued. 

expectations to Meekin: 

-· stated that• expressed an exJictation to Meekin that MNLARS would be ~ 
before being releas~ into pl'Oduction. recalled that.talked ''a lot,,.to Meekin-
about testing around the fall of 2016. cited an example of an earlier high-profile project that 
had had problems upon its roll -out and advised them, "You can't shortcut the testing" and, "It's a 
lot easier to do less right than to do more and fix it after the fact/' Building time into a project 
schedule to test for and repafr defects is "basic batting practice stuff" in softwai•e development. 
In thefr on. going •status reports, Meekin ~focused ~uality and deferred the 
release to July," - recalled that both~ assured- "that a quality product 
would be released.,, · 

13 See Definition: Regression Testing, http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/regression-testing, 
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Notice to Meekin of risk of incomplete testing: 

Software Engineering Services: The State of Minnesota engaged Software Engineering 
Services ("SES") to provide independent verification and validation ("IV & V") services. SES 
examined MNLAR.S project documentation, attended project meetings,' conducted interviews, 
and issued quarterly and annual audit reports on the project. 

on the project. -indicated that not co~ testing 
before MNLARS was released was one of the "pressing" risks on the project. -asserted 
that quarterly audit reports dating back to 2015 demonstrate that SES clearly and repeatedly 
informed that there was a l'isk that t~sting might not be fully completed by the time that the 
MNLAR.S system would go live. 

The audit reports to whlc11111111 referred show: 

• Quarterly Audit Report No. 1 (December 3, 2015): SES identified a risk that there might 
not be time to bring a Quality Assurance team on board, and for the team to plan and 
execute its work pdm· to the release of MNLARS. (Id. at 21.) 

• Quarterly Audit Report No. 3 (June 3, 2016): SES noted that the limited time for 
completion of the project increased the risk that testing, fixing defects, and re-testing 
could not be completed. (Id. at 15,) 

• Quarterly Audit Repo1t No. 4 (Decembe1· 7, 2016): SES identified the l'isk that, "Test 
execution; applying defect fixes; and successful re-testing will not be completed in time 

· for scheduled Releases." (Id, at 25.) SES rated this risk as "HIGH/' 

• Quarterly Audit Report No. 5 (March 29, 2017): The report included the same risk 
description as Report No. 4. (Id. at 22,) The risk rating changed from "HIGH" to ''Now a 
project issue."14 (Id) 

Meekin 's respon~e to the notice: 

Meekin admitted that he read the SES audit repo11:s submitted to the State. He dismissed the 
significance of the initial audit report by saying that initial software development audit reports 
routinely wat'll. of the risk of running out of time fo1• testing, because testing is the last step in the 
process and it "always gets shorted." 

Meek.in discounted the later risk 1·epo1ts based on the information he w~s hearing from others at 
the meetings leading to the July 24 release: People were "genuinely enthusiastic" at the Gowlive 
meeting; and the defect list showed fewer than 70 defects before the launch. "When we went 
live.. . we had under 100 defects reported with the business. That's a low number in the 
industry." 

14 A risk is something that might happen in the future, whereas an issue is something that is in the process of 
happening. That is, an issue is a l'isk that has come to fruition. · 
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Meekin was aware that SES had elevated the lack of time for testing from a risk to a project 
issue, , however, told Meekin that the defect list was "on track" and that they 
were "good to go," Meeldn maintains that it was up to the technical and business teams to alert 
him if there were problems with testing and they did not do so, ~o Meekin assumed that 
MNLARS was adequately tested·and ready fol' release, 

Status of regression testing before release: 

Sogeti report: The State of Minnesota engaged -Sogeti to provide quality assurance ("QA") 
services on the prqject. Sogeti issued a repott dated November 9, 2017 that detailed the testing it 
had performed to date, The report, which is entitled Test Report lYllvLARS as of 11/09/2017, 
states at page 4 that full.regression testing was last executed on Program Implement ("PI") 8. It 
further states, "Regression execution stopped after Sprint 9.5. No full-regression suite execution 
was allowed due to time pressure for the 1·elease code. * * * Automation was used to solely test 
subsequent incremental code updates." 

- stated that Sogeti told • that full regression testing was not allowed fm 
. approximately three months pdor to the July 24, 2017 release.15 

- stated, "We didn't have full r~gression testing before the release,)} - indicated that 
"PI-9" ended on May 16, 2017, approximately nine weeks before the release. 

- stated that • debriefed Sogeti pel'sonnel to learn what had gone wl'ong with the 
project and was apprised of the following: 

• Sogeti was aware that coding for the project had not been standa1·dized. As a result, 
· Sogeti felt they needed to do mol'e testing, not less, According to Sogeti, MNLARS 

\ 

leadership kept telling Sogeti to cut the scope of testing and to do the bare ·minimum. 

• . Work on the softwa1·e continued concurrently with testing (i.e., there was no "code 
freeze")-meaning that the software continued to change throughout the testing cycle. 
This meant that some changes would be released into production without having first 
been tested. 

• Sogeti was awate of the limitations on their testing and the risks that resulted but was not 
given a voice into the "Go'."liveH decision. 

Sogeti p1'epared a Powet.·Point of its~ of the root causes or the problems with MNLARS 
following the July 24, 2017 release. - forwarded the analysis to the investigator. It states: 

15 Thel'e are two kinds of regression testing: automated and full (or manual), - !'elated that there is a 
substantial difference. between automated regression testing and full regression testing as those processes apply to 
MNLARS. The automated regression testing capabilities that had been developed within 1.vINLARS only tested a 
:fraction of the user scenarios (approximately 12 to 25%). Conducting only automated regression testing left 75% of 
the potential user scenarios untested. 
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Regression Testing 

o No manual 1·egression testing was done before go .live [sic] for [vel'sion] 1.2 and 
the'risk was 1·aised to project management. · 

o All the hot fixes [were] going out with automated test coverage only. This was a 
decision \and accepted risk by the management. We could not verify the full 
impact of these defects fixes. 

o There .was no "true" Code Freeze in place fot· the testing team to execute their 
regression suite before going live. For example, testing has started on regression 
and the1·e are still 34 defects (29 of them major) for release 1.10. 

- stated that the pre-release testing of MNLARS did not identify as many defects as would 
be expected hi a project of this kind. To - this raises a question as to whether the pre
release testing was robust enough to expose defects. - opined that when one sees ongoing 
defects over a number of months following a release, it ·is su-stive of--· but does not 
conclusively establish-that the pre-release testing was inadequate. perception was that 
the people leading MNLARS were unde1· increasing time pressure, which came at the expense of 
doing thorough testing. 

- indicated that• believes that the launch of J\1NLARS did not actually increase the 
number of errors and problems with the progt·am, but merely exposed the ones that had remained 
undetected due to inadequate testing. 

User acceptance testing: 

- indicated that there should have been a segregation of duties between the development of 
the software (the development team) and acceptance of the software (the business team). In this 
case, those performing the testing reported to Meeldn. 

- stated that the business side~ unde1·stood their role with regard to user 
acceptance testing. encourage~ to "call a foul'~ because the 01·ganizational 
structure was set up so that ultimately had charge over the group (Sogeti) that conducted 
the user acceptance testing. 

Meekin stated that he Ieamed from-that DVS had said they did not know how to conduct 
UAT. Meeldn responded· by modifying the Sogeti contract to include doing work on user 
acceptance testing and management of the DAT process. , 

- related that DVS staff did not have the time or skill set to conduct proper user 
acceptance testing. The1·e was no plausible path forward for completing UAT without enlist·· 
assistance from Sogeti. - has been involved with product testing fo1· 25 years, and in 
opinion the UAT on 11:NLARS was conducted in a reasonable manner and was adequate. 
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Discussions with Meekin about testing: 

- related that• heard Meekin say that the MNLARS team did not do nearly enough testing 
before the product release .• recalled that in March 2017, Meel<ln commented that lvlNLARS. 
could have been released earlier because, "80% is good enough in IT." •. mentioned this 
co.tnment because• felt it was striking how Meek:in underestimated the impact that problems 
with MNLARS would cause when it went live. 

- 1·elated that Meekin had informed • prior to the ten-week adoption phase ( circa April 
2017) that automated testing should expose most of the pmblems with lv.lNLARS, and that the 
deputy registrars would identify other issues. 

- relayed a statement from Sogeti personnel, 'i.e., those responsible fo1· testing 
MNLARS, that they had been raising concerns to Meekin for over a yea1'. 

Others' understandings as to testing: 

stated that• was advised by the MNLARS team that the 
system had been through quality assurance testing and user acceptance testing. - relied on 
those representations and informed a ke~tol' that• was "very confident'' that MNLARS 
would function properly when released. -believes that• should have been advised as to 
the risks that lvINLARS would not function adequately, given the level ofprewrelease testing that 

· was actually done. 

- stated- was under the impression that full regression testing had been done all the way 
through the pl'oJect, at least on an automated basis. It was never communicated tol that full 
regression testing was not being done, and it would have been shocking to to leam 
otherwise. 

- related • assumed that MNLARS had been subjected to full regression testing, and that 
the testing continued up to the 1·elease point. 

Load testing: 

Load testing is "the practice of sending simulated. . . traffic to a server in order to measure 
performance'' and to determine whether the server has adequate hardware resources; whether it 
performs quicldy enough to provide users with a good experiencej and whether the application 
runs efficiently.16 The use of large, realistic test envh-onments is more apt to expose problems 
with the system being tested, but such environments are likely to be time consuming and 
expensive to create, 

- stated that Sogeti informed• that the load testing conducted prior to telease was not 
adequate. Sogeti had a state-of-the art system for conducting load testing. They used this system 
but were given an "undersized environment'' to test. - Meekin indicated it would have 

16 An futroduction to Load Testing, https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/an-introduction~to~load
testing. 
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cost an additional $300,000 to do the testing in a full-sized environment, so they decided it 
would not be done, 

- stated I found flaws with MNLARS after its release-there was "crisscrossing between 
~ns'' that resulted in data collisions and, in turn, system slowdowns, - believed that 
these problems were not identified prior to release because the MNLARS team did not conduct 
adequate load testing. 

Meekin stated that to be built on Amazon Web Services to perform the 
equivalent of load testing before Version 1.2 was launched. Meekin believes that after the July 
24 release, Sogeti came to him with a proposal for having a "full environment,, for testing. 
Meekin was still negotiating with Sogeti over the costs and steps necessary for this work when 
he was placed on administrative leave. 

Testing during the rapid repair phase: 

- stated that after the MNLARS release in July, the development teams tried to do 
"hotfixes'' overnight to remedy programming erl'ors and performance problems. -
understood that they were sending out the fixes without much testing. 

- leamed in• assessment of MNLARS that full regression testing was not conducted 
when the hotfixe~ were being developed and released, which resulted in a "Whack-A-Mole" 
expe1ience: fixing one thing would inadve11:ently create other problems, 

- initially assumed that the quickly constructe'd repai.rs that Meekin' s team sent out after the 
July 24 l'elease were subjected to full re~ssion testing, - started to suspect Meekin's team 
was rolling out untested hotfixes when • heard that repairs to the system were causing other 
pl'oblems. . 

- stated that t~e need for full regression testing also holds true with hotfixes unless the 
system is in a "total down state" and introducing untested code could not make it any worse, 

Meekin stated that there was a phase of maldng rapid repairs that began after the July 24, 2017 
release and lasted until he was able to impose more discipline on the process, before the release 
of Vetsion 1.10 in October, .Meekin's position is that the decisions to make emetgency repail's 
flowed from balancing the ha1·dship caused by not repairing the system immediately against the 
risk that the repairs would cause additional problems. 

ANALYSIS 

Pre~release testing: 

Meeldn failed to exercise reasonable care and diligence to ensure that MNLARS was properly 
tested before it was put into production on July 24, 2017. By failing to do so, he departed from 
the standards e")C_pected of a reasonable IT executive. 
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In 2015, M~eldn found himself at the helm of a "new" effort to build one of the largest, if not the 
largest software applications that the State had ever attempted to build from the ground up, 
Meeldn understood that the stakes were high, This was the second attempt to build lv.lNLARS; 
the previous eff01t to outsou1·ce the development to HP had failed, resulting in delays and 
mounting costs. 

There was substantial pressure to put MNLARS into production as soon as possible. Meeldn had 
been advised, however, that his primary concern should be to bring f01ward a product that 
wodced well. - wanted to ensute that MNLARS functioned properly when it was released, 
because "Nobody forgets a bad l'Ollout." • told Meeldn to postpone the release if necessa1-y to 
achieve proper functioning, The concern ove1· quality was especially poignant with MNLARS. 
DVS and MNIT understood that even if the application worked flawlessly, it might still be 
unwelcome to the deputy registrars who would be using it because it would c1;eate more work for 
them, Before MNLARS, the deputy registrars accepted transactional documents from customers 
arid passed them along to DVS for processing. Upon the implementation of lvlNLARS, they 
would become responsible fot data entry, and would have to resolve problems and erro1·s in i·eal 
time before they could complete transactions and earn payments for their services. A reasonable 
executive in Meeldn,s position would have.understood that, given the environment, there would 
be a relatively low level of tolerance for defects or glitches with the new system. The low 
toletance for e1·1·or called for rigorous testing prior to MNLARS 's rollout. 
The standard of care in the software industry is to test softwru.·e thoroughly before it is placed 
into production, The evidence is uncontrove1ted that the MNLARS · software was flawed and was 
not adequately tested, Meekin agrees that the testing was inadequate but asserts that he did not 
know this until after the July 24, 2017 release,17 The evidence, however, shows that Meekin had 
been provided with explicit notice of t4e risk that 1v.1NLARS would be released without proper 
testing, This notice should have prompted Meeldn to closely scrutinize the status of the testing, 
but he did not do so, 

In December 2015, SES issued an audit rep61t stating that the project timetable carried a risk of 
running out of time for testing before MNLARS was releas.ed, Meekin admitted that he read the 
SES reports. He also admitted that he discounted that finding from the December 2015 report, 
Meekin explained it away by saying that such wamings about running out of time fo1· testing 
were standatd fare in audit repo1is because testing is the last step in the softwate development 
process, and it "always gets shorted." Meeldn's response ·indicates that he understood, even 
without the report, that software developers often do not build sufficient time for testing into 
their schedule. 

In 2016, SES issued quarterly reports that again identified a risk of rnnning out of time for 
testing. The December report classified the risk. as "HIGH." On March 29, 2017, SES issued a 
report stating that prospect ·. of running out of time for testing was no longer a risk-it had 
become a "project issue/' i.e . ., a current and existing reality, Despite this specific warning on 
March 29, manual regression testing ceased on or about May 16., 2017, approximately 10 weeks 
before :MNLARS was released into production. 

1'/ Sogeti maintains that it had been raising concerns to Meel<ln for over a year about the inadequacy of the testing, 
Meel<ln asserts that Sogeti did not do so. Sogeti declined to be interviewed for this investigation, Without the 
opportunity for interviews} it is not possible to evaluate Sogeti's credibility or assign much weight to its assertions, 
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The SES reports should have prompted Meekin to exert oversight of MNLARS' s testing. Meekin 
posits that as the CBTO, he was entitled to rely on indications from others that the softwal'e was 
ready to go. However, the State had engaged SES to provide audit services. Part ofits job was to 
call into doubt assurances and assumptions about the health of the project. The warning SES 
issued on March 29, 2017 should have called into doubt any assurances Meekin had teceived in 
the past about the project timetable and having enough time for testing, SES's report that testing 
had become a "project issue'> should have led Meekin to call those working on the project to 
account, and to lay bare the facts about what had been accomplished and would be accomplished 
in terms of testing. Meekin does not describe himself as doing any such thing. Instead of making 
a focused ·effort to get to the bottom of SES' s concerns or the status of the testing, Meekin relied 
on general assurances from the technical and business teams that the software was ready and 
"good to go.', His reliance on these general assessments was unreasonable in view of the specific 
notice provided to him and the high stakes that attended the software release. 18 Meekin did not 
exercise the diligence and reasonable care expected of an IT executive leading a highly visible 
and risky project. 

Communication of risks: 

Meeldn provided his leadership with assurances that MNLARS would function well. He did so 
without dill entl followin u on the wamin issued by SES in its March 29 repo1t. This left 

tinder that impression that full n;gression 
testing had been conducted, because they could not fathom releasing a new product without it. A 
responsible executive in Meekin' s position would have apprised his leadership of the l'isks 
identified by SES, as well as his informed assessment of whether the risk had been adequately 
addressed. Meekin did not pl'Ovide his leadership with this information. 

Load testing: 

It has been suggested that some of MNLARS 's defects went undetected because it had not been 
subjected to adequate load testing. The evidence does not, however, establish that Meelcin was 
aware that adequate load testing had not been conducted, · ' 

Load testing exposes a computer system to the stress of simulated use. The best practice for load 
testing is to test the system in an envh'onment that mimics, as cl9~ possible, the one in 
which it will be deployed. Meekin states that he was aware that - had conducted load 
testing pri01· to MNLARS>s release using Amazon Web Set'Vices. There is no reliable evidence 
indicating that Meekin knew or should have lmown that- load testing was inadequate. 

- conveyed Sogeti' s claim that it was concerned about the undersized testing 
environment fo1• MNLARS and proposed using a "full-sized,, one,: but that Meeldn and -
rejected the idea because of its $300,000 price tag. Meeldn tells a diffetent story. He 
aclmowledges that Sogeti spoke to him about creating a more robust test environment, but asserts 

18 Meekin states he was also aware that the list of program defects was decreasing and that he considered this to be 
an assurance that the software was ready fo1· 1·elease, But to a reasonable software executive, the shrinking defect list 
would not have been viewed as a conclusive metric. As descdbed by- and_, decreasing defect cmints -
may demonstrate that the testh1g is inadequate, rathei· than that the product 1s free of defects, 
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that the conversation happened after the July 24 MNLARS launch and pel'tained to future 
softwa1'e l'eleases. Meeldn stated that he was still negotiating with Sogeti over the cost of this/ 
testing when he was placed on administrative leave. Because Sogeti would not be inte~viewed 
for this investigation, their reported position on load testing cannot be given more weight than 
Meeldn' s. The evidence does not show that Meeldn acted umeasonably with respect to load 
testing. 

User acceptance testing: , 

The evidence shows that DVS did not have the ,resources (time and expertise) to p1;opedy 
conduct user acceptance testing on its own before the MNLARS launch. Meekin addressed this 
issue. by modifyin~eti cont1.'act so the company could assist with managm. · g and staffing 
the UAT process. - opines that doing so presented the only plausible path forward for 
accomplishing UAT on the pl'Oject, and that the UAT·on MNLARS was both adequate and 
responsibly conducted. The evidence shows that Meeldn acted reasonably with regard to meeting 
the needs of the project ~s to user acceptance testing. 

Testing of hotfixes: · 

There is insufficient evidence to evaluate whether Meekin acted unreasonably by releasing 
hotfixes that had not been fully tested. are critical that Meekin and 
the ivINLARS team sent out a series of hotfix~s that had not been subjected to full regression 
testing. Meeldn asserts that the decision to issue hotflxes without full testing flowed from a 
delibe1.'ative process of balancing the risks of doing nothing to repair the system against the risk 
that a repair without full testing would have unintended adverse effects. Without going day-by .. 
day through· the series of defects and problems then confronting MNLARS users and the 
development team, it is not possible to conclude that Meekin exercised unreasonable judgment 
by taking on the risk of issuing hotfixes. 

-
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Finding No. 4: Meeldn failed to ensure there was an adequate complement of State" 
employed managers on the project. 

Meekin and-were the only managerial-level State employees overseeing the work of more 
than 50 or 60 contractors and employees on the- :MNLARS project. Meekin did not assure that 
there was an adequate complement of State employees who could cany out managerial duties 
related to the project. Meeldn's failure to do so was not in keeping with the expectations resting 
on him as an IT executive. 

EVIDENCE 

- stated that many contractors were working without a manager above them. This presented 
an issue of accountability, since contractors share a community of interest in maximizing 
revenue; they are accountable only for the work assigned to· them and not the. outcome of the 
project. 

- related that there was just one development team in operation on th~ technology side in 
early 2016. In order to increase the workforce, - became personally involved with hiring 
developers, scrum masters, and other individuals to work on the project. Over time, the staffing 

iided and came to include four development teams, a data team, and a group of architects. 
did not implement a director-manager~supervisor-wodcer structure typical to State 

government. In fact, thete w~te no managers or supervisors between • and the 40 to 50 people 
- doing the wmic. -"did a lot of the supervision of the large1· teams." Although there were 
. scrum masters on the various teams, only one of them was a State employee and the rest were 

contractors. 

stated that having-supervise so many individuals wii!is" robabl not the best." 
questions whether the State had "too many eggs in the basket." One 

person could not know all the technology involved and still have a broad enoug vantage point to 
~~~~ ' 

- related that Meekin and -were the only managers on the project to oversee the 
work of 65 contractors. 'J;'his was like having 65 c.mJJenters with only. foremen; there was 
inadequate leadership brought to bear on the ~roducing the code. The lack of leadership 
resulted in programming errors, Sogeti told - that they had been raising concems to 
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Meekin over severnl months that there were "real pl'Oblems'' with staffing that were causing 
quality issues. 
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was a contractor 
because the1·e were no State employees with the requisite expenence · in using the Agile 
development framework. When asked if it was a concern to have contractors supervising other 
contractors, -said that was a Human Resoutces question that no one had eve1· raised to•. 
- does not believe that a lack of technical leadershi caused problems for MNLARS. 
Rather, prnblems al'Ose because at DPS and 1v.1NIT were not 
adequately involved in the project to assul'e its success, 

Meekin stated that he 
weeks at :first, and lat · 

had check~in meetings with - on IvlNLARS eve1y • 
weeks, Those attendin the meetings included Meekin, 

, the contractor who 

Meekin stated he had "been o~ for a long time to hire managers but • never did.'' 
Meekin had to take ovel' leade-·shi of MNLARS whe~ because there was not a 
manager on band to do so. Had hired managers, they could have helped out with the tasks 
of hil'ing and firing people and de~g contracts with other vendots, which contractors 
cannot do. With martagers on board, -would have been able to focus on some of• other 
duties, but instead• ended up spending 95% of• time on MNLARS. 

Meeldn reviewed the organizational chaii that -had drawn. He identified no major errors 
and agreed thete were about 70 FIBs in the "Release Train." He estimates that up to 12 of them 
were State employees. The was a contractor and provided 
project oversight. There were also scrum masters and architects providing oversight. One of the 
scrum masters (there were between four and seven) was a State employee. 

~ Meekin disagrees that it was problematic to have contractors supervising the work of ~ther 
contractors. Those making this criticism do not understand the difference between line 
supervision and project supervision. Meekin saw MNLARS as using a "well-organized project 
environment. It's what's being done in the industry. -said •- couldn't wait to do this in 
more places." The Agile/SAFe framework holds that this structureiliould result in. programmers 
and developers receiving adequate technical guidance. - span of control was not too large 
because there were 12 or fewer State employees reportingto)I. 

19 The chart-drew is included below 
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_Meekin said that - was a State-emp.o ed manager on the technical side.• duties 
included decommissioning the legacy system. was not in the Release Train, althou h · ob 
had a connection to MNLARS. Meekin was aware that , 

and that- did not move to · sevel'al months. 
Meeldn dispute account that Meekin caused delay in replacing Meeldn states it 
was not his job to complete the pape1work fo1· hiring a replacement, and that- did not 
follow up with him on the issue. · · 

ANALYSIS 

The evidence shows that there were no State-employed supervisors 01· managers between 
M~ekin, -- and the approximately 60 to 70 people who were staffing the. technical side of 
the project. Meekin recognized that the lack of managers was problematic but did not rectify it. 
Bis failure to do so was unreasonable and left the project exposed to l'isks. 

~e to this concern is nuanced. On one hand, he aclmowledged that he had been 
- to hire more managers, but to no avail. On the other hand, Meelcin disagrees 
with criticisms suggesting that the MNL.ARS technical side should have followed the traditional 
director-manager-supervisor-worker structure used in staffing line functions within State 
government. Meeldn asserts that MNLARS was staffed as an Agile development project, not an 
ongoing governmental function, and that following the Agile framework should have l'esulted in 
the provision of adequate technical oversight to all concerned. Meekin, s view is that problems 
with the code came about not because of a lack of supervision, but because - ovel'l'ode the 
guidance given by project architects. 

Meekin, s responses about not having enough managers-but not needing any more to provide 
technical guidance-a1·e not necessarily inconsistent. It may be that it was reasonable to rely on 
the Agil(;} framework itself to a1-ray people in ways that resulted in the provision of adequate 
guidance. Moreover, those monitoring Meeldn's work were at least artially aware that this was . 
being d~ was the Release Train · second-in-command on the 
project. ~anied- to meetings with and others to report o~ the 
project. It was either obviou~ould have been obvious that a contractor, rathe1· than a State
employed manager, had been placed in a high-level leadership position on the project. The 
conclusion follows, therefore, that the structure was at least implicitly approved by MNIT 
leadership: · 

However, is accurate in poi~out that Meekin placed "too many eggs in th~• 
-basket.,, observed that - was involved in hiring developers, scrum masters, 
and other contractors to work on the project. Meeldn indicated that he had want~ to put 
another manager in place to take care of these activities. On top of these duties, ~served 
that - ended up doing a "lot of the supervision'' on the project because there were no other 
supervisors or mana ers. - related that the lack of other managers caused problems 
when because the roject lost the e uivalent of three positions. Indeed, when 

there were no State:employed 
· managers left on the evelopment side, eaving Meeldn with no choice but to step in and take 
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over. This was particularly a problem, given Meekin's acknowledgement that he was ah'eady 
overextended with his other duties. 

In sum, Meeldn acted unreasonably by failing to ensure that there was at least some minimal 
complement of State .. employed managers staffing the technical side of MNLARS. 

Finding No. 5: Meekin failed to take timel and a ropriate action to replace -
after 

-·had complete charge of the technology side of the .MNLARS project and there were no 
State-eiimlo e~uld take ovel' • duties, __ informed Meeldn on April 24, 
2017 that - The evidence shows that Meekin did not begin moving to 
replace until mo11ths later. Meekin's failure to have a succession plan in place or to talce 
timely and appropriate efforts to replace - was not in keeping with the expectations resting 
on Meek.in as an IT executive. · 

EVIDENCE 

to Meelcin on the day they announced 
not inform - of this for about anothel' 
effectiveness would be diminished once • 

became known. gave in A ril and said• wanted to be 
gone eekin said had-o sta until Meelcin .asked- to 
stay until Meekin wanted to offload some of responsibilities but did not 
push too hard. In hindsight, this was problematic; when - left they lost the equivalent of 
three positions. 

- related th. at Meekin lmew for a long time that- planned to leave, but he did not fill 
lll[posftion. When- left, Meelcin had to step in and take over• duties, Meekin's role was 
as CBTO, not as a "worker bee on :MNLARS." Meelcin became completely embedded in 
MNLARS afte1· - de-1iure, ~ Meelcin ·stated that he was worlcing toward 

-

t inin a replacement for . ~evru:, was still essentially running .project, 
is critical of Meekin for not having a succession plan in place to replace. . When 

ced • concerns to Meelcin} he said he was working on separating out some of the 
duties of the position because- had been responsible for tod many functions. 

- stated I learned that - would be leaving the a_ct a few months before • 
actually depal'ted. As • depa1tute became more imminent, - was concerned that Meelcin 
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did not have a replacement fol' •, - asked Meeldn whether HR was slowing down the 
process, Meekin replied that he was not encountering any obstacles, but rather that he "was the 
~'' in movl?~ ,the process forward, Meekin did not., however, explain why he did not fill 
- vacant position, . 

Meekin stated that 

Meekin told was no longer to make decisions on the project. This discussion 
coincided with Meekin' s statement to the Commissioner's Office that he needed to be relieved of 
his res onsibilities at the Department of Con·ections. - official last day with th-e State was 

Meeldn agreed that 
. Meekin acknowlede that there was a gap between 

when gave notice and when he started working to fill• position. His only explanation 
fOl' the g.ap was that his efforts to hire a replacement "got delayed" and that@irin is difficult. 
Meekin had submitted a position description to Human Resources to replace and was in 
the process of making an offer on November 9, 2017 when he was placed on a ministrative 
leave. 

the actions taken to replace 
- on August 24., 2017.2 

, emailed the investigator with ~ summary of 
indicated that Meekin submitted a request to replace 

ANALYSIS 

Meekin failed to take timely action to replace - after • announced• intent to - _ 
from State employment. Meekin's delay was unreasonable and did not reflect the diligence 
expected of _a reasonable CBTO in the circumstances, 

steps to replace · Meeldn 
departure date a couple of times, Mee.kin should have 
recognized that asking- t? stay on the project was a stop"gap, not a substitute fol' 1·eplacing •· The evidence shows thatMeeldn did not initiate action to replace - until August 24, 
2017, some when he submitted a request to Human Resources 
to start the process of hit Meeldn' s only explanation for the gap is that his 
effmts to 1·ecmit and hfre became delayed, and that hiring people is difficult. 

20
- email is attached as an exhibit to this report. 
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As noted in Finding 4, Meeldn had pushed to hire mana ers under·• but• did not do 
so. This added to the urgency of finding a or for Meeldn to assert himself 
and to assure that managers who could take over duties were added to the team, . 
Meelcin' s lack of diligence in situating managet·s under or promptly implementing efforts 
to replace • resulted in Meekin having to step in to take ovel' day-to-day management of 
MNLARS when - left. This situation was particularly undesirable since Meeldn 
aclmowledged that he was already ovel'taxed by his duties. Meekin's failure to act was 
unreasonab~e and reflected a lack of the diligence expected of one in his position. 

Finding No. 6: Meekin failed to assure that the BCA was provided with acceptable 
customer service. 

BCA personnel felt that - was not attentive to thefr concern that their law enforcement 
customers be well-se1-ved by Jv.fNLARS. They raised this issue with Meekin, but he did not take 
steps or make any sustained effort to assure that B CA personnel felt their needs were understood 
or that their agency was being treated as a valued partner during the MNLARS project. Meekin' s 
approach to dealing with the BCA was not in keeping with the expectations resting on him as a 

, :MNITCBTO. 

EVIDENCE 

.• stated that the B CA provides the conduit 
through which law enforcement users gain access to drive1· and vehicle records maintained by 
DVS. The BCA views the needs of its law enforcement customers as very impo1iant. BCA took 
the position that Jv.lNLARS needed to provide its law enforcement customets with the same level 
of information and services as the legacy system that was being replaced, However, those 
developing 1v1NLARS appeared more focused on meeting the needs of deputy registrars and 
financial institutions, and the BCA had difficulty getting Meeldn' s attention on this issue,21 The 
MNLARS team never really treated the BCA as a customer. The BCA got to sit in on the project 
meetings, but their communications "were always on the backbumer." 

- related that 
ineffective at man ' 

had full control over the project and that Meekin was 
deferential t raised these issues to Meekin, he seemed to aclmowledge • 
concerns but did not act on them. · 

- indicated that- did not want to allow the BCA to test :MNLARS using "real data."
This was "another roadblock'- created, -went to Meekin and eventually prevailed on 
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him to override - decision, but the BCA "lost a lot of time" dul'ing a month-long battle 
over this issue. 

- related that there were a lot of problems with the accuracy of data going out to law 
enforcement after MNLARS was released, but MNLARS did not even begin triaging these 
problems until September 2017. The BCA had to press hard just to~their problems into the 
queue fo1• resolution. Meekin was stressed over MNLARS and told - he needed some slack 
(ot "grace'') from - to deal first with the mote public-facing issues. Meeldn was empathetic 
when- raised p7o'hlems but was unable to solve them. - surmised that Meeldn could have 
been "in over his head" or overwhelmed by the multitude of problems. 

was clear that Meekin accepted vision for and decisions about the project without 
question. Meelcin did not seem ·to be open to hearing concems about-· From -
perspective, there were many good people on the MNLARS team who were not being heard, 

BCA had a dispute Meekin when it came thne for the BCA to test the system's 
ability to relay data from Jv.1NLARS to the BCA's law enforcement and criminal justice 
customers. Over the decades, quirks and ermt·s have been introduced into DVS data. These 
quirks and errol's have arisen from historical events such as when data fields in the legacy system 
were repUlJ)ose~. - wanted to test MNLARS by usin "1·eal data" from DVS, not sample 
data that had been loaded into the system fol' testing. aclmowledged that using real <;lata 
might not be a best practice in the IT world. However, felt that using real data to test 
MNLARS would more accurately predict how the system would operate once it was launched · 
than would test data, which lacked the quirks and errors that MNLARS would encounter in real 
life.22 

- Meekin were "adamant" that the BCA use "test data'' instead. -
Meelcin "were unwilling to change their approach in the face ofreality," Toward the end of 2016, 
Meekinrelented and allowed BCA to use real data for testing. Meekin's reluctance to allow the 
BCA to use real data ended up wasting a lot of time, The BCA had had two people each 

iinding two weeks doing testing with simulated data by the time Meekin made his decision. 
views Meekin as being "pretty hands off" in terms of delivering customer satisfaction to 

theBCA. 

-felt from the 
outset that the priority customers for MNLARS were the deputy registra1·s and finan0ial 
institutions; despite the critical nature of the BCA's mission to provide data to law ~nforcement, 

22 - provided the following additional background: Around 2011 or 2012, the BCA created a new system fat· 
law enforcement customers to access driver and vehicle data, In the course of doing so, BCA discovered "all kinds 
of data oddities/' due in part to people repurposing data fields over time. BCA developed an appreciation for the 
"crazinessH inherent in the data in the DVS systems. BCA believed it imperative to test MNLARS using production 
data so these pl'oblems. could be identified and addressed before the system went live. 
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the agency was given low priority. B CA representatives had to "push themselves into the ptoj ect 
from day one" to make sure their voices would be heard. 

- stated that BCA personnel did not feel their concerns were heard or given the weight they 
deserved during MNLARS 's development and release. Right before and immediately following 
the release, the B CA wa~ not even allowed to raise issues or concerns that they believed 
warranted attention. For the first three months afte1· release., the BCA participated in Monday 
morning project meetings, and "nine out of ten times they were not allowed to talk.'' The BCA's 
issues with :MNLARS are only now being addressed, six months following the release. 

- mentioned that the BCA was not allowed to test the lv1NLARS system using "real" data 
for a long time, but had to use simulated data instead. Simulated data is designed to w011c 
properly with the system, but the "1·eal" data within the State,s histodcal records includes 
anotyalies, such as names with numbers in them and addresses that have no zip codes. 

Meeldn stated that he - had a "very big" business disagreement with the BCA over the 
use of production data (i.e., "real data") for testing. Meekin attended meetings with - and 
the BCA in an attempt to find a resolution. In the end., they provided the BCA with production 
data for testing. 

Meekin feels this is typical of ow the BCA 
1·esponds-. they adamantly demand things, and when they do not get their way, they complain 
that they are not being heard. Meelcin declined · to become involved in some of these 
disagreements because they involved discrete details; he responded by saying, "You guys gotta 
go figul'e that out. n 

1 Meekin stated that during the first week or so after MNLARS went live, the BCA complained 
about data e1-rors that resulted from a "small piece of code that needed to be changed." There 
were 20 people pa11:ioip~n these phone conversations aft. e1· the release. Meekin spoke to the 
complaining individual, - in a separate conversation. Meeldn explained that they had much 
more pressing issues to deal with from the system perspective and asked if he could come back 
to that problem. This deescalated the situation and seemed to resolve it. 

ANALYSIS 

Meeldn represents MNIT in interactions with its customers., such as the DPS and the BCA. His 
position description· makes him 1·esponsible for understanding customet business needs and 
maintaining customer satisfaction, Meekin was aware of both the potential for and the reality of 
BCA's dissatisfaction over MNLARS. He was obligated to try to address that dissatisfaction 
~ffectively, but he did not do so. 

The strategy developed by the MNLARS team fo1• achieving a timely launch created tension with 
the BCA. The BCA felt it was critical for :MNLARS to provide the full suite of services that the 
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legacy system had provided to law enforcement customel's. MNLARS developers chose, 
however, to release a minimally viable product that would handle the bulk of common 
transactions, and to add ·additional functionality in later releases. Meeldn lmew the BCA was a 
demanding customer, that it was adamant about its business needs, and that it was apt to 
complain when these needs were not met. Given these dynamics, a reasonable executive in 
Meekin's position would have realized that proactive1y managing the BCA's expectations and its 
likely disappointment with the minimally viable product was an important aspect of maintaining 
the customer relationship. 

Meekin failed in this res 
between 

, especially as it pertained to ~ddressing problems that arose 
There is a consensus amon the witnesses that there was not 

state 
that BCA personnel had to push their way into the project so that thefr voices would be heard 
"from day one." They were rarely given a chance to speak at meetings, and even when they 

. were, they felt that their concerns were not heard or given the weight that they deserved. 

spoke to Meekin about the BCA' s conce1ns about 
how was handling the project. The evidence demonstrates, however, that Meekin did 
little, if ~hing, to allay the B CA.' s cone ems and make them feel as though they were. being 
heard. - stated that although Meeldn seemed to acknowledge ~cerns, he did not act on 
them. Aco01·ding to - Meekin was not even open to hearing)llconcerns about-· 
Meeldnl for his part, stated that his response to at least some of the problems brought to his 
attention was to tell those who were disagreeing with one another to figure it out themselves, 

The issue confronting Meekin in all this was not whether the BCA's needs could reasonably be 
met at the time they were raised; Meekin and the broader MNLARS team were compelled to 
make business decisions about what features to include in• the minimally viable product, and
after th. e release-which problems with MNLARS des~riority treatment.23 Rather, the 
issue facing Meekin was the tense relationship between - and a customet· that viewed its 
needs as important and critical to public safety. Meekin' s response to these issues was 
susceptible of being perceived as-and in fact was perceived as-indifference to customer needs 
and concems, 24 

' 23 Meekin described having followed up on one of the concerns the BCA raised after :MNLARS 's launch, This was, 
however, only one of the concerns that the BCA raised over the course of the project. 
24 - spoke at length about the BCA's desire to test MNLARS using "real data'' instead of "test data/' This, 
howevel', appears to represent a clashing of sincerely held views as to the best way to go about testing the conduit 
that the BCA was preparing for use. The BCA asked to have access to "real,, data fo1· the purpose of testing the 
system. - acknowledges that using real data is not a best practice in the IT world but asse1ts that this measure 
was wa11·anted given the idiosyncratic nature of the records maintained by DVS. There is no suggestion that Meekin, 
- or others involved in l\1NLARS prolonged their deliberations over this request any longer than necessa1y to 
reach a 1·esponsible resolution, . 
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In sum, Meekin knew that IvJNLARS was a minimally viable product that would not meet the 
needs of all customers, and that the BCA was a demanding customer that· would likely be 
dissatisfied if its needs were not met. A reasonable executive in Meekin's position would have 
acted pl'Oactively and effectively to manage the BCA's expectations and likely disappointment 
with the minimally viable product. Meeldn did not do so and did not Tespond effectively even 
when presented with concerns over- handling of issues. . 

-
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SUMMARIES OF INTERVIEWS 

November 21, 2017 

Meeldn's role 
Meekin. is a Chief Business TechnolQgy Officer ("CBTO"). Meekin's clients have been the 
Department of Corrections ("DOC''), and the Department of Public Safety ("DPS"). Within DPS 
are the State Patrol, BCA., and the Driver and Vehicle Services Division ("DVS"). BCA was a 
"little bit different" than the other two divisions at DPS because its networks deal with criminal 
justice information. 

DPS still is responsible for some of the legacy· 
hardware and the people who have supported it, and this falls under Meekin' s charge. 

MNLARS 
MNLARS has a somewhat "storied" history. The State has been providing the services 
encompassed by the Iv.lNLARS project for decades. About 10 years ago, the State decided to 
"rewrite" the programs that provide driver licensing and vehicle registration services.· About 
eight years ago, the State engaged a vendo1· to do this work but the project never 'really got off 
the ground. About five years ago, the State engaged a second vendor that did a substantial 
amount of work on the project., but the vendot's se1·vices were discontinued. 

Thereafter, the State took over the project. The State neither purchased an o:ff-the.-shelf 
application nor completely outsourced the project to a vendor that could develop it. Rather, the 
State moved fo1ward with develo~. LARS application by hiring and contracting with 
people with expe1tise in the area, - believes that Meeldn has been at DPS since the State 
took ovel' the project. 
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. Executive Team discussions of MNLARS 

The Exeoutive Team meets every Thursday; 
lv.INLARS has been a topic of .discussion at the meetings, Before it launched in ·ruly, all 
indications at the meetings wel'e that the project was "looking good." 

All of the CBTOs have independent authority ovel' the agencies they wo11<: with, The Executive 
·Team~ provide them with an opportunity to ask others from MNIT fo1· any help they 
need- cannot remembel' Meekin ever doing that with regard to lv.INLARS, However, it 
is relatively uncommon for CBTOs to reach out to their peers for assistance. Prior to the 
:M:NLARS launch, no one provided any information at the Executive Team meetings that caused 
- to realize there we1·e problem~ 01· issues warl'anting furthe~ inquiry, 

oversight of project: 
monitored the MNLARS project by asking for periodic updates from 

Meeldn as the ia 
give him updates 
meetings with 

h date came into view, makes all the teams mana · majo1· projects 
sat in on the 

Concerns after MNLARS launched: 
Whe~ lv.INLARS fil'st launched, deputy registrars began expl'essing concerns that the application 
did not have all the features they expected, G1·umblings of that type· al'e often indicative of a 
disconnect between expectations and reality, With softwa1·e development, it is sometimes 
necessary to tdm down the list of features in orde1· to b1•ing a project in on time and on budget. 
Later, howevel', there wer~ bl'eakdowns with the program, This was no· longer just a concern 
about a lack of features; the computers in front of the deputy registrars stopped working. This 
repl'esented a failed launch of the application, 

Pe11formance issues: 
Some concems about Meeldn' s performance have come to light l'ecently with the launch of 

. JvrNLARS, -was told that there were hardwal'e p1'0blems that were keeping IvfNLARS 
from functioning as expected, - does not know the actual source of this information;• 
knows only that it odginated fr~oup under Meekin, -offered to help in any way 
possible to addl'ess the issues, and• was told to provide the N.INLARS application with mot'e 
computing capacity, Adding capacity helped mitigate some of the.pe1fo1-manoe issues) but did 
not fix the underlying probfoms, · · 

went to , who wo1ked under Meekin on the MNLARS pl'oject..-
, - advised that thel'e was 

not a capacity problem; MNLARS was not using the r~sources a~ailable to it. 

Mainframe hosting issue: 
The expectation was that the launoh-ofMNLARS in July would allow moving the application off 
of a mainframe computel' and onto sei'vers, However, somewhere along the way, some aspect of 
lv.INLARS functionality was left on a mainframe. Because of this, for some period of time DPS 
will probably incul' mo1·e exp~nse than the State originally anticipated. 
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MNLARS 1•01lout 
- understanding was that when 1v.1NLARS went live, it would be a Minimally Viable 
Produot ("MVP·,,), The plan was that, in the weeks and months following the rollout, the 
MNLARS team would keep adding additiona1 features and functionality. But as of the date ofthe 
interview, not a single new feature has been 1·eleased. Instead, all efforts have been focused on 

_ delivering the functionality that was supposed to be in place W?-en the produot was 1'olled out. 
I 

-2017, Dut'lll~ek of August, Meekin convened a 
meeting that- now refers fo as the- , 

The gist ofMeekin' s remarks was that there were serious issues with the p1'ojeot, and Meeldn did 
not believe that they could complete wol'lc on "Real DY' done in a timely manner,25 Meekin 
suggested that they look at vendors in the market who could develop the driver's licensing 
system fol' NINLARS. This was the first time anyone at the meeting had heatd there might be 
anything seriously wrong with the MNLARS pwject. Someone asked Meeldn if he had been 
keeping DPS info1med. He re lied that the had, but that the also needed to bring this 
infonnation to DPS's "at the right time-'' so DPS 
would not lose confidence in the project. 

25 The United States Congress passed the "Real DY' act :in 2005 in response to the 9/11 Commission'B 
recommendations that the federal govemment establish. standat~s for the issuance of identification cards. 
https://www.dhs.gov/reaUdhpublic-faqs. Minnesota has received an extension to October 2018 to have ccRealID11 in 
place. 11ttps ://www .dhs,gov/rea1"id/tt1innesota. 
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Meekin disclosed several problems with lv.JNLARS. They had built it using Agile development 
methodology> which was relatively new to the State of Minnesota,26 The Agile framework 
involves bl'eaking the development team into smaller teams> with each team developing small 
units of software at a time to add increments of functionality. Dming the whiteboard meeting, 
Meeldn disclosed that the component parts had been tested only 011 an individual basis, never as 
part of the lal'ge1· system. The components did not function together when incorporated into the 
la1·ger system. 

Meekin.' s assessment of the p1·oject _was surprising, since the Office of the Legislative Audito1· 
("OLN') had been monito1'ing the ptoject ove1· tpe past three y(i)ars and had given it a "clean bill 
of health/' Now, they reared they were possibly looking at a $75 million expenditul'e to "fix' the 
system, 

Initially, the plan fol' MNLARS was that evel'ything would be contained in one system that 
would all be rolled out at the same time. But in July 2017> only the motor vehicle part of the 
project was launched, not the ddvel''s license fpnctions, At the whiteboal'd meeting, Meeldn said 
they could not get to the work on Real ID because they wel'e focused on fixing the motor vehicle 
functions, s~ to. identify an alte111ative solution. Meek:in listed seven different 
alternatives - among the alte1'nij.tiVes were hiring more consultants, to engaging 
a vendo1· to develop the driver licensing system, to completely redoing the entire project. The 
project had a large number of consultants on board~ and a numbel' ofMeeldn's teoommendations 
involved rejiggel'ing the consultants. 

Meeldn had been the CBTO for both DPS and the Depal'tment of Co11·ections, At
- Meeldn said he could not continue with his duties at DOC while doing~ 
~ to remedy MNLARS, to take on the expense of 
having a fulltime CBTO and Corrections agreed to this, 

of the situation 
with Meeldn, dealing with the problems with MNLARS became 

leatned that DPS was going to do an intei-view with the Stai· Tribune, an 
tried to connect with them fust to alert them to problems with MNLARS, 

The week aftel' the , MNIT leadership started having conversations with DPS 
leadership, A majo1· oonoem a ldn1s doubt about the abili to deliver Real~ 
(and possibly others) met with and let~ 
there were some "really serious issues with .the system,» This info1•matton seemed to surprise •; • ~aid• had been infol'med that everything was fine or was going to be fine, To 

this indicated that Meekin had possibly failed to keep DPS :informed about the status of 
the project. · · 

26 "Waterfall,, is the more traditional approach to software development, -which involves wol'ldng in a fixed sequence 
tb1·ough planning, designing, building and testing, which each step completed before moving to the next, "Agile,, is a 
.more flexible approach, which can include going through the development Hfecycle fol' ori.e part of the product aftel' 
another, See 10 Differences Between Agile and Waforfall Methodology, https://blog,flatwoddsolutions,oom/lOw 
differences-agile .. waterfall-me-thodology/ 
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-sensed during the meeting that DPS had a lot of angst over the situation and possibly felt 
that MNIT had d.one a "switoheroo". on them, DPS assumed that aftiir s ending 8 years and $93 
million on the pl'oject, MNIT had a plan for being suooessful. sensed that DPS felt 

· betrayed and frustrated when MNIT disclosed that they might not be able to deliver on the 
project. 

Mainframe versu_s serverwbased 
Meeldn had informed 1\1NIT' s leadership team that the MNLARS ~ct would be se1ve1·~based 
and not on a mainframe compute!'. But in conve1•sations with _, - leamed that the 
system had been develop~d on the mainfratne,27 Mainframe computing is built around papel'
bas·ed processes, l'ather than on digital processes, 11NIT decided early on to get away from 
mainframe computing because it would not suppot't the number of digits required fo1• Real ID 
drivers' licenses, and because it is ve1y expensive to keep operating the system. - was 
under the impression that drivers, licenses would be off the mainframe as of July 1, 2017. 

Issues with the l\1NLARS system: 
In - - left the pl'ojeot. Meeldn was the1·eafter the key software develope1· on 
the p1'0jeot. H~evelopers. He also needed database analysts, He gave Iv.lNIT ~ 
a list of 10 skillsets he thought he might need to address the p1'oble:tns with MNLARS. -I "all-call,, to all CBTOs to ask fo1• people who had those skills. An all .. call is an all-hands-on-
deck l'equ.est to find the people needed. Jv.1NIT needed to collect its best and brightest minds to 
:fix the pl'Oblems, 

One of the CBTOs recommended bringing Microsoft 011 boal'd to look at the architecture of the 
system. lY.lNIT did so and "found out from Microsoft that there [we1'e] very serious issues" with 
the ptogramming in the system. Microsoft was able to put some "shims" in place to make the 
system function better, 

- found some 1pmblems with the MNLARS architecture. In computer 
~ layers of technology that make up an application a1'e refe1•red to as the 
''stack," which is compl'ised of a front end (the user inte1faoe that people see and whe1·e they do 

/ theil' work), the back end (a database), and a "middle-') that connects the two. Architectru:ally, 
MNLARS develope1·s put everything .in the middle tie1·, and all the conneotiohs were 
"competing" with each othe1·. lYINLARS was set up so that someone conducting a query would 
trigge1· a search through millions of records. If you were a u.ser doing a sea1·ch for a vehicle title, 
the system would pull up all the records and then find the one you JVere looking fol', slowing the 
system down. The system had slowdowns that wet·e so severe that use1·s were unable to use it, 
This is when- issued the "all oall" for assistance, . 

27 This may l'~flect a misunderstanding or miscommunication. - indicated that as of the date of• Jnterview, 
there were six components of driver se1vioes left on the ma~tem, and it was • unde1'standing that drive1• 
sel'vioes, when completed, will be completely offtbe legacy system, · 

· 28 This may refleot a misunderstanding or miscommunication, So fat•, the drivers licensing system has not been built 
on the mainframe, but has been left on the mainframe while development went forward with the vehicle registration 
functions, 
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--had been as1dng Meekin fo1• weeks if it was possible to _speed up the system by adding 
more computing powet· to it. Meeldn replied in the negative, but they found out later that mo1'e 
computing power would imp1'ove pe1fotmance, 

When the developers tested the system, they tested it in the functional silos in which the software 
had been developed, The system went live befote it had-been ·tested "end to end" :in its totality, 

) . 

Meeldn would have known about these issues after he spoke with Microsoft. He may not have 
known about the issues before that, but he should have; the people on his teams should have 
spotted these pl'oblems, 

Meekin 's explanation 
Meeldn "sort of, blamed 
iQIII, butMeeldn 
ll'announced 

Stmctural issues with managing the development team 
There are about 60 people worlpng as consultants on the MNLARS project. When - asked 
Meekin for an organizational oha1t, he showed • a. representation of what the so1'Um teams 
looked like, But when - examined the· actual 01·ganizational chart, the structure was ve1-y 
flat-after , almost everyone on the proj ectreported directly to Meeldn, There we1·e no 
manage1·s. identifies this as a significant flaw because the ol'ganizational structure speaks 
to how the pl'oject wlll go, There should be a segregation of duties between developing and 
:implementation (i.e., those who would t'epresent the busim,ss in testing and accepting the product 
as serviceable), In this case, with everybody 1·eporting to Meeldn, there was no separation 
between the disciplines, 

In some cases, consultants were reporting to othe1· consultants, without a State employee 
ovel'seeing their work. This presents an issue with accountability, since consultants sha1·e a 
community of :interest -in. maxitnizing revenue. Consultants do not own the outcome of a pl'oject; 
their interest is only the work they have been assigned, 

- was upset about- position being left vacant after-· - position 
was a key role that was ~led for a long time, Other roles ~led by consultants 
should have been filled by permanent staff. Several key architect positions were also left 
unfilled, 
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Responsibility for failures · 
When asked who is responsible for the failures prior to the MNLARS release, - indicated 
that MNIT and DPS failed to bring the deputy 1·egisttars to the table and eng~em in the 
project. Ultimately, however, Meeldn owns the teclmology failu1·es because they occurred under 
his leadership, All of the CBTOs are responsible for the projects they deliver fo1• agency pa1tners. 
Meekin had not overseen staffing app1'op1'1ately. The pl'Oject was staffed wholly by consultants; 
there wel'e no State employees on the project. There was also a big disconnect between the 
expectations for the product and what was ultimately delivered, Had MNIT and DPS leadetshlp 
known about the issues lv.lNLARS faced, it would have chosen a diffet·ent strategy, 

Meekin was the CBTO for both DPS and DOC, At the , he said he could not 
meet his obligations at DOC while completing the MNLARS project. DOC 
and ask them to take on the expense of the:ir own CBTO, MNIT does not have in ependent 
funding; rathe1· it relies on revenues it 1·eceives from charging for its set-vices. - leamed that 
Meekin had not been doing much wo1'k. fot• DOC, because he was spending aii'iristime worldng 
fotDPS. 

DVS is responsible for both dl'ivers 
licensing work (e,g,: adtninistel'ing examinations, issuing hcenses, and conducting reinstatement 
processes) and motor vehicle transactions (e,g,: selling license tabs, registration activities, and 
title transfers), DPS collects about $1 billion each yea1· i11 revenues, largely from motor vehicle 
transactions, · 

Role of deputy registrars 
DVS does not inte1fac_e dfrectly with oustome1·s who need vehicle services. Rather, deputy 
1·egistrars sel've as an intermedia1·y between DVS and the public, Deputy registrars can be either 
units of local govemmentj such as cities 01· counties, 01' private ooqmrations, Deputy tegistrars do 
all the "front .. fac:ing worlc' with DVS custome1·s and use lv.lNLARS extensively, 
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History of MNLARS project 
The State of Minnesota was in a situation that other states have found themselves in.--it used old 
"legacyH technology to support drivers licensing and motor vehicle registl.'atio.n functions, 
Minnesota's system was on a mainframe computer that was very dated,· and was at risk for 
secut'ity b1·eaches, An independent assessment was conducted in 2007 and found that the system 
was dated, and that pro grarnmers who could work with it were 1·etiring or moving on, Pursuant to 
legislative authority, DVS began collecting a "technology fee,, on tl'ansaotions in 2008 in ordel' 
to generate enough revenue to replace the old system. 

In around 2010 or 2011, the MNLARS project was moving fo1ward, and the State made a 
decision that it cou14 not build the system in-house, b1it would instead need to engage a vendor to 
do it, The Legislature provided funding and extended the technology fee for four mo1'e years to 
enable the use of an outside vendo1·. The State sta11:ed a prooure111-ent process in 2010 to bring in 
an outside vendor, It selected HP and worked with the company from 2012 to 2014, HP brought 
in dated software and became very 1'igid when the State asked for changes, In addition, the State 
want~ent process but HP brought in a Waterfall approaoh. At around the 
time - to MNLARS ill 2014, it was decided that the State could not continne 
wo1'lang with HP> and the State discontinued'the agreement. 

, Meekin stepped back from 
the project to foous on is other duties, informed as to the status of 
the project. The first pdm:ity for M:NLARS was to work on moto1· vehicle se1'Vices, the plan 
beingto defer work on driver services until later. 

Mainframe versus server: 
When the MNLARS team selected the launch date, they moved all of the motor vehicle functions 
from the mainframe computer into MNLARS. The drivers' license systems still reside on the 
mainframe, There was never any glimmer of hope that the drivers' license systems would be 
moved off the mainframe by July 2017; the team always knew that was going to take additional 
time, Looking forward, the next phase of the project will be to move driver sel'Vices off the 
mainframe, · 

P:i-oblems with lVINLARS during and following the launch · _ 
As 1Y1NLARS continued moving forward, - stayed in constant communications with those 
managing the pl'oject to identify a potential launch date, They anticipated a phased approach to 

, the rollout. They pl~nned to strut with high .. priol'ity transactions that needed to be available 
within -:MNLARS at the time it was released, and then to follow up with lowel' pl'iority functions 
that could be added to the system as ti111e went on, The highest priority transactions were those 
that the deputy registral's conducted most frequently. 
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MNLARS launched in July 2017, following a 10-week ''adoption environment'' for the deputy 
l'egistrars, 29 Very few deputy registra1· staff actually went in and used the adoption environment 
to become familiar with the new system, Thus, thel'e was an understanding at the time the system -
went live that the deputy registrars were not 'prepared for it. MNLARS was significantly different 
from the system that deputy registrars had used in thy past. For instance, the deputies had to enter 
thek own invento1y of things like license plates and renewal tabs into the·system, A lot of them 
entered the information incortect1y, sometimes cl~ inventory that had been assigned to 
other •offices, and p1'oble1nS snowballed from there. - _felt the deputies did not bothe1· to 1l'ain 
on the new system, The deputies took offense -to that observation, and blamed the MNLARS 
system for the problems. · 

There were other p1·oblems with MNLARS following the launch, Fot example, transaction fees 
would double in the vfrtual oheokout cart, The MNLARS team tried to do '~hot.fixes" ovemight, 
without a lot of testing. For the first three to fom• weeks followihg the release, they wel'e doing 
hotfixes almost every night. The MNLARS team then switched over to a weeldy telease of 
updated software instead of a daily one, 

The deputy registrars were accustomed to a system that handled all thefr transactions, even the 
"one"offs." When MNLARS launched, it did most, but 11ot all, ti.·ansaotions, and it ttuned out that 
the features that were missing created problems, By the end of the first month following the 
launch, DVS found it neoessa1y to rely on statuto1-y language that allowed them to o:ffe1· 60"day 
vehiole _permits in circumstances where they were unable to issue a license plate soone1•, due to 
p1·o~lems with the system, 

Around mid"to"late August; they noticed thel'e wel'e some major gaps h1 the system's 
functionality, Pot' instance, the system would not transfer a specialty license plate from one 
vehicle to anothe1·. Some functions they had planned fo be available at the time of July 24 1·01lout 
were not the1'e, - does not know how these missing features eluded detection during the 
testing phase, . 

The system also had issues with slowdowns, Communicating with the deputy registrars became a 
ohallenge beoause they had different expectations. Some who experlenoed the slowdowns felt the 
system was '{down/' Othel's who wel'e accustomed to compute1·s and the internet operating mo1·e 
slowly didnotneoessarlly reaotthe same way. 

The MNLARS team 1·eleased a large upgrade toward the end of October that 1'esulted in myriad 
problems; thel'e were things that just did not wade well when the system came up for business on 
October 27, 2017. The system provided i:en'ible pe1formance on October 30 and 3l8t, Two days 

29 Aoco1'ding to the OLA Report issued in June 2017J "On April 24, 2017, DVS began providing training to deputy 
-registrars on how to pl'Ocess velllcle transactions in lv.lNLAR.S, The fi1'st phase of tl'aining will last two weeks, 
followed by an 'adoption phase' tbat wi11 last at least ten weeks. During the adoption phase, deputy registral' staff 
will continue to use the legacy systems to pe1f~1•m w01k, but they will have access to ihe MNLARS system in a 
training envil'onment~ so they can pl'aotlce performing traMactions, A DVS official told us there is no fixed dateJ but 
the depathnenthopes to toll out the vehicle services portion of::MNLARB by the end of July 2017,'' OLA Report at 
6-7. 
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late1·, a database administrator made a critically bad mistake that b1·olight the system to its knees, 
and they are stilf working to make l'epairs, 

Deputy registrars' concerns 
While there ha.ve been p1'0blems with the Iv.[NLARS system, there are likely other issues that 
contribute to the angst expl'essed by deputy registt•ars. The introduction of Jv.JNLARS mad<ed a 
significant and pe1·haps unwelcome change in how deputy 1'egistrars conduct bus:iness, Formerly, 
the deputies functioned somewhat as a "pass .. through" in a papei' .. based system. F01· mstance, 
when there was a problem with a vehicle title or registration, the deputies passed the paper 
bearing this problem to DVS, which would then be responsible for 1'emedying it._ DYS made a 
conscious decision to change this when Iv.lNLARS was implemented. Now, deputies cannot 
finish a transaction in MNLARS unless everything is in orde1·. This shifts responsibility to the 
deputies to fix pro bl ems on the front end, 

Meeldn 's performance • 
Meekin ~as been a ''huge advocate~' fo1· DVS. - cannot say anything bad about Meekin,s 
performance and would not do so. - believes they could not have made as much pl'Ogress on 
Ml'-lLARS as they have without Meeldn,s leadel'ship, 

has eii' o ed a good, respectful working l'elationship with. Meekin fo1• a span approaohin 
.. speculates that they might have had better outcomes with the projec.t if 

Mee dn had stayed close!' to the pl'Oject> as many decisions were being made beneath at the 
team level. But both - and Meeldt1 had additional demands and responsibilities to add1·ess. 
Meeldn was stretched'' re thinu between his res onsibilities at DOC and DPS; the used to 

When things started looking like -they we1·e falling apart on MNLARS, Meeldn went 
to MNirs leadership and said he could not be responsible fot both DOC and DPS. Meeldn 
thereafter was assigned fu1Mime to DPS. · · 

Despite the difficulties encmmtered over the past year, nothing has shaken- confidence :in 
Meeldn, To the contrary, st.ming his diligence in tl'Ying to cor1·eot the pro bl~ ino1'eased • 
confidence in him. 

was in c arge of developing the MNLARS softwal'e and was empowel'ed as the 
decision maker on all technical as ects of the project. The day they announced the lv.lNLARS 
launch> - told Meelcin , but Meeldn did not infol'm- of this for abmit 
another month, Meeldn ex · had felt effectiveness would be dhninished 

and said• wanted to 
, In August, Meekin asked-

Problems with-performance 
- Meeldn have discussed problems with Jv.lNLARS from the perspeotive of hindsight, 
and have agreed th~ere :not aware of some things that had occurl'ed, In or around 
Septembe1~ Meeldn - learned that lv.lNLARS had not been ready to ~o at the time of 
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launch. Meekin realized this b 
-came back from 
_.-Ttivolved .in any decis10 . 
saying the system was good. 

into'' the roblems and speaking with staff. When 
, Meeldn told.he did not want 

would not admit tl e s stem was m trouble. kept 
"officially,, left State 

There wel'e some eal'ly warning signs of problems with- pe1formance. Meeld~ 
discussed some as they came across them, - catalogued the issues that are now apparent in 
hindsight: 

• - moved "downstairs,, whe1·e the softwal'e development teams we1•e working 
on the pl'oject. was employed at an administrator level and should not have been 
"down in the weedsu of the project, but should have been managing at a highe1· level. 

• - left a supe1'v1sor position vacant.. 

• Meeldn did not push too hard on gettin 
this was problematic: when 

1, 

to offload responsibilities, In hindsight, 
th~y lost the equivalent of thl'ee positions. 

• - was aware of what was go~n with the project on a day-t~ • knew 
where the gaps and holes were. -"fed" infotmation to Meeld~ about the 
project, but kept info1mation about pl'ohlems to - . . 

• - kept contlng up with excuses on why • would not fill positions, 

When the problems with JY.INLARS became appal'entj Meekin was as su1prised as - to find 
out about them, · 
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Sources of information about MNLARS over the last year . · 
- identified the sources from which• gatnered info1mation about MNLARS over the last 
year: 

• - informed - about business developments, p1'oject 
developments, and they would also discuss whethe1· DYS needed to hfre additional 
people. 

• Paul Meekin~ - met with Meeldn abou 
with respect to the technical aspects of lv.l:NLARS, 

and he provided updates 

• Demonstrations. When • schedule allowed, - attended demonstl'ations that were 
held bythe development team at the end of every two-week sprint. 

• 
covere pl'Oject activities during 
information at the :meetings, 

hese meetings 
presented most of the 

• Audtts. An independent fkm audited the health of the project (not the softwa1'e), and 
- reviewed their reports. - did not recall whether the audits were conducted 
annually or quarterly. 

knowledge before the July 24, 2017 MNLARS rollout 
understood that the intent for the July 24, 2017 rollout was to provide a "minimally 

viable product" for motor vehicle services. It was not expected to include any functionality for 
driver services. The term "minimally viable,, pertained to the number of functions, not to quality 
or operability. High .. volume activities were to be included, such as vehicle tabs, titles, and· 
registrations; these were the majodty, or "b1·ead and butter" of deputy regist1:a1· activities. 

- was under the impression that the functions to be put into production on July 24 would 
work well, - did not have a list of the functions that would be delivered ( 01· not delivered) 
on that dat~ was a frustration. • undel'stood that the plan was to add mo1·e functions1 

i.e,, those pertaining to lower frequency ti:a11sactions, late1'. DPS also had a plan in place for 
accomplishing the business functions that were not included in the rollout until they could be 
were f'malized and l'eleased, and that plan was included in the training that DPS offered to deputy 
registral's, · 
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Project deadlines and delays 
Minnesota has a statuto1·y requil'ement fo1• "Real ID" to be up and tunning by October L 2018, 
The plan was to have the motol' vehicle services part ofMNLARS opel'ational in May 2017 and 
leave one development team working on it to provide updates and increased functionality. The 
balance of the development teams were to be shifted into working on driver se1'Vices and Real 
ID, and to release those products by May 2018. That plan has not gone into effect. Only one 
development team has been worldng on drive1· services, while all the other teams have temained 
focused on fixing problems with and continuing to develop vehicle services. 

• The May 2017 1·elease date for vehicle sel'vices was delayed. .MNL~ users were 
supposed to have a 10-week titne period ahead of time for working :in a ''training 
env.ironment', to become familiar with the system. However, there were defects in the 

-

' inin envh'onment that delayed its l'elease, and thus the launch of the 'actual system, 
was told the defects were only in the training env.ironment, . not in the actual 

.system, · 

• With that delay~ the development resources remained dedicated to motor vehiole se1'Vices 
longer than expected, and it pushed back the commencement of work on driver services. 
This is of concem because the October 1, 2018 deadline for Real ID is statuto1y, and the 
existing mainframe will not support REAL ID requirements, 

• When MNLARS was rolled out on July 24, it was "hordble,,, DPS leaders~ 
the system had some "bugs'' that could be remedied by "tweaks," and -
1·~prese11ted that the system was working "p1·etty well" and would be functionmg better in 
a week 01· two, DPS.leadel'ship kept hearing that the system would be better "next week." 
However, MNLARS was 1•eleased with defects and gaps, 

o The list of defects with the release is hund1·eds of lines long., and the pe1'formance 
issues have been "shocking," When -the system- cnishes, that is a peifol'mance 
issue., not a mere "bug," Users we1·e experiencing "frozen', systems and had to 
exit and start ovel', The system was 01·eating "pended (hanging) carts,, at checkout. 

o DVS did not take in any revenues for most of August. This had downstream 
impacts for l'ecipients that were expecting the funds. 

o The decision to release .N.INLARS on July 24 was based in pru:t on the assumption· 
that missing functionalities could he added in a matter of weeks. Some of the 
functionality. that was to be added in August has yet to be delivered. 

• The defects and gaps with MNLARS likely do not account for the full measure of 
frustration l'eflected back by the deputy 1·egistl'al's, Some of them did not train themselves 
in the new system until the last minute. 11NLARS also involves changes with their 
worlctlow, The coincidence of system problems, lack of training, and changes in 
workflow likely all oontdbuted to their frustrations, 
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Mainframe versus MNLARS 
Prior to or at -the time of the MNLARS roll out, - undel'stood that driver services was being 
left on i:he legacy (mainframe) system fol' the time being. • also unde1'stood that pieces of the 
vehicle services functionality had not yet been built and were still on the mainframe system, It 
was ful'ther • understanding that the plan was to m_ove driver se1·vices completely off the 
mainframe system and into IvlNLARS at s61ne point. In fact, DPS has been info1•ming the' 
Legislature, as a "mantra,,, that they were p-lnnm.· to decommission the legacy system and avoid 
the expenses of maintaining it in the future. provided the following olu:onology: 

• ~mber 22: 2017-} Meeldn, 
- attended a J.Ueeting set up by for this ate. Meeldn said there we1•e 
conoems about the ability to continue own the current development path with l'espect to 
driver se1:vices in :MNLARS, He said they needed to consider staying on the cunent path 
as one option, but also to look at the possibility of engaging a vendor, and to examine 
what othel' states were doing with drivel' license services and Real ID. Thei'e was no 

. mention that driver services was being built on the mainframe, - felt thete was no 
hal'm in looking arouhd at other approaches, 

• - attended a meeting of the development team for Program Increment ('TI,") 11. 
The meeting was a twoHday event to plan what would be done dul'ing the next 10-week 
work cycle. At the meeting, people were confident that they were building ckiver services 
in lv.1NLARS (as opposed to building it' on the old legacy system), and would be able to 
shift more resources to working on ddver-set'Vioes. 

was attending a tabletop exe1·oise along with -
They we1•e both summoned to pa1ticipate in a conference call with 

the Governor, s office. The reason fol' the call was that the Governor had an upcoming 
press conference, and those working with him wanted to prepal'e for the possibility of 
questions pel'taining to 1v1NLARS, The question to be addressed was whethe1• the 
Governor had confidence that the State would be able to meet the October 1~ 2018 
deadline fo1• Real ID. - indicated that.the answer was no. This was the fast_ 
heard this and-was ver1 sut'prised by-1·esponse, - response gave t'ise to 
a "±lu11-y of meetings,n 

• Week of October 9, 2017: There wel'e a number of discussions regarding MNLARS 
dul'ing this time period. - was confused by the apparent disconnect between what • was h~aring during meetings with the MNLARS development teams and what. 
was hearing from MNIT' s leade1'ship, The development teams were taking a method~ 
apptoaoh and working towal'd the 1vINLARS project goals. 

• On or about Octobe1• 27, 2017: - attended a meeting with Meeldn -
- , Meekin reported that he had just leamed that the design fo1• :MNLARS driver 
Set'Vices was being based 011 the leg~ainftame sys. tem, It appeared that Meeldn had 
ah-eady shared this information with-,· Meeldn explained that the mainft·ame system 
would be the "document of reoo1·d" fol' drivers, licenses, What the develope1·s we1·e 
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wo1'king 011 was a MNLARS ''veneel' that would interact with and extl'aot information 
from the mainframe for usel's, 

Before this, nobody ever told - that the plan to build a new system had been 
scrapped. News of the _plan. to ouild Real ID on the legacy system was "completely and 
totally shocking.>' There is currently no funding available to continue maintaining the 
ma.-inframe system, It would be difficult for DPS to defend ,its need for funding to 
maintain the legacy system, since its mantra all along had been to decommission the 
mainframe to avoid the costs of upkeep, 

Failure to 
Meeldn knew for a long time that , but he did not , When 
_, Meeldn had to step in and t ce over duties, Meekin's role was as CBTO, not as a 
C(wo1'ker bee on IvfNLARS,,, Meek.in became completely embedded in MNLARS after --· Information not provided to 
The investigato1' asked hethe1·, in h~, it appeared the1'e was information that 
should have been pruvi ed to but was not. - replied that• was told _prio1' to July 24 
that the system had been tested, and the teams were confident that it would function propedy. 
-was advised that the1·e had been Quality Assur~QA") testin and User Acee tance 
Testini('~AT"), Relying on those representations, - infol'med 
that was "very confident" that MNLARS would function proper y when 1·eleased. In 
hindsight- has since found out that there was a "lessons learned" discussion that 

, identified sho11:oomings with the testing, The1·e had been no "end-to .. endH testing of the system 
before it was released, In addition, the oomponen.ts of the system were neve1• tested as a system, 
but 1·ather we1'e tested on an individual, unit basis, 

· Shortcomings in Meeki~formance: 
. 11te investigator asked - if• witnessed any short~omings in Meekin) s perfo1mance, 
- responded: 

• It is difficult for - to say that Meekin should have had more .involvement with the 
:M:NLARS proje~dn is a CBTO, not a project manager, In addition, Meeldn was 
stretched tb:i.nly between DPS and DOC, each of which p1·ovide o1'itical services on a 24/7 
basis, 

• It is possible that Meekin should have had a bette1· appreciation of the dsks that wel'e 
inherent, given the level of pre-release testing that was done, This 1·isk should have been 
co:tnmunicated to DPS, 

• - was the pl'oject mana~, lllllliuestions whethel' - had an outlet to 
communicate any grave concerns• may have had about the heal~e project. 
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·• - doea not know if the project was staffed p1'opedy on the technical side: 

o - is confident• ·1eamed of around the end of May 01· 

· in early June. Meekin said he had prevailed upon to remain with the 
pl'Ojeot longe1·, Regardless, it was well known that 1 and 
Meeldn said in August that he was worldng towal'd obtaming a rep aoem.ent 

o - was the person who was essentially running the 1·o~d ~ 
c1'itical of the lack of a , - --voioodll 
concerns about this to Mee1dn. He said he was wo1'1dng on separating out some of 
the duties of the position because - had been 1'esponsible for too many 
functions, 

0 

• - is concerned that it may be too convenient to blame Meekin for problems with 
fueprajeot. Meelcin was spread thinly between DOC and DPS, and it might not have been 
1·easonable to expect him to be '~down in the weeds» on the MNLARS project. 
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1 The MNLARS reboot 
Meeldn became the CIO, and 

1·eplaoed Meekin as the Info1matio11 Systems Dfreotol', - -
T and DVS made a decision to bring the development of MNLARS back in" 
discontinued employment with the State. Meeldn was the hil'.ing mana er 

r replacing_, and the selection team chose to offer the position to 
was not part of the lY.INLARS steering committee, but became part of 
meetings about the pl'Oject, 

thet'e was "a push'' to get 
directing so many people, In 
''probably not the best,,, 

1·ecal . that 
to hire supetviso1·s under since was 1·esponsible fol' 
dsight, having - supervise so many individuals was 

Looking back, - questions whether the State had "too many eggs in the -
basket." One person could not know all the technology involved and still have a bi'oad enough 
vantage point to lead the project. It was hard to tell who was actually "steering', the project. A 
related challenge was that Meekin had "two full-time jobs'' in that he served as the CBTO fol' 
both the Depa1tment of Public Safety and the Department of Corrections, 
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· t to expose his weak 
on N.CNLARS even 

offered assistance 
on the pl'Oject) Meekin decline offers by sayingthathe and needed to learn how to do 
-their jobs [on theil' own], Meekin would only ask for help with bu getary and legislative lssues, 
Meeldn became angry with -fo1• being ''too helpful» by offering assistance with the 
~~ . . . . . 

-identified a number of other interpersonal dynamics and circumstances that I believed 
contributed to unmet expectations with regard to IvlNLARS: 

• There was no industly best practice that desol'ibed what they we1·e ttying to accomplish 
with lvINLARS because of its unique nature, 

• Meeldn trusted- to delivet\ and• did ;ot do so, 

• Meekin was " rotectiveH of - , "You didn)t take a concern about • to Paul.,, 
Althou h was "extremely bright/> there was no examination of an bin said 
or did. s the "hero who could not be uestioned," 

Early concerns about the programming 
Eal'ly in the life of the project., people from 
code was ''crap." They descl'ibed it as "spaghetti.)) 
uncommon at the early stage of a proj eot. 

came to• and said the MNLARS 
indicated, however> that this is not 

Prior to the MNLARS launoh> raised issues on a number of occasions about product 
testing. • questioned why was managing ( 01· in oh~f) the Use1' Acceptance Testing. 
That is to say, the people w o did the testing fell «unde1.,, - in the organizational strnctul'e, 
-believes there should be a separation of duties between those who build a pl'oduct, and 
those who will decide if the product meets expectations. Typically the operations director 01· the 
systems manager will oat'ly out the final certification testing to say the code is ready fo1• 
production, The final testing shou~le who speak for the business and 
people who.eak fol' ope1·ations, - was handling or in charge of the 
testing, but did not ut1derstand the task. The business side neve~ really unde1'Stood thefr l'Ole 
with regard to testing, - encouraged- to "call a foul'' on what was happening. 
The reality is that people like those from DVS do not know what knowledge and information 
they are lacldn~ it comes to testing and user acceptance. The 01•ganizational structure was 
set up so tl1at - was the ultimate leader, There was not a steel'ing committee that was 
exerting influence on the project from positions of equal footing. · 

Sotnetitne in October 2017,, Meeldn asked why I had not said anything earlier 
regal'ding• concerns with th-rojeot. But . had neve1· obse1-ved anything that would 
warrant ".gout a crisis.,, had m fact raised concerns to - about end,.to .. end 
testing of the system that move payments received frotn deputy-registrars all the way into state 
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bank accounts, Ultimately, this functionality was tested three times just to show tbat it did not 
work, 31 

The "go~live" deci~ion 
The IvlNLARS team went over a checldist for weeks leading 1ip to the July 24 ''go live'' to ensure 
that everything was in ol'der. By launch time, the code had not changed 1n months because it had 
been deemed ready to go at an ear1iel' date, An eadie1· launch could have been possible but the 
users wel'e not ready, and some of the business staff did not feel ready. 

Prior to the launch, - believed the product was going to. be "amazing, H • knew thet·e 
were 'tnonstandat'd" things about how tl~e work: was conducted., such as testing. But the p1'oject 
also had assets such as human commitment and esprit de ool'PS, Those leading the project knew 
there were tbfags in lv.lNLARS that were not working as they should be, hut the business side 
said they had workarounds or that 1·epafrs could wait. In short, the1·e were "no performance 
stoppern.,, 

After the launch 
Aftet the launch, there were system pel'formance problems; i.e,j the systenl's response time as 
experienced by use1·s was "bad.', Those involved with the MlUARS project were "nose~down 
from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m, durmg the week," and also fo1• most.of the day on Saturdays working 
on solutions, 

-came to understand tba~·amming code was .inefficient, so they tried ''to throw 
hardware at the problem.,, When- became aware of the poor pe1fo1manoe, I suggested 
to Meeldn that they increase the computing powe1· ("GPU',) and Meekin responded, "Do what 
you need to do,'' They inc1'eased frotn 16 CPUs to 56, and forced the system to distribute 
wol'ldoad among the CPUs to balance wol'ldoad. In other words) they had to "bloat'' the system 
to make it work. In a "young systemt that by itself mighf not be ala1'1nmg. But what was 
diff'e1'ent he1·e was the addition of hardware did not improve pe1'f01mance to the extent that it 
should have. Until just a couple weeks ago., -has had to have somebody watching a 
dashboard at all times to monitor the system,s pe1fo1'manoe, 111 hindsightj - now wonders 
how Meeldn- oould not have known of all the ptoblems, if they had been keeping their 
eyes open durmgthe pl'ojeot. . , 

Because of problems with the system, the 1Y1NLARS team had to dive1t t·esources from continued 
development of driver services functionality to work on fixing the system>s ftmotionality for 
vehicles and registration. 

Around September 18, and asked Meekin how things were 
going with 1v1NLARS. Meeldn replied with a dismal assessment. Meeldn at that point began 
d,~pending - to fix the system, Meekin was "a wreolf' as system pe1formance grew 
worse., and Meeldn was <'grasping at anything'> to co1·1·ect the pl'Oblems, Meeldn ''took a back 
seat" to - when explaining the ctises to the commissioners and deputies, 

31 - later stated., however, thatll .did not raise the issue o:f;testing with-
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Di'iver licensing and Real ID . 
Aftel'- left, - heard Meeldn say th~uld have to stay 011 the legacy ~ 
for dl'ive1's' license~ and Rea] ID, This su1prised- - felt that Meeldn and_ 
likely did not intentionally keep this info1mation from the business side as they were genel'ally 
very open as to what was going on with the project. 

Meeldn's performance 
- provided the fo11~wing observations about Meekin's pe1fo1mance on the pJ.·oject: 

• Meekin was physically absent quite a bit due to other responsibilities, 

• Meeldn is an excellent technologist, but did not see the "big pictu1'e',; he could ngo deep 
but not wide. H 

• Meekin t'turned the project ove1· to.,, 

• Meeld11 did not use "feedback loops,, 01· have "real conversations,> to keep abi·east of what 
was really go:ing on with the proj eot. 

• -could have likely been successful with strong leadership above •, but Meekin 
did not provide that. . 

• Meeldn ma.y have maintaihed an aloof posture toward staff and distance from them so as 
not to expose his own lack of knowledge. 

Involv-ement with 1\.1NLA.RS 
·.Around the middle ofNovembel' 2017, 
"really wl'ong" with 1VlNLARS and 
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Difficulty of project 
.MNLARS was an immenseJ difficult pl'ojeot. The project goal seemed to start.with the idea of 
replacing the legacy system, but DPS had not given a clear description of what they ultimately 
wanted at the end, MNLARS is a much larger application than the old one, and will serve fat• 
more users. When- began reviewing the project,• found that the architecture was 
solid; the pl'Oblems related to how the al'chitecture was implemented. 

DPS had not done a major upgrade to this system since 1982. This presented at least two 
challenges: (1) DPS did not have business staff with experience going through a project of this 
size before; and (2) figuring out what functionalities the legacy system delivered involved 
something aldn to an archeotogical dig. 

• The state hired ove1· 65 contracto1·s, representing 44 vendors, with only Meekin and 
- to supervise and manage them. • · . 

• They used an Agile development methodology with a numbel' of scrum teams, each led 
by a sc1'Um master. There were four or five scrum masters, but they did not have 
programming backgrounds. Instead, they were basically small .. team pl'Oject managers, 
i,e,, pi'oduction managers whose focus was on the timing of deliverables, The scrum 
masters were not technical leads. 

/ 

o The so1·um. mastets wel'e not looking at the oode' that was being produced, or 
whether it conformed to proj eot standards, 

o The only technical leads on the aect were Meeldn and - . This was like 
having 65 carpenters with only • foremen. The1•e was ~uate leadel'ship 
bl'Ought to bear on the work of producing the code, · 

o Afte1· one of the vendol's - Sogeti- came to • and said 
they had been telling Meekin over a period of several months that there were "real 
p1'0blems" with staffing that were causing quality issues. 
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o Because there was not enough technical leadership on the project, the 
programmers ended up wl'iting Hspaghetti code,"32 

o The State is now "paying the pl'ice" for how the project was staffed and the lack 
ofteohnioalleadership, 

• MNLARS leadership kept telling the QA team to cut the scope of testing, and to do the 
bare minimum of testing so the product could go out the door, The team felt that Meeldn 
was not ve1·y p1·ooess oriented, did not really ·undel'stand best practices ( 01· that he was 
violating them), and wanted to out corners in testing, 

• Sogeti was aware that the coding for the project had not been standardized - everyone 
was doing their own thing, Because of the lack of technical leadetship during the 
development process, the QA team felt they need to do mol'e testing, not less. 

• Sogeti gave Meekin a slide deck on September 20, 2017 cataloging thefr 
1·econunendations, 

• MNLARS did not implement a "code freeze» before the commencement of testing, In 
other wol'ds) some teams were testing the software while others continued to modify and 
develop it. This meant that bugs being .introdi1ced into the code during testing would 
evade detection, - believes that "the minute you touch the codet there are a 
series of tests that~e done to ensure that it is still functional. 

• All four of the vendors have reported to - that team members had said th~re were 
structural problems with the progl'am, Too much authol'ity was given to developers to 
wt<ite code as they saw fit. 

• The testing that was conducted did not address third-party interfaces (that is, . other 
systems outside of Jv.INLARS, suoh as banks), This is typically addressed with a 
"mitigation document" by which the application owner (DPS/lv.lNIT) and the third patty 
(e,g,, the bank) come to agreement on how their respective systems will interact with one 
another, 

• The QA teams tried to "fight the good fight,, with MNLARS management but to no avail. 
Sogeti told- that they had been l'aising concerns to Meeldn about the pr~ject fol' 
ovel' a yea1•, Following th~ release on July 24, Sogeti began documenting the concerns it 
was raising, 

32 According to Teohnopedia.com, "[s]paghetti code is a slang term used to refer to a tangled web of programming 
somoe code where control within a pmgt'am jumps all o-ve1· the place and is difficult to follow." 
https ://www .techopedia,oom/definition/94 7 6/spaghetti"code 
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• The QA team was aware of the problems (o1' the limitations on their testing and the risks 
that resulted), but was not invited to be "at the table" when the Go/No-Go decisio11 was 
made to launch lv.INLARS, Had QA been at the meeting, the team would have been able 
to explain the limitations on thefr testing, Likewise, the QA team member who wo1'ked 
with response time was· not at the Go/No Go meeting, ,. 

MNLARS - post ... release erro1·s 
- had a chart depioth1g the numbet· of e1·1·ors .in the MNLARS system, Prior to release, 
there was a decrease in et1·01·s, After the release, the number of errot·s increased shatJJly 
~tioked"). After the errors hockey-sticked again. 
- assessment is that t e launch of :tvINLARS did not increase the actual number of 
e1·1·01•s, but exposed e11·01·s that had not been previously identified because of inadequate testing. 
- believes the errors have continued to increase - because • has 
insisted on rigorous testing, Now, - explained, w~ouch', part of the 
program to fix an erl'Ot, they are inspecting it closely to see if it can be l'epaired, or if it needs to 
be rebuilt. 

MNLARS was released on July 24, After that, the teams that had been slated to continue 
development of the product wel'e l'edeployed to fix problems with vel'sion that was released. 

It appears that Meelcin' s approach to implementing post .. release repait's was ad hoc; it amounted 
to an exe1·cise :in "Whaok•A .. Mole." App1·oachi11g :fixes in this manner involves a highel' degree 
of 1·isk when the 1mderlying software is not stable; i.e., when it consists of spaghetti code, In 
basic te1·.ms, ming one problem in an unstable system is mol'e likely to trigger othel'S 01· have 
unintended consequences, There are "minimums" in software engineering, i.e., recognized risk 
thl'esholds that one should not cross, The less solid the foundation, the fewer risks you can take, 
The MNLARS team was vlolati11g minimums because leadership told them they had to, Going 
back to the staffing for the project, the team consisted of oontracto1's, and they likely felt they had 
to do what they were told, The QA teams were told to test by component. They wel'e also told to 
test eaoh "fix,, as-it was developed, but they we1·e not able to do "full regression testing.'' 

-. understanding is that Meekin had tested the application's pe1for.mance (basically; the 
speed of the application) in July, befote the 1·elease.-but it was not tested again. As they 
continued to implement 1·epairs, the repafrs degt_taded pe1fo1mance, But the .Iv.lNLARS team was 
not awal'e of this because they did not reHtest pe1formance, This failu1•e was consistent wjth 
Meeldn' s statement to team members that he was not a "p1·ocess guy." 

Movement from legacy system 
There are six pieces of the vehicle services application left on the mainframe: The majority of the 
functionality is now server-based, By the time the project is complete, vehicle se1-vices will· be 

· completely off the mainframe, Woi1c on the drivers' side has been 011tsourced to F.A.S.T,, with 
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the goal being to have that project compiete in time to meet the October 1, 2018 deadline fol' 
Real ID. 

Monthly project briefings 
At'ound the end of 2015 or ~d pl'Ojeot managers at :MNIT started coming in 
on a 1nonthly basis to brief- on impo11:ant projects, - facilitated the 
meetings, while the CBTOs and ro · ect mana ers were l'es onsible fol' rov1ding infol'mation 
about theil' respectivv activities, also attended the 
mee~ings,.' The1'e was always a PowerPo t fo1• the meetings, 

Thel'e was discussion at most of the meetings about :MNLARS, and- w,.s the" roject 
manager" who attended with Meekin to provide updates, The :inv~ed what 
he learned aboutMNLARS in the months leading up to its relea~e, -1·elate : 

• The general format fo1• the discussions was to identify whei'e things were at with each project, 
what was coming next, th.e pl'Oject scope, and bud~d project manage1·s were 
also asked if they needed any assistance from the - 01· management team in 

. ovel'co1ning impediments, . 

o The initial meetings about 1Y.1NLARS focused on the pl'ojeot's "formation" and "structure/' 
which included topics suoh as using the Agile methodology, projeot thnelines, and _project 
management housekeeping, Once the timeline was mapped out, the focus of the meetings 
became an examination of how the project was progressing as compared to the timelines, 

o The1'e was a lot of pressure coming from the "outside world'> (not from withln 
MNIT) to "getthe project out the dool',', 
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o This time pressure, in patt., drove the use of the Agile framework., which is a good 
match when there is a need to show progr~y. "Showing deliverable 
progress was in the DNA of the project," and-regards the use of Agile as 
a good business decision. 

o The strategy fol' reducing the rlsk of releasing a defective pl'oduct was mitigated 
by reducing the number of deliverables. "You ensure quality by delivering a 
minimally viable product. H 

• In the months leading up to the launch, the repo1ts on MNLARS were that the project was on 
schedule and ·going well. 

• A fo1'mal · risk assessment had been completed. - believes Sogeti conducted the 
assessment in late 2015 or eal'ly 2016, and that the assessment report was routed to the 
Executive Steering Team. 33 Du1'ing each of the monthly reports, Meeldn and -
discussed the then-l'elevant "high level" lisks, and there would be follow-up at later 
meetings: · 

o - l'eoalled one tisk uncovered was how to pay fo1• the system once it 
became opel'ational-there were concems about the lack of an apparent funding 
soul'ce for ongoing operations and maintenance. 

o A ccbig risk,, was end~user readiness, that is, the concern being that deputy 
registrars would not be prepated for the new system, 

• - 1·eoalled that the1'e were discussio~ at some of the status meetings about 
challenges with respect to User Acceptance Testing. The t'isk was that of "not getting the 
right people in the room to do the l'ight tests/, 

o The business side was responsible fol' a lot of the End Use1· Testing, which 
involved writing test oases and scdpts, 

o The technology side of the project, however, got ahead of the business side, and 
there ended up being a bacldog of testing. 

o Usually, thet'e is a ''Quality Assurance Lead" who helps facilitate the UAT 
process, The lead talks through the tasks and maps out the process, so the business 
side is not left to thefr own devices to figure out what to do. 

o There were issues around not havmg enough people to do the end user tests, 

o It was reported that this issue was resolved, 

33 -believes • received a copy of this, and related that this document was used .throughout the life cycle of 
th~ 
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• There discussions at the monthly meetings about staffing. 

o There seemed to be a fair amount of tumove1· among so11.11n mastel'S, 

o There was also discussion about the business staff; although they were considered 
to be "on the project/ they wel'e also responsible for discharging their no1mal 
duties. 

0 

Other topics at the monthly :meetings 

• -did not 1·eoall whether- span of control was evel' discussed, i.e., that 
~verseeingthe work of 65 or 70 people, - suggest~d that there were many 
managers and super-v'isors involved with the project, but acknowledged that they worked 
on the business side, not the technical side. 

• - acl~ed that the 1neetings at MNIT tended to focus on scope, sohed1.1le,' 
and budget. - agreed that these discussions would not ensure that the software 
would meet expectations. - explained, howeve1·, that Use1· Acceptance Te~ 
traceability are safeguards to elp ensure the delivety of a high-quality product. -
said thete is still is an open question with this project as to whether MNIT 1·eceived "user 
acceptance'> from the 1'ight people, i.e., those whose opinions matter, 

Supervision of Meekin · 
The investigator asked- to explain, from• perspective, wh~ple at :M:NIT we1'e 
do:lng to make sure thatMeclcfu. was leading the project co1'!ectly, - response focused 
on processes; in general, the "big thlngH was the monthly status meetmgs, 1v.INIT also requires 
various "offices'' to 1·eportproject status into lvlNIT's reporting system. 

Resources to help Meeldn succeed 
Meekin's role on a project like this would have been as the "ownel"' or "champion.'' -
would have been the "technical lead,» A manage1· such as Meekin is responsible fo1· knowing 
when he 01· she is ".in over their head" and to fill in for those deficiencies, 

The investigator asked - if MNIT had the resources to guide a _project of this scale, 
-responded that ~not aware of any other project of this soale, The "PeopleSoft"34 

accounting system was large and took 10. years to develop, but it was an off-thewshelf pt'oduot. 
lv.fN'SURE was a hybrid of off-t1ie-shelf and custom development. - could not think of · 
any other development project that was on a par with MNLARS. · 

identified some resources that 1MNIT has available to CBTOs leading large projeots, , 
Office has standard project management templates and polices for project 

34 PeopleSoft is the foundation for the State's finanoial1 procurement, and reporting system, 
https~//mn.gov/.mmb/accounting/swlft/, It was implemented in 2011. http://www.swift.state.mn.us/home, 
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managementJ. but - was not sure how helpful 01· applioable these would. be since 
Iv.[NLARS was "unusually large,'' 

lv.lNIT,s senior leadership was "always" trying to conneot CBTOs with others CBTOs who had 
done large projeots., and there could have been such an effoti in this case. MNIT pmvides no 
training on how to lead a pmjeot of this scale., but believes the NINLARS people may have gone 
tbl.'Dugh some training on Scaled Agile Framework ("SAFe"), 

there were three 
softwa1·e arc teats who had been working on the project for a very long time; a data conversion 
team; and two developers, There was also a qusiness team., which included a pl'Ojeot m~ 
and business anal sts, Thel'e was .mistl'ust between the business and technology teams. -

• HP had ah'eady separated from the project. HP had developed one product for vehicle 
permitting, but it was not shippable. 

• The State had decided to do an in-house, custom build of the Iv.INLARS software, rather 
than to bu.y something off the shelf, 

• MNIT had decided to move fo1ward with an Agile development framewol'k, and one 
Agile development team had already been assembled. 

• The system architecture had afready been dev~loped, 

- stated "decision of significance" had also been made to move away from DVS's fo1•me1· 
business p1'ooe~s, which used a "back office batch system,'' Under that process., deputy 1·egistra1·s 
basically took in documents and sent them along to the State, which processed the paperwodc 
and updated the database on an ovemight basis. The new system was designed to be "customer 
facing,, and operate :in real time. This meant that all of the information for a transaction would 
need to be gathered, and all fees would need to be calculated up front. Basically, the new system 
envisioned moving data entry tasks from DVS centl'al office staff to th~ deputy l'egistl'at's. While 
this would eliminate lags in time between when a transaction ocoun·ed and when the change 
would appear in State records, it also i'epresented a large change from. a technology perspective 
and a "culture shock,, fo1• deputy registt.·ars1 - and Meeldn tried to help the business side 
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undel'stand that implementing this change would require extl'ao1·dinary · communications and 
help--desk suppo11:, 

~ization of the teams and responsibilities . 
- drew an organization chatt depicting how the teams and responsibilities came to be· 
ol'ganized afte:r the project hit its stride: 
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- elaborated on the chart, The left side was the Htechnioal side,, of the project, known as the 
"Release Train.', It consisted of around 70 fulltime people. 

• The Release Train Bngineet' ("RTE'>) position is shown directly beneath - and 
repo1ted to •. The RTE was more of a pl'Ojeot manage1· than a technical resoul'Ce, and 
was respon~e fol' keeping all the people in the Release Train on track. People on the 
technical side reported the status of all wo1'k in a tracking system "Rall " , 
allow~one access to Rally who asked, Meekin had a license, as did 
later,_, 

• Undel'the RIB were (from leftto right): 

o Tin·ee to four software architects, 

o A data conversion team. 
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o A pl'Oduotion team that was responsible for running the legacy system while 
MNLARS was being developed, and fo1• making preparations to shut down half of 
thefogacy system when lvINLARS vehicle sel'vices wel'e brought online, 

o Fou1· development teams that inte1faced with the business side and wrote code for 
the project. Each team included a scrum mastei-, six developers, and three Quality 
Assurance people. 35 

o A development operations team ("Dev. Ops.,,), which took cal'e of the ''build 
pl'ocess/> 

o A Quality Assutanoe ("QN') team, -stated that although the QA function is 
shown separately on• cha1·t_, there were QA people assigned to all the teams. 

0 

- explained that the right side of the organizational chart depicts the "husine~s side') of the 
project. From. left to 1·ight, 

• "UAT,, l'efers to Use11 Acceptance Testing, This team tested the software that had been 
developed and eithe1· accepted or rejected it. 

• Tmining. - did not elaborate on this. 

• Communications. - did not elabor~te on this. 

• Project Owners and Subject Matter Expe1'ts ("Slv.lEs)'), "J;'hese people were responsible for 
defining the functionality requirements fo1• the end _product, i.e . ., what the system had to 
do, . · 

After drawing and explaining the 01·ganizational chart (as if anticipating questions yet to come), 
- commented that Hpeople had no .interest in coming to te1ms with the complexity,' of the 
Jv.lNLARS p1·oject. The system had to deal with 285 different kinds of license plates. and over 
1,200 fees, resulting in tens of thousands of possible combinations of license plates and fees. 

Staffing of the "technical side" 
The investigator asked - whethet, in -view of the flat organizati.onal structure on the 
technical side, the1·e was enough "hell' on the project. -answel'ed by sayin~h-n 
first started on the ro 'ect, had a manager for the pl'oduction team named - . 

. In December of2016,_ had the request 
rea y to re the position an gave it to Meekin so he could attach funding st,:ings) . but fo1• 
whatever reason he did not do so, - agreed with the observation that it was "a pretty flat 

35 - clad:fied that after the July 24, 2017 lv1NLARS launch, the technical side created a fifth development-team 
by pu11J,ng staff from the other four, The creation of this team allowed sotne resources to stay focused on developing 
driver services while othe1· resources worked to address gaps and fix defeats with the software that had been 
released, 
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01·ganization.'' • followed this by saying, "When I look at this in retrospect, in lots of ways 
they just couldn't conceptualize what they needed to ptepate for-when you make as many 
process changes as they made, likf;) going from batch to real .. time oustome1· facing, "36 

The investigator told- that there had been some suggestions that-team had "too 
much to do and not enough help to get it done.H- agi·eed that was true, and said, ''I think 
we wel'e understaffed,'' · 

The investigator ·asked - if• ever told Meekin that they were understaffed. -
wsponded, "I'm going to pause on that. I'll be honest,,, I think this is being laicl at PauPs feet. I 
think that's not fair, There were a lot of parties in this d1·ama, who put a lot of pressure on this 
project.". went on to relate: 

• The business side of the project was "massively understaffed." They did not, "by orders 
of magnitude," have enough people to do the training, communications, and suppott." 

• Business staffing on the pl'ojeot was "further diminished" ( disti.'acted) by deputy registrars · 
who were "constantly assaulting,, the project. For instance, when the launch of the project 
was defel'red in January, the deputy registrars <'descended on the legislature within 
hours." An already understaffed business 01•ganization had to pull away from the project 
to respond to criticisms · 

• The Office of the Legislative Auditor ("OLN') ,opened up an audit while 
team were ttying to get the pl'Oduot ready for launch. The legislative hearings were tough. 

• Nowhere in the midst of these challenges did anyone say, "Take the time you need to be 
assu1·ed of quality and to build up the project the way you need," The amount of day-toH 
day Hwarfare,, that DPS had to respond to was massive. 

• DVS may not ( or did not) have had the time 1·equited to test and accept the software. The 
people in vehicle services were trying to do their "day jobs'> while also identifying and 
pl'oviding the technical side with the r~quirements fo1· MNLARS. The business side. was 
ah'eady stretched thin, and dealing with the audit and. legislative demands stretched them 
even thinner. 

The investigator asked if it was trne that there were oontt•aotors supet'Vising contractors on 
the technioal side. ed that the1'e were only 1 0 fulltime State employees on the project 
around the 'time , befol'e they started staffing up. When it came time to scale up, 
they did so with contractors, They took four of the te11 State employees and embedded them into 
scrum teams, Each scrum team had one State employee on it. The RTE was a oontraoto1· because 
there was no one in the State who had done Agile at this level. As to whether it was a concern to 

36 - follow .. up comments at times we1·e non~sequiturs1 and are inoluded in this summary as• provided them 
du~ intel'view. - l'~peatedly deflected questions about potential issues on the technical side by pointing 
out perceived shortconrings with the actions or approaches taken by DVS personnel, and the perceived laok of 
support from the Commissioners' Offices at :MNIT and D:PS, 
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have cont1'acto1·s supe1'Vi.sin=r contractol's, - said th~t was a Human Resources question 
that no one had ever 1·aised- · . 

. ' 

Technical and business leadership 
The investigator asked -if there was enough technical leadel'ship allocated to the project to 
guide the development process. - explicitly restated the question differently: "You could 
hl'oaden t~tion toj 'Was t~ough technical and business leadership allocated to the 
p1·0Jeot?,,, - then went on to list a number of cl'iticisms· of the leadership at lvJNIT and DPS. 

• - disagreed with the decision to release all the functionality of the MVP at the same 
~ut that decision had already been made. No1mally, the bettel' p1·actice would have 
been to break the release into smaller components, but the vadable wheelage tax had to 
be online l;>efote January 1, 2018, and that became a driver ofthe schedule. 

• telated that about two months before the 1·elease, • had asked 
for weekly meetings with th~ leadership at MNIT and DPS to prepare for the. 

launch. - wanted to have discussions that helped othel'S conside1· . whether the' 
agencies' expectations about MNLARS were realistic, and to ensure they undel'stood 
what it would take to make the xelease successful. 

I 

o - told - there were "always,, problems with software when it is 
launched1 and there needed to be a good process in place for triaging those issuesi 
-advised that the agencies be p1'epared for an onslaught of 2,500 phone oalls 
on the first day of the 1·elease, and should plan on the calls taking about 20 
minutes apiece, - said they should "deputize" all available staff to answe1· 
phones,37 Meeldn was p1•esent when - made the i·equest.38 Meekin said he 
would "run withH the idea of weekly meetings, but the meetings did not happen, 

o Instead of weekly meetings, there was only one meetin~ it occurred about a 
week or ten days before the launch, At the meeting, - catalogued all the 
things that could go wrong, including downtime, defects, and use1·s who did not 
remembe1· their training. · 

-believes that the "core pl'Ob~em'> sun·ounding the lvINLARS release was that the State did 
~ up to deplo "a wol'ld-olass su ort s stem in front of thefr 1·eal ... thne vehicle system." 
-added that, had suggested mobilizing a large team to 
respond to custome1· pl'Oblems when released. made this su estion at a 
"champions meeting" attended by Meeldn, , SES 
~meeting by p. hone, After mentioned t 
- began woddng on a elp desk solution. 

37 - said ihat there were only five people assigned to answering phones when the launoh ooourred and there 
wet'e "hundreds if not thousands of caUs.1> - stated that the Interactive Voioe Response system at DVS was 
ah'eady tunning nea1· capacity before the 1v.1NLARS .release, and the failure to plan for the onslaught of calls resulted 
in oustotnet·s nnd users getting busy signals when calling after the lv.lNLARS release, · 
38-initially stated that• made the request to Meeldn, but later olatified that• made the 1·equest to -
w ile Meakin was present. 
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remarked once about fmding space for 100 people and telephones to help 
expand·the help desk, and that-- had suggested to DPS that they talk to :MNSURE to leam 
about their business experience, · 

-believes that the problems with lvlNLARS was not because there was a lack of technical 
leadership during the development pl'Ocess, but 1·ather beca-qse agency leaders at DPS and MNIT 
"did not realize what a big deal this was." This was a project that involved lots of risk, and 
everyone (including commissioners) "should have been at the table/, The other pl'oblem they had 
was that there was not a single person in the pl'ess who understodd how thy system wm1ced. 
- had also suggested bt'inging ln the media early so they could start telling them their stoty, 
but leaders of the agencies we1·e afraid of do:lngthis. 

August 2017 post-launch period 
The lv.INLARS group formed up a "Top-5" team to work on issues in priority order, The issues 
included fixing defects and dealing with gaps. As fo1• an example of a gap, nobody told the 
technical side about the "kick-out process" that happens when a registration mailed in by a driver 
is not accepted, Accordingly, this functionality was not built :into the first l'elease, There we1·e 
also a lot of interactions afte1· the release with "finance» about getting money into the State's 
banlc account. In addition, nobody infol'med 01•. trained the de u re istrars about the move to 
accrual ... based accounting that would accompany MNLARS. 
the State moved more resources into fixing bugs and a~dressing gaps. 

:Pre-launch testi.!!a...-...-
DVS appointed- to be in charge of UAT, and then contracted with Sogeti to 
show them how to do it. The business side moved some people into UAT. - was not 
involved with the UAT. 

The investigator asked - who was in charge of QA for the project. • replied that the 
question was ''tricki' and did not answer it. The State contracted with Sogeti to conduct 
"integration test~nd "performance testing," and Sogeti also pl'ovided a couple of people to 
the UAT team. - indicated that the customer (DVS) accepted the software and decided to 
release it, and it was up to DVS to decide whether to release it with defects ("you always ship 
with defects)>) or to defe1• the release, - acknowledges, howeve1·, that it would be 
disingenuous to say the business side is responsible fol' accepting bad softwate when they might· 
not have understood what was to be done in terms of testing and acceptance, 
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The investigator as~ whether the- QA people 1·aised any concems 01· reset'Vations about· 
launching in July. _..-am. not answer the question. Instead, • said that all of the people 
involved :in the project undel'stood the complexity, except those at the top, - stated that tlrn 
QA people did a "herculean job'' but they were neve1· going to have a test case for every situation 
that came up, They tested what they knew about and w1·ote as many cases as they could, There 
was not 100% cove1•age :in the testing. 

SES provides IV&V se1-vioes. This work consists of connng 
into p1·ojeots with a checklist an compating _performance against best practices, This adds value 
because using proven best practices is likely to l'eduoe l'isks in tel'ms of oost, schedule., and 
quality. SES fi.l'St came into contact wi~le on the JY.JNLARS project in the spring of 20,15, 
and sta11:ed wol'k in May of that yea1•, - understood Meeldn to be MNIT's Director at the 
Department of Public Safety, 

SES's p1•ocess 
SES's audit re_pol"ts desol'lbe the processes they use. SES collected data, _pe1formed analysis, and 
1·epotted their :findings, Data collection involves examination of wl'itten materials, sitting in on 
project :meetings, and conducting inte1-views. - try to be "flies on the wall'~ 
when conducting audits so as 11.ot to intel'nipt~. SES sometimes must make 
exceptions and conduct interviews when thete is a need for information, For projects like 
MNLARS, SES compares data it gathers with best practices for la1·ge .. scale IT unde11:aldngs, The 
repotts SES delivered identified risks and actionable reoo.mmendations that the State should or 
could take to eliminate or mitigate the 1·isks. ' 

The audit process is set up to allow for two-way communications, SES submits a draft repo1t to 
the client, and then there is a tum .. al'ound time of at least a week for 1·eoipients of the report to 
comment on it. The pl'Oject team, in this case 1v.1NIT and DVS~ could provide wi·itten comments 
to SES. SES gene1·ally will only make changes if factual e1·rol's in the draft repo11: ate identified. 

Scope of the MNLARS engagement 
SES tailored its work with MNLARS, in pat1:, based on input from Meeldn. That is, SES focused 
more on pl'Oject management than technical documentation; they were not looking at source code 
or detailed design specifications, Meekin did not explain why he wanted that focus, The audits 
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examined management in general, including both the business side and the teohnical team under 
Meekin. 

Global comments on MNLARS risk management . 
Befol'e ilskin specific questions, the investigator asked - if there wel'e any global 
observation could share on the 1'isk management practicesJ(observed with the MNLARS 
project. stated: . 

• Risk management on the project was <'kind of a mixed bag," but this is true even in the 
best-case scenarios with pmjeots run by state governments, 

• There were some areas where State officials seemed more responsive than in others. For ' 
example, DVS bl'ought additional staff on board when SES ex.plained that they need a 
professional project manage!' who undetstood some of the risks that SES was identifying. 

• The State did not act upon some of the specific recommendations given by SES for 
mitigating t·isks. 

• Traceability was not managed carefully as the pl'oject wen\ forward, - explained 
that when so:mething is being designed and built,.there should be an ongoing conversation 
about whethe1' the product will do what the owne1· needs it to do, This is known as 
traceability, 

o SES eJqJeots to see a design that traces back to the pt'Ojeot requirements (what the 
product is supposed to do)~ and they also expect to look at the oode and trace it 
back to the design, A p1·~ject should only go l~ve afte1· those two things are 
assUl'ed. SES ''was _preaching about that from the beginning of theil' work-> but the 
State did not really act upon that until the last six or eight months.') 

• SES made observations about the project schedule, identifying what they believed to be 
weak~ because the State did not undel'stand how much tim. e ce1tain steps would 
take, -did not have enough infotmation to dete1mine if the project was on schedule 
or off, because the State was not tracking it closely enough. . · 

• Some of SES's observations wete based on its expe1'ience, mther than on industt.-y 
benchmarks, Fo1· example, the State believed they would complete all of their user testing 
in three to four months, but IIIIJi.ad never seen it done in fewer than six. - • 
expressed concerns about thl~ does not believe the State was ignoring SES on 
this, RatJ;i.e1·, it seemed that the State seemed to be waiting to get.the "1'ight people hired,, 
to complete the testing work. 

2016 Annual Audit Report-quality man~t risks . 
In response to the investigator's questions~ - explained particular findings set fo1ih in the 
final vetsion of the 2016 Annual Audit Repo1t (identified by SES as "Repo1t AA-2P'), 
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Risk related to testing,· 
I 

Page 31 of the 1·eport identified the following risk: 

The1'e is a risk that,, .. [t]est execution; applying defect fixes; and successful 1•6 .. 
testing will not b'e oqmpleted in time fo1• scheduled Releases. There will not be · 
sufficient time for the new UAT Team to prepare plans, develop test scripts/oases; 
validate previous and our1·ent Progl'am Increments) and pe1fo1m thorough UAT 
Test planning and management. 

- stated SES began identifying risks with regard to having enough time for testing in the 
first quarterly repo1t it issued in 2015, This concem dated baok to when SES commenced its 
wol'k on the project; and it was still a11 issue in 2016. -described this risk as one of the 
"pressing issues" with the Jv.lNLARS project. 

The Mitigation Recommendation for this 1·.isk (on page 31 of the 1·epo1t) states that there should 
be a Use1· Acceptance Testing ("UAP) plan that includes ''Solid Ent1y and Exit criteda."39 

"Solid entty cdtel'ian refers to the idea that software should be ah'eady fully tested before it goes 
to the "business sideH foii UAT. 40 The reference to ''exit criteria" suggests that the software 
should not pass use1· testing until "evel'ything,, has been tested and all the requfrements have been 
met. As time went on, SES kept tl'ying to explam these recommendations to the State more 
clearly, - states these efforts should be evident upon walking tht'ough the Yal'ious quatierly 
and annual audit repotts to see how the recommendation evolved ove1· time, · 

On page 31 of the repo1't, it states that "Vendo1· staff have stepped up to lead and manage UAT. ,, 
When SES began auditing the project, Sogetl was doing QA on the technical side (QA), but was 
not_ doing UAT. Eventually, a smaller team from Sogeti became involved in planning and 
conducting UAT. Sogeti sel'Ved as the lmowledge base to DVS, and DVS pl'ovided personnel to 
conduct the UAT, 
Risk relating to the defect management process: 

Page 32 of the 1·epott identified the following risk: 
I 

'There is a 1·isk that,,., Defect management will not keep pace with UAT test 
velocity., which is antioipated to accelerate,,,,. 

- related that defects are identified when a new software pl'oduot is tested. Defects ate 
inevitable, and they are supposed to be managed in a timely, deliberate way: The Quality Team 
should document the defect, the teobnioal team.should vel'ify that it is actually a pl'oblem, a11d 

39 -disoussed DAT in the audit report, and• comments al'e included here not because of • concerns about 
U~ becanse!recommended that there be 11solid.'1 entry criteria befol'e tb.1:1 software was submitted to DAT. 
That is, -soug :t to _put• 1·eade1·s on notice that t~e software should be thoroughly tested before UAT was 
conducted, 
40 A number of1he people involved in MNLARS refened to testing conducted on the technical side as "QA,n (or 
Quality Assurance) and testing conducted on (belia1f of the) business side as UAT (Use1· Acceptance Testing), 
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then the defect should be sub.tilitted to some kind of prioritization pl'ocess, The highest _priol'ity 
defects should be addressed in order, Once it has been fixed, the "fix" should be retested, 

SES asked the State for its defect management process, and the State could not show SES 
anything that was documented, Some _people on the project could have had a great plan in tnind 
for what to do, but it was not written down or widely understood, In sum, there was not a 
rigorous process for managing defects that was being followed. 

To stay on sohedule, the schedule itself needs to include time fo1· dealing with defects. The 
MNLARS project schedule did not include time for dealing with defects, Compared to othe1· 
similar projects, 1v.1NLARS did not seem to have as many defects that wel'e identified dul'.ing 
testing, but this raises a question as to whether the testing was rigorous enough to detect the 
defects. When you see ongo:ing defects fol' a number of months after the projeot is released, it is 
~ve of-but does not conclusively establis~t.hat the pre .. l'elease testing was inadequate. 
- perception was that the people leading 1vINLARS were responding to increasing time 
pressure from entities outside of the project, atthe expense of do:ing thorough testing.41 

Risk ,·elating to testing: 

Page 33 of the repo11: identifies a risk that some user4aoing requirements will not be UAT tested. 
Thls pertains to the earlier discussion of "req_uirements traceability." The following diagram is 
on page 33 of the repo1i: 

2017 Annual Audit Report 
This audit period cove1·ed the release of MNLARS on July 24, 2017. There were defects when 
the producJ was 1·eleased. SES was aware of the defects at the time of issuing the 1·eport, but was 
not concerned about them at that point; it was too soon following the release to make any 
judgment. In hindsight> SES now knows that the MNLARS team had "quality issues" with the 
product. 

The investigatot asked- to elaborate on certain portions of the 2017 Annual Audit Repott, 

Risk oftnsiifflcienttime to pe1form UAT.· 

A table on page 18 of the 1•eport describes a risk that was first identified in the "QR3" (or thil'd
quarter) Audit Repo1t" from the spring of 2016: ''Ins~fficient time to pe1'form UAT." The repo11: 
identified a discrepancy between how the auditors and how the State classified the dsk: the 
auditors viewed it as ''open'.> and the Jy.lNLARS team oonside1·ed it "closed." This section of the 
report was intended to convey a broader message about risk management-SES felt the odds of 
1'isks oom:ing to be realized were greater because the MNL.ARS team was not tl.'acking and 
dealing with them. This page of the rep 011: merely provides a couple of examples along that line, 

41 -satin on some project meetings when, discussions refleoted a perceived need to move the project forward 
swiftly "because of the political pressure," . 
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Risk relating to Human Resource management: 

At the time the 2017 l'eport was issued, the teohnioal staff wel'e being '~challenged with the 
competing demand[s] of production defect tdage, grooming, correction, 1·e-iesting, etc.» (Page 
20 ,) As a result, the report noted., thel'e was reduced oapaoity for ongoing design~ build, and test 
activities, (Id.) · 

The MNLARS team did not have sufficient capacity to design, build, and test the product they 
we1·e endeavoring to deliver. People on the lv.lNLARS team acknowledged this problem existed 
and said they were t1ying to get .tno1'e staffing, but tb.ey had not built a documented business case 
showing they needed mol'e help, - tried to explain to the team that they had not done the 
wol'k necessat'Y to show the extent 01· location of the staffing gaps. This made it more difficult to 
advance a business oase for hiring more people, 

The report noted that in practical terms, this meant that resolving the human resources issue was 
not just a matter of adding staff, but also developing a staffing table, The MNLARS team should 
have had a table showing how many positions had been approved fo1• the pt'ojeot, 1so -the approved 
staffing level could be compared.to how many people were actually woddng on the project. This 
would have exposed the gaps, SES could not make a finding that the project needed rno1·e 
staffing without be:ing to say what positions and functions were vaoant. 

~ baok through SES's eatlie1· repo1ts would show that SES had raised the issue before; 
- felt SES was "always saymg to [the State]'' that they needed to show SES the staff that 
was approved to work on the project. The pl'Oject team responded by producing an organizational 
oha1t for DYS, and a list of people working on the project. These documents did not, however, 
show the staffing gaps, Given the lack of information, SES was not able to determine whethel' 
the _project was staffed with adequate personnel to complete the wol'lc expected, 

Risk relating to quallty management: 

Page 24 of the repo1i includes a statement: "However, we found no documentation indicating 
that the Release 1,2 MV "GOH decision included validation that all User Stol'ies were traced to 
UATtest oases that successfully passed testing,', 

- elaborated: The auditors· were able to see that the !v.lNLARS team conducted UAT and 
that the p1·oduot passed UAT, But they did not see documentation showing that the testing was 
thorough; i.e., that the product met the l'equirements for fonctionality, 

The auditors had earlier recommended that the MNLARS team set stringent criteria befo1·e 
putting the product into pl'oduction, and that the business manage1· make delibe11ate decisions 
about whethe1· they could live with the defects that we1·e identified and whether there was a 
suitable wo11caround. However, the business side of the pl'oject "caved a little bit'' about having 
stringent c1'ite1fa, As pressure mounted to release the system into production., the business side 
decided to allow mediunHevel'ity risks go into pl'oduotion as long as there were workarounds, In 
reality, the quality was lagging behind expectations as the release date approached, because they 
did not have time to get all of the defects fixed. 
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- was aware ~' upon becoming involved with the pl'Oject, insisted on 
regl.'ession testing, 42 ~gression testing as critically impol'tant, and could not see 

· evidence that the 1v.1NLARS team was doing full l'egression testing leading up to and after the 
release, · 

2016 Fourth Quarter review: 
SES issued a quarterly audit reported, dated December 7, 2016, which covered the period of 
August 27 to November 25. A newl'isk, denominated as #3.10.1, identified in therepo1'f:was: 

lVINLARS design and build will not deliver functionality in time for testing, 
defect co11·ection and re"testing for future planned Releases. A combination of 
decreased Sorum Team staffing and increased staffmg needs tesulted in the status; 
technical staff are temporarily filling multiple positions, further reducing design 
and development capacity. AB of 25 November, a portion of this dslc was 
tentatively in the process of be:ing mitigated with pending hires and on .. boa1'ding 
of additional Sol'Um Team staff. 

(Report at 24,) The project was originally slated fol' release in October 2017, and this audit 
f111ding was made in the period tha.t covered the projeoted release. The message SES meant to 
convey was that the MNLARS team needed to slow down and focus on quality. Ultima!!el the 
MNLARS team pushed back the release for app1·oxnnately nine months, to July 2017, 
stated that delays of this length a1'e not smprising on p1'ojects of this· scale; in fact, t ey are 
expected. What• did find concerning was the "lack of a solid plan fo1· going forward/' 

In the next quarterly audit report, dated March 29, 2017, SES revisited this risk and provided the 
following observations and recommendations: 

Specific staffing mui:ibers were not available to the Audit Team dul'ing this 
re_pmting period. However, obse1'Ved vacancies combined with staffing discussion 
:in management meetings :indicate MNLAR.S schedule changes are due in part to 
staffing shortfalls. The apparent continued shol'tfalls - oorrelated with s'chedule 
delays and the 1v.1NLARS defect backlog~ suggest that this risk has in fact already 
been realized and should be conve1'1:ed into a fo1mal p1·oj ect issue, 

Recommendation: 

1. Significantly or completely cease design and build activity unless it is 
1·equired in the next release, Instead, focus technical resources· on defect 
tesolution and 1·e-testing until JY.I:NLARS quality is acceptable to the use1•, 

2, Establish a lvfNLARS 01·ganizational chal't that shows whethe1· each position is 
filled com.pfotely, partially (as a shared resource), 01· vacant; and anyprojeote9-
dates when filled positions will be vacant and vice versa. 

4z -~xplained that regression testing refers to testing a product after changes have been made to itj to gain 
assu1·ance that the changes did not unintentionally impair functionality. 
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3, Sununat'ize staffing information desodbed in #2 above, like the table below .. , . 

(Page 20,) The next quarterly audit report, which was issued on June 14, 2017, showed some 
progress: team resources . were being redil'eoted from design/build activities to defect 
management. Howeve1·, the1·e was still "no up-to-date organizational cha1i" that showed 
petsonnel who were largely or enth-ely dedicated to the 1V1NLARS ptojeot wol'k, and the staffing 
documents that existed were out of date and inaccutate, 

Project risks 
MNLARS tnight be the. largest software application that the State has eyer attempted to build 
from the ground up, When the decision was .tnade to build it, there was no proven ''off-the-shelf, 
alternative in the market. In the perfect view of hindsight, the Jv.INLARS project was fraught with · 
risk from the outset. Additionally, MNLARS represented a t1·ansfo1•mational shift in the way 
deputy registl.·ars carried out their w01k :rv.INLARS changed the system from one that was paper .. 
based batch-processmg to one where deputy registra1·s would do the bulk of the data entry wodc 
while a custome1· stood ,at the counter, This shift to a 1·eaUitne business process requil'ed robust 
help~desk supportJ which DPS was not adequately prepared to provide. 

The MNLARS project "totally changed" how deputies did theil' wo11c, without their buy .. in. 
- views it as essential that there be "a really good collection'' of users involved in 
developing new business applications, With MNLARS> 1v1NIT stat'ted the development work 
with multiple deputy registrars having input into the process, but only had one deputy involved 
in theil' day-to .. day work. 

1 

I I I I .. • I - - II I I • • '' i • ! 

I I! i I I - . I ! • I 

• To make sure that business users were involved in the entire development process, from 
\ design to development to rollout; 

• To make sut·e that business users were pa1t of the test group; and 
• To make sure that there was a corps of "super users" out in the :field. 
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Meekin did some of these thin s, but not to an acceptable level. Meeldn - did, 
however, implement a number of recommendations, One was that there be a lead person 
on· the business side of the project; initially filled this role. Another was to. train a 
gtoup of supe1' users. 

- also dire~ted Meeldn toward resources to help him succeed with the pl'ojeot. When they 
were trying to add State employees to the development team, - pointed Meekin toward an 
employment recruite1· on staff at Jv.l:N'IT. When they were enga n contractors, - helped 
move the proourement dooutnentation through the system faster. also info1med Meekin of 
others in State service who could rovide advice and counsel: 

Pressure as to timing 
There was substantial pressure to put IvINLARS into Qroduction as soon as possible. However., 
the MNLARS release had been deferred.before, and- had instructed Meeldn, "Nobody 
forgets a bad roll out. If it takes a few more months to clean this up and push it out, let's take the 
time,H 

Demands on Meekill 
J,v.t:eekin was the CBTO for both DPS and DOC, Meeld.n never suggested he was overburdened,, 
~ knew there was always a chance of bumout with a software rollout, Accordingly, 
~oke with - in the spdng of· 2017 about the idea of relieving Meekin of his 
responsibilities at DOC, 

~cement of--
- learned thaflllllwould be leaving the ~ a. few months before • actually 
departed. As • departure became more imminent, -was concerned that Meekin did not 
have a replao.ement fo1• •, - asked Meeldn whethe1· HR was slowing down the process, 
Meeldn l'eplied that he was not encountering any obstacles, but l'ather that he "was the Qroblem', 
in moving the process fo1wa1·d, Meekin did not, however, explain why· he did not fiU -
vaoant position, Meekin neve1· did 1·eplace - before going out on administrative leave in 
Novembe1·, 

No actionable indications of trouble 
- knew that Meekin oame out of the pdvate seotor and had a software development 
background. The p1'evious administration a.t MNIT had faith in Meeldn's abilities to lead the 
proj eot> and nothing happened to suggest that . trust was misplaced, To the contl'Bry, Meekin 
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s_poke and. conducted himself in a way that inspited confidence, and-had somewhat of 
a "rook star'' background in the private sector, , · 

Meekin-"reported well'' when giving updates on the pl'oject. They conv=adnews 
as well as good, so lvlNLARS seemed like a '1normal, healthy pl'Oject." Although- did not 
see the SES audit reports, Meekin- gave - a presentation about the audit findings 
and recommendations, as well as a summa1y of what they were doing to address them.43 Their 
project management repo1is were rlch and thorough, 

At one point) - called a meeting of the architects · on the ptoject. They spent about four 
hou1·s meeting and (nerding out'' over the MNLARS architecture. The programming looked 
"thick" in the middle so:ftwa1•e tie1·j but was not fluent in the p1·ogl'amm~uage they 
were using, and the architects dissuaded of-concerns, It was nQt on-1·adar that 
the project would have tumed out as it did. 

One concern for- was that Meekin- were so beholden to Agile methodology that 
they were not looking beyond the next ~ doing long .. term plan-nin , - told them · 
th~y needed a roadmap as to what was going to be released and when, is frustrated that 
M~eldn- "neve1· got it." 

Testing 
talked "a lot" to Meekin about testing around the fall of 2016, •-

lV1NSURE, and advised them, "You can't shottcut the 
testing'' and, "It's a lot easier to do less right than to do more and fix it after the fact.~' Building 
tinie into a pl'Oject schedule to test fo1• and repair defects is "basic baiting practice stuff" in 
software development. · 

In thefr ongoing status 1·epo11:s, Meeldn - "1·eally focused on quality and defer1·ed the 
release to July." "They would give me defeot repo1ts. You could watch software defects versus 
software development. They were fixing defects at a rate I wunld expect. Before Go .. Uve they 
had gotten them down to where there were no Severity Ones (i,e,, ol'itical defects) with no show .. 
stoppers, --Paul assured me that V{ould be the case: that a quality pmduct would be 
released.' • 

In conversations with Meek.in, in uired whether traceabili of testin 
~ts had been verified, 
--was assu1'ed thattraceabili~ ha been addressed and was ve1ified. 

In hindsight, it's a fair inference to dl'aW that the testing was ~te to identify the actual 
number of defects, But at the time, it seemed like ·Meeldn - had taken a few extra 
months to make su1'e the software was working properly. , 
Adequate staffing on the business side · 

. During .exit interview, - told - that DVS had not been staffed adequately to 
suppo11: the l'ollout of a real ... time business process. • said DVS should have increased its 

43 - indicated that the audit completed by the Office of the State Auditor also -provided reassurance as to the 
he~MNLARS, 
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to handle the volume of calls that· came in with the rollout, 

Problems after rollout 
.MNLARS was released into 

:MNLARS did not function as expected once it was 1·eleased into production. Meeldn kept saying 
. it would be okay· and that they just needed a couple of weeks to clean it up, and initiated a cyole 
ofhotfixes> ofwhich-was not aware at the time, . . 

Before - asked Meekin why they did not have people out in the 
field, standing alongside deputy registrars as they wo1'ked with ·.lv.lNLARS, in an effort to 
understand the problems they were experiencing. It ''.made. crazi,. that nobody would do this. 
- wanted Meeldn-o ull the use1· community together, identify and prioritize the problems., 
and start fixing them, assumed that .line-level users were providing input into decisions 
about how to 1·eoover from problems with the release ... level of concern about the project 
elevated because Meeldn' s repo1-ts and P.to osis were not lin111 u with the level of angst from 
the user community, - also had a' examine :MNLARS, and 
considered placing the pl'ojeot unde. charge at the time, but did not do so. 

- , Sometime after , • 
contacted to chec on the status of MNLARS. After meeting with Meekin, gave 
- Meekin's assurance that they needed a couple of weeks to fix things, and then ''ifs going 
tobe okay,,, - repol'ted that MNLARS was working fol' most transactions, the team was 
.rolling out fixes pretty quioldy; and they should see a turnaround. MNIT passed Meekin's 
assessment and assurances on to the Govemor) s office. These representations turned out to be 
inaccurate, and ended up putting the Govemor in a "ho1'rible situationH a:fte1· he conveyed them 
p~blioly, 

- began seeing signs that lv.fNLARS could not be quickly or adequately repaired. -
sta1ted to suspect Meeldn' s team was rolling out untested hotfix:es when • heard that repairs to 
the system were causing other problems. The 44 had occurred, and Meeldn 
said that they could fix the motor vehicle functionality, but suggested that the State might want 
to go with an outside vendol' to develop ·the drive1·' s lioense system. The infom1ation that :MNIT 
was passing along to DPS refleoted what Meekin was telling MNIT: they we1'e in fol' a "bumpy 
l'ide~' in the short tel'm but things would get better, 

- to deal 
with the problems. had alrea y become distrustfu of the :informat10 was receiving 
from Meekin and oegan sitting in on in conference call meetings with the l\1NLARS team. 

44 &e- interview summary, 
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-"grill[ed the I\1NLARS teaml about the architecture,"• met with Meekin and the IT 
folks to go through the 1YINLARS arohitectu1'e in detail during the week of- and 
found flaws. Thel'e was "orissorossing between domains" that was caus:ing data collisions, These 
problems wel'e not identified before the product l'elease because the lvINLARS team did not 
conduct ''complex load testingt They conducted simple load testing, on a oomponent .. by~ 
component basis, There was no end-to .. end testing. 

Upon spotting these pl'Oblems, - decided to· bring in Microsoft Premiere, Microsoft 
identified aniilifi!i@dooumented the roblems, and MNIT went fol'ward with fixing "the biggest 
offenders,,, the Governo1· that MNIT' s earlier as·sesstnent-that the 
problems w1th MNLARS coul be ptomptly remedied-was wrong, The Governol' was "very 
upset', - and deservedly so, Because of the poor architeotute, software components 
will need to be rebuilt going forward. 

The faulty architecture was causing pe1formanoe issues, i.e., system slowdowns. - asked 
nearly eve1y day, for three consecutive weeks, whether it was possible to improve system 
pel'formance by adding more computbig capacity ("throwing more CPU at the proble~ 
res onse from Meeldn was that they had already maxed out the capacity, -

examined the system and found that another 35% more computing 
power could be added and they did so, which helped mitigate some of the pel'fbrmance problems. 

In the midst oftb.e post .. l'elease problems, the 1v.tNLARS team was still "rolling out code" while 
the basic problems with arohitectu1•e remained unresolved, - late1· learned that Meek.in had 
ol'dered the MNLARS teams not to test the code befo1·e it was released i.e., to execute hotfixes). 
The very last stl'aw for - was that one of the deleted the 
production database (the underlying collection of data that .:MNLARS stol'es an uses dul'ing the 
middle of a bus.iness di, This entire situation reflected a lack of software · devefo-ent 
discipline. - lmew needed an immediate change in leade1's9· on the ro 'ect. 
_pulled Meek.in off the project and put 1n charge ofit. told not to 
release any software unless it was fully tested has since repo11:e back obse1-vations 
on problems with the project, which affumed · 

Other observations . 
- does not believe that Meykin ha1ibo1'ed any ill intent or deliberately made any missteps in 
"liihlsleadersbip of the project. Rather, I believes that Meeldn's sh01toomings !'elated to a lack 
of competence, . · . 
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N.tNLARS project focus 
S:ince 2014, tlie effo1'ts within MNLARS have been pdma1ily focused on vehicle setvices. This 
emphasis 1·esulted from the need to collect variable wheelage taxes on vehioles sta1ting :in 
J anua1y 2018, which the old mainframe system. would riot do, 

In early 2016, there was just one development team in operation on the technology side, Ove1· 
time, the staffing expanded and came to include four development teams, a data team, and a 
group of architects, The project started moving along at a good pace once· this staffing was in 
place, - ttied to have a "project owner" or Subject Mattei· Expe1t ("SME") from DPS 
embed~ each development team, but that did not hold across the boat·d. 

did not imp ement a direotor-manager-superviso1• .. worker structure 
~government In fact, ,there was not really another manager on the technology side 
- and there were no supervisol'S between- the 40 .. 50 people-doing the actual· 
woi'lc, Many of the wodcers we1'e contractors. 

- was involved with hil'ing developers, scrum masters, and ~ther individuals brought :into 
the project. -"did a lot of the supervision of the larger teams," Although there~ were scrum 
masters on the va1'ious teams, they were generally not mana~u_pervisors. One of the sc1um 
masters was a State employee and the rest were contractors. -DPS employees were on the 
teams to make decisions about the prio1'itization of work, not to manage 01· supe1'Vis~ technical 
pl'oduction work, 

• Strategy for delivering functionality 
There was not time to build everything into MNLARS that the State wanted. Accordingly, MNIT 
decided to go with a Minimally Viable Pl'Dduct ("MVP"), -gave - assurances that they 
would be able to qu~cldy add new functionality after the iv.rv.P'was released. -reflected, "I 
don't tWnk the tech side anticipated the issues we were going to have. We were told that we 
would be able to add functionality sho1tly after we went live and that didn't happen. rve learned 
so muoh more about the impo1'tance of testing that we didn ,t know befo1•e. '' 

Sogeti' s role 
Sogeti was responsible for a lot of the Quality Assurance wol'lc on the project, and also had a 
team doing User Acceptance} Testing, UAT "maybe sta1ied ramp:ing up" in the spdng or summer 
of2016 when the fast developmentteam began w01·k. The first development team was lmown as 
O-scmm (pronounced; "OhHscrum''), When UAT sta1ied, Sogeti contracto1·s were doing all of it. 
Over ti.1ne., DVS ~ta1'ted involving its people in DAT. 
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The investigato1· asked-if UAT was completed before N.lNLARS was released, m 
replied, "We certainly didn't do as much testing for our MVP as we are doing now." 
additionally stated, "We didn't nave full l'egression testing before release/> - stated • di 
not lmow what level of UAT had been completed befol'e the release, 

Time pressure · 
- related that those woddng on the MNLARS project felt a sense of time pi·essure: 
legislat01•s were taking the position that the pl'Oj ect had taken a long time and cost a lot of money, 
and they wanted to know when they would see results, When the Real ID deadline was 
announced it created additional p1·essure, and some development teams needed to be redit-eoted to 
work on that. 

management style -
had confidence 

1
:in ~med. capable, but "maybe didn't listen enough'' to 

concemstbatwere being~also appeared to be somewhat ofamicromanager, . 

Meeldn's management style . · 
Meekin's responsibilities at Corrections took him away from the project, and he relied on
to lead :MNLARS and keep him informed, - does not know of anyone bringing concems to 
Meekin about- · • 

Testing • · 
It was fi'Ust1.·ating to - that they were not able to complete a full oycle of testing on 
1v1NLARS after fixing defects in the ~pdng of 2017. - was infol'med that automated testing 
should expose most of the pl'oblems, and that the deputy registrars would identify othe1· issues 
during the then-upcoming ten,-week adoption phase, 

When asked whether :tvINLARS was tested in components 01· as a complete system, - stated, 
"We produced a couple of titles" but oould not test titles en masse, "There are som~gs that 
you can't really test until you start producing documents,"• stated that they also tested the 
finance portion to make sure that money flowed !O the correct recipients. 

Go/No ... go decision 
~as part of the G.o/No-go discussions befo1•e the product was released, bu• Hdidn't know 
~ didn't know" abull:-t testing,• stated I was "putting some confidence in the people on 
the technical side who said we we1·e looking good." Sogeti was in "some meetings'1 p1'io1· to the 
l'elease, but-does not recaU them raising any conceins, 

Release 
- mentioned the need to have all hands on deck to answer incoming calls when MNLARS 
went live, and that is in fact what happened. DVS set up a call cente1· and had "everyone', 
answering phones. They also had manage1·s and supe1'Viso1·s involved to pass information along 
quickly, They talkc~}d to a lot of deputy registrars those first few days, 
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Details 

Meeldn was able to devote time and energy to the agency when he ffrst came to the DOC. But 
dudng the last few months of his tenure, Meeldn struggled with the wol'kload of trying to serve 
two agencies, MNLARS beoame ''all"consu.ming,> for him, and - unde1·stood that the 
project had to be his pl'io1'ity, Meekin's last fow months at DOC wei·e "incredibly stressful" for 
him} as :he felt he was unable to give the agency the attention he wanted, . 

Meekin was ve1y well respected at DOC, Managers errjoyed wor.king with him, an~ 
leadership was pleased with the se1vice he provided, Meekin functioned as pai1: of -
management team. He met regulat1ly with DOC's senior leadership. Seniol' leaders at DOC, 
including the Commissioner and the two Deputy Comtnissioners, comment positively about 
Meeldn' s se1"vice there, 

Meeldn understood and internalized the agency's mission and vision; in faot, when establishing 
the governance process) Meeldn re,commended rating pl'Ojects on how closely they aligned with 
01· suppol'ted agency goals. Meekin ultimately was able to streamline the agency's IT govemance 
p1'ocess. He brought 1YJNIT/DOC oonununications to a higher level. Meeldn did a "very good 
job,, in the realm of keeping DOC info1med, "considering his limited time'> to woi1c with the 
agency, Meekin did a vet'Y well at maintaining custorue1· satisfaction, The supervisors within 
Iv.lN1T who repo1ted to Meeldn would sometime oonunent that he was not around much: and they 
were unable to get time with him, due to his obligations to DPS. 
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There was not much of an IT foundation at DOC w en Meeldn a1-r1ved the1·el and 
Meektn came into the agency and triaged it. Because Meeldn's time as CBTO was divided 
between DPS and DOC, he did not have the i1me 01· capacity to bring about substantial changes 
with the function, structure, or delivery of IT setvices. The business and IT staff at DOC felt that 
Meekin wol'ked visibly with agency leadershiJ? to create a govemance st1'Uoture for IT, and• 
- believes this was a significant accomplishment. Because Meeldn was serving two 
agencies, he would not have had the time to accomplish much beyond that.- does not 
think Meeldn's service at DOC would be a fair measure of his performance because of the 
limited amount of time he had to work thel'e, · 

People at DOC speak highly of Meeldn and he has champions witWn the agency. 
sense is that Meeldn had strong working 1·elationships with people at the agency, and that the 
people there regarded him as credible. The observations that people at DOC make about Meeldn 
refer to his lack of time and capacity to sei-ye the agency. 

Meekin was attentive to the i'ight things including l'isks, had a good sense of oollabo1·ation, , 
and worked hard to get people engaged. . 

Meekin' s wodc on MNLARS required him to lead a massiv~ effort. - questions 
whether JvfNIT had the or anizational ca aci to su 01t 1Y1NLARS at times critical to the 
project. When MNLARS was 
going tbl'Ough a "re~genesis', and MNIT was at the same titne in the midst of its own 
consolidation. The consolidation was a significant agency focus, and the organization may have 
lapked the "spread of management capacity,, to guide a p1'oject of MNLARS's scale and 
complexity, especially one where any "speed bumps" would be onfull display befo1;e the public, 
If MNLARS had not been such a highMimpact, visible pl'oject, it may have been possible to delay 
the release for a couple of quarters to allow more time to work on it. 

Overall hnpression 
Meeldn is a pe1·son of good intention and -would be willing to continue wot-king 
with hi:tn. 

TIDS AREA INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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Performance as CBTO 
BCA is ve1y independent in terms of how it wot1cs · with MNIT, Meekin has _performed 
adequately in terms of being awa1·e of and su_ppo1iing the B CA' s mission., keeping the BCA 
info1•med, and being available for communications when needed, -has no basis fo1• opining 
onMeekin,s. level of job knowledge Ol' performance in the area of custome1· satisfaction. 

:M:NLARS 
The B CA provides the conduit through which all law enforcement gains access to vehiole and 
driver information, They are "still suffering today', with data quality issues in MNLARS that 
:impact law enforcement officers in the field, 

From the outset, -felt that the p1fority customers for MNLARS we1·e the deputy r~gistrars 
and financial institutions; despite the critical nature of the BCA's mission, the agency was given 
low pdol'ity. BCA repres~ntatives had to "push the:tnselves into the project from day one" to 
make sure their voices would be heard, B CA personnel did not feel their conoems were heard or 
given the weight they desei'ved as MNLARS was being developed and teleased, Right before 
and immediately following the l'elease, the BCA was not even allowed to raise issues or concems 
that they believed warranted attention, For the fh'st i:hree months after release, the BCA 
partioipated in Monday morning project meetings, and "nine out of ten times they were not 
allowed to talk." The BCNs issues with MNLARS are only now being add1·essed, six months 
following the release, 

Data for testing 
BCA wasnot allowed to1 testthe 1v.1NLARS system using "real,, data fo1• a longtime, but had to 
use simulated data. Simulated data wo11cs properly with i:he system, but the "real" data within the 
state's records includes names with numbers in them a1;1d addresses that have 110 zip codes. -
commented., "We are still suffering today with data q_uality issues that impact field pe1form.a11ce 
fol' law enf01•cement. ,, 

. THIS AREA INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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The BCA's stance toward MNIT 
In basic terms, the BCA is subject to FBI :inf01mation polices and must enforce them, which in. 
turn requires the agency tc;> have contl'Ol over its technologies and the people providing tech 
services, The BCA opel'ates .independently from lv.1NIT as compared to the ·l'est of DPS, and 
values autonomy and a "hands .. off'' approach from 1vINIT. Meeldn has been responsive when 
• has asked him for assistance, Some of the tensions that the B CA experiences with MNIT 
have nothing to do with Meeldn, but result instead from the BCN s independent stance on 
technology issues. · · 

, Organizational and leadership areas 
Overall, Meekin understands and is and is able to attioulate the BCNs mission and pdo1i.ties. 
-regards Meeldn as a smart and a1'ti.oulate person. Meeldn voices the position that business 
ri should drive IT. He articulates good leadership and vision. 

MNLARS 
The B CA provides the conduit tm:ough which law enforcement accesses driver and vehicle 
records :from DVS. The BCNs position on 1vINLARS was that its law enforcement custome1•s' 
needs for data were very :impo11:ant, and the system needed to pl'Ovide them with the same level 
of infol'mation and setvices as the old system. MNLARS appeared mo1'e focused on meeting the 
needs of deputy registl'~ts and :financial institutions, and the BCA had difficulty getting Meeldn' s 
attention on this issue.45 

The lack of communication about the :MNLARS pl'ojeot wa~ also troubling, especially in the 
eal'ly yea1's after termination of the HP ·contract. The BCA had put a full development team in 
place to build the inte1face between orhninal justice users and MNLARS. The team included a 
product manage1•, a projeot manager, developers, and quality assurance. It felt like the team was 
on hold for years, knowing it would have .to do a lot of work, but no one from :MNLARS could 
say when the work would be 1·equired. They would go for long periods without hearing anything, 
and would then be notified of tasks that had to be completed in sho1t order. 

45 .. explained that DVS - a peer division to the BCA within the De_partment of Public Safety, likewise does not 
vi~e BCA as partners or customers, and does not view law enforcement 11s an impo1iant constituency. DVS 
seems to view their customers only as the general public, which access servloes and data tht·ough auto dealers and 
deputy registrars. 
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- seemed to put mo1·e structure around the l-lINLARS project when• came on board, and 
the BCA started getting more directions and deadlines, In the period of 2016 and 2017, 
MNLARS seemed to be rolling along at pace, but the :MNLARS team nevel' really treated the 
BCA as a customer. The BCA got to sit in on the project meetings, but their communications 
"were always on the back burnel', 

Since lv[NLARS was 1·eleased, there have been a lot of pl'Oblems with the accuracy of data going 
out to law enforcement, but MNLARS did not even begin triaging the BCA's problems until 
September 2017, The BCA had to press hard just to get the~oblems into the queue fo1· 
l'esolution. Meeldn was ve1y stressed over .MNLARS and told - he needed some slack ( 01· 
"grac~,J_from• to deal first with the more publfo .. facing issues, Meeldn would be empathetic 
when - 1·aised problems, but was unable to solve them, In the meantime, flags on data that are 
important to law enforcement were not 9utputting consistently. The partial-plate search 
functionality that was in the old system was not included in 11NLARS. As a result,, the B CA was 

· unable to assist the St. Paul Police when they needed this functionality to investigate a ddve-by 
shooting, - does not believe that Meekin had any ill intent. -1'~gal'ds him as a good person, 
-suimised that Meeldn could have been ":ln ove1· his head' 01· overwhelmed by the multitude 
ofpl'oblems, 

It felt like -"had full control to do whatever 
1·0' ect," and that Meeldn was deferential to 

- did not want to allow the BCA to test MNLARS using "real data." This was "another 
l'oadblock" • created. - went to Meekin and eventually p1'evailed on him to ove1Tide 
- decision, But the BCA "lost a lot of time'' durmg a nibnth-long battle over this issue, 

Meekin's comments about MNLARS 
In 01· around March 2017, the go .. live date for MNLARS was pushed back to July, Meekin said 
that t~stem could have gone into production at that time, because "80% is good enough in 
IT,)} -mentions this because it is striking how Meekin undel'estimated the impact of 
problems with :MNLARS when it went live, · · 
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After lv.1:NLARS was released in July, Meeldn "started· pointing fingers" at the DVS business 
side, He lamented that they were "not really on boatd/' and that they were wol'ldng in silos with 
nobody from DVS really seeing the big picture in te1ms of system requirements. Meekin 
expressed regi·et that they did not have an overall picture of the processes, 

The BCA is getting ready to move a new criminal history system into pl'oduotion and has done 
"a lot of talking with the MNLARS team" to find out about what they have learned through 
experience, MeeJdn commented that he was frustrated that the 1v1NLARS team did not do neal'ly 
enough testing before releasing the product. 

Worldng relationship 
-had a good wo1·lc_ing relationship with Meel<ln. • finds him to be helpful and responsive. 

Meekin's leadership and management.style 
Meeldn is even-keeled and pretty "hands .. off." He gene1·ally wanted to be aware of what was 
happening at the B CA, but did not seek to get involved at a detailed level. During the 
oonsolidation transition, Mee1dn conducted monthly "Coffee with Paul" meetings for the IT staff 
to give updates about what was going on. He would ask about "small things,, that had gone well 
so they could be t'ecognized and celebi'atedJ which - appreciated. Mee~in tended to 
distribute c1·edit and blame on an equitable basis. He was "teally fair,, about recognizing 
acco1I41lisbtnents. · 

Meekin conducted the meetings mostly by 
phone from June 2017 through early Septembel', Once MNLARS went live, Meekin oanoelled 
many of their meetings, Meeldn "_'as avaHable to -fo1• questions or phone calls as needed. 
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Knowledge of the BC.A's business 
Meeldn is aware "at a hi h level', of what section does and the impo1tanoe of it. -

Meeldn reviewed those repo1is 
and asked questions about them during their oheok-in meetings. 

Meekin' s perceived strengths 
Meekin is pleasant, friendly, and a: good communicator. He is able to bridg~ between teohnioal 
and business concepts in conversations with non-technical people, He is responsive and "really 
personable. n 

Meekin'~eived weaknesses -
Ovetall, - believes that Meeldn does not ask the right questions about matters under his 
charge, •and is not willing to be proven wrong. Meekin Hseemed pretty confident" in what he 
knew, but was not aware of gaps in his own knowledge and did not seem to be on the lookout for 
them. 

One example of this arose when it came time for the B CA to test the system they developed for 
relaying data from MNLARS to their law enforcement and criminal justice customers. -
knows there are quirks and e1·rors in DVS data; they were introduoed into the system over time, 
such as when data fields in the legacy system were 1·epurposed. -wanted to test the BCA's 
system for relaying ittfot1natio. ~sing "real data" from DVS, not with sample data that had 
been loaded into the system. - acknowledges that using real data might not be a best 
practice in the IT world, but defends • p1'efe1·enoe hY, explaining th0;~ded test 
conditions that included the errors and quirks inherent in the actual system. - Meekin 
was "adamant'' that they us~ "test data)) instead,46 - Meeldn ''were unwilling to change 
thefr appl'oach in the face of reality.'' 

Toward the end of.2016, ·Meeldn l'elented and allowed BCA to test-llsing real data. BCA 
obtained access to this data :in December of that yea1•, At that time, they believed 1v.lNLARS 
would be going into production in Feb1'Ua1y, so the BCA was left with a corn.pressed timeframe 
to complete the testing. Becatise the launch ended up being delayed, the BCA had time to catalog 
defects in the system and put them into the backlog for the MNLARS wo11c. In the end, the 
dispute over data resulted in wasted time and resources: BCA had started testing using the test 

, data, and then had to repeat the testing process once they had aocess to production data. -
approximates that two people each spent two weeks doing wo1k that ultimately had· to be 
repeated, 
Anothet weakness Meekin showed was an inability to adapt his management style. Meeldn · 
prefers to be hands .. off and manage pmjects :from a high level. With lv.lNLARS, he did not "dive 
in'' when he should have. - is leading a technology project now and understands• needs 
to get down :into the weeds to verify that what people al'e telling • is co1·rect. Meekin was under 
the impression that eve1-ything about MNLARS was on track when clea1'ly it was not. 

46 -provided the following additional b·aokgl'ound: Around 2011 01· 2012, the BCA created a new system for 
law enforcement customers to access driver and vehicle data. In the course of doing so, BCA discovered "all kinds 
of data oddities/1 due in part to people 1·epurposing data fields over time, BCA developed an app1·eclation fo1• the 
"craziness" in11erent in the data in the DVS systems. BCA believed it imperative to test MNLARS using production 
data (i.e., "real data'') so these problems could be identi:fied and addressed before the system went live. 
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It was clear that Meeldn accepted vision for 
and decisions about t e project without question. Meekin did not seem to be open to hearing 
ooncems about - , F1·om - pe1'spective, there were many good people on the 
MNLARS team who we1'e not being heard. 

Meekin's tune was split between DPS and DOC. He likely did not have enough time to 
adequately serve both 01·ganizations. He needed to be involved in MNLARS. Meekin may not 
have realized that he was struggling to keep up with both organizations, but should have, and 
should have worked to remedy the situation. 

Delivering customer satisfaction 
-views Meeldn as being "pretty hands off> .in te1-ms of delivering customer satisfaction. He 
was not pl'oactive, but would p1·ovide assistance to - if• asked, 

~~~ ' 

The investigator contacted - on Januaty 16, '2018 after an~ fo1• Sogeti infonned 
that the company woul~ not agree to inte1views of its personnel. - relayed information • has received ~om Sogeti about its role in and quality assuran~e woi1c on the 1Y.INLAR8. 
ptoject. 

Sogeti pel'Sonnel have rep011:ed to that they were told by MNLARS 
management not to run ce11:ain types of tests, which went agamst thefr pl'Ofessional judgment. 

Documents referring to testing 
A Minnesota Le islator made a request for all doouments pe1taining to testing on the lv.INLARS 
roject. 1·eviewed the responsive docunients, One was a summary prepared by_ 

of Sogeti desol'ibing the wo1'k the company had performed, It stated at page fou1· that 
the QA team was told not to do proper testing before the Jv.INLARS l'elease for a pel'iod equating 
to a few months or so. - provided this document to the investigat01-.48 

47 - indicated that the BCA had not asked fol' MNLARS to do anything new or differentthan the legaoy system 
ha'daoiie., but instead wanted to make sure that law enforcement customers had essential :funotionality available to 
them when the product was released, 
48 This document is included as an exhibitio this report. 
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Sogeti's ~t about non ... inclusion 
Meekin- did not seek input from Sogeti during the ~o decision-making pl'Ocess 
pri01· to the launch of lvINLARS, Sogeti has complained to - that QA was not given a 
"seat at the decision .. maldng table like a tmsted partne1·,,, and felt that its contributions to the 
project were not valued. 

-explained that it is not uncommon lnthe IT wol'ld to hear QA people complain about 
_ ~fod like "second .. class citizens.>' -estimates that it is likely that half of So getP s 

clients "don't give them a proper seat at th~The irony here., however, was that :MNLARS 
invested heavily in QA services, with a high 1·atio of QA personnel to development personnel. 
MNLARS was paying on the order of $4million every six months on QA, and Sogeti wanted to 
provide helpful input. It made no sense to invest so heavily in QA and then not listen to the:ir 
concerns: "To have an army·oftesters and not use them 01· listen to them is we:il.'d.', 

Leadership and management style . . · 
-has learned that there were a lot of techn.ical ch~at arose while the project was 
underway that people brought to the attention of Meekin-. The impressions of the team 
members have been consistent acl'Oss the board: When they brought up problems, Meeldn and 
- generally 1;esponded by b1·ushing them aside, '.and Paul would tell thetn not to worry 
about it.,, The perception from the team is that Meeldn and-did not remove obstacles, but 
avoided th.em, They "became good at shoving things under the t'Ug; that's the biggest beef from 
the team,'' Sometimes Meekin. and- delegated issues to others, but then did not follow up 
to ensure that steps were take:p. to 1·esolve them. · . 

The MNLARS technical team was under the impression that MNLARS was -
1 - and. that Meeldn was ov~ant on•. Meeldn gave the impression that he did not 

want any of his decisions or - questioned, When team membe1·s taised concerns to 
Meeldn" he would say, "Asked and answered'' even though the issues had not been resolved. 
People oame to feel like they were putting their jobs on the line by continuing to raise concerns, 
so they stopped doing so. 

~sure 
- unde1·standing is that time pressure on the team became <{c1·azy'' around Apl'il or May 
of 2017, when they were told they had to get both vehicle se1-vices and ddvei· se1-vices done by 
October 2018. They began "cutting corners to the extreme.-'' The project was not doable at that 

' junctu1'~ with the resources on hand. Instead of saying they could not get it done, "they kind of 
ran in a blind panic/' · 

User acceptance testing · 
- op:ines that it was a good decision ("no way al'Ound it") to have Sogeti lead the UAT, 
even if the company reported up through the teobnical siqe of the projeot. Condu~ting user 
acceptance testing is lab01·Mintensive and requii'es a specific skill set. DVS did not have adequate 
personnel on the project to conduct the testing; DVS staff were assigned to perform testing work 
on top of their 1•egular duties and simply did not have time to accomplish all of it. One deputy 
registrar assisted with UAT, As a !'esult of the staffing situation, there was no path forwal'd for 
oompleting the testing without enlisting assistance from Sogeti. 
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- has been :involved with product testing - In • opinion, the UAT on 
M:NLARS was adequate, There were three pre .. 1'elease versions of the MNLARS code: Versions 
1, _1.1, and 1.2, There is UAT closure documentation embedded in the project, and it shows that 
there wet(;} in the order of 10 fail~d test cases out of 500. - does not know if all of those 
failU1'es we1·e closed .. out effectively, but it appea1·s the UAT was conducted. in a reasonable 
manner. 

Testing as a safety net to identify P.roblerns · · 
A consistent obset'Vation relayed to-by the lvINLARS team is that there was a lack of 
technical oversight on the development work, and the resulting pl'Oblems could have been caught 
by having an adequate QA safety net. · 

There were · problems with the Jv.1NLARS code that stemmed from inadequate technical 
ovel'sight; i.e,, there was no management layel' ensuring that consistent l'llles we1·e being applied 
across the val'ious development teams, As a result, the different development teams did things 
differently, They used different 111les for such things as oalculating fees; deadlines, and when a 
month ended. 

The root cause of the failures with lv[NLARS that was exposed after release was faulty 
progrannn:ing. Load testing would have been a critical step in catching problems with the 
underlying code. · Full 1·egression testing would have caught the logic ettors between the 
components. Fixing the errors might have delayed the 1·elease, but testing would have at least 
allowed an info1med decision about the costs and benefits of 1·eleasing l'ight away ve1·sus 
deferring, , 

- explained, "Doing these tests in the IT world are no ... brainers, and the failul'e to do them 
ate p1•ofessionally embarrassing,,, - agreed that there were a number of factors that 
weighed in favor of striving for greater certainty that MNLARS would function prope1'1y: the 
product was going out to an audience that was skeptical and would exp1'ess displeasure :in a very 
public way if it did not work; the product would change the way that deputy registrars did 
business :in a way they were likely to find unwelcome; and the deputy registrars wei'e not a 
captive audience to which DVS could mandate training. These factors magnified the downside 
risk of a bad release; and should have weighed in favor of more stringent testing, not less. 

~ . 

But on the othe1· hand, the business partner may have underestimated these risks. DPS and DVS 
claim that they rather than the deputy registrars are the experts on how the system·should wo1'k. 
DVS also claimed they were the expe11:s on how to telease a new system to the deputy 1·egistrars, 
The only thing that can be controlled on the tech side is making sure the softwal'e works when it 
goes out. · 

Load testing 
The load testing conducted pl'ior to the 1·elease was not adequate. Sogeti states that it had a state
of .. the-art load testing system to use with the project. The system can emulate hundreds of users 
being on the system., teying to do different things with different connection speeds, Sogetl used 
this syste~ but was given an "undersized envkonment" to test. - and Meekin indicated it 
would have cost an additional $300,000 to do the testing on a "full-sized system" so decided it 

. . 
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would not be done. Sogeti identified this as a risk. The decision not to conduct full-scale load 
testing should have been reported as a project risk. 

~ression testing · · 
- has an understanding of what hiened with regard to regression testing based on the 
documents • has seen and based on debriefing sessions with people from across the 
MNLARS project. The QA teams recommended full regression testing prior to release but were 
told not to do it because of time pressure. After - gave this instruction, Sogeti escalated the 
issue to Meekin, but Meekin did not change the decision. Sogeti believed it needed to protect 
itself by documenting the advice it had given and the fact that it had not been accepted. The 
documentation consisted of meeting notes, which - has seen. - agreed to request 
these documents from Sogeti and forward them to the investigator. 

Conducting full regression testing prior to release would have tested the components as a system; 
As it was left, they were only tested on a unit basis. "Once you test the fix, you retest the entire 
system all over again on an end-to-end basis." The instructions from -and Meekin were to 
only test the components that had been worked on. 

I 

• 

I 
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• Meekin seemed to be most comfortable at the "20}000 foot level,, and did not seem to be 

interested in getting down into the weeds . 

• 

I 

I 
I 
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res onsibilities focused more on the ''day-to-day, back-office" administration of the 
agenoy, had greater responsib~l' supet'Vising Meekin,s portfolio of agencies and 
project outside of IY.JNLARS, while - did m.01·e of the check-ins with Meekin on the 
:MNLARS project. - met with Meeldn and- about onoe a month for an hour to review 
:MNLARS. 

Complex load testing · 
The investigator asked - ifl was aware that the IvINLARS team. had opted to conduct load 
testing using a "smaller" test envfronment as a cost-saving measure, - had no 1·ecollection · 
of ever hearing about this, • assumes that the tmde-offs between the costs and l'isks of using a 
sihaller test environment were issues that were pmbably discussed with the business side, but if 
there was a delibe1·ate choice to go with a system that a~dersized, the l'isks should have 
been reported up to - . Had this been bt·ought to - in all likelihood wou1d have 
001.1nseled in favo1• of dofu.g more 1'igo1·ous t°-sting before :MNLARS was released into production, 
- observed, "A lot of things show up when a system is llllder stress,'' · 

Sogeti's concern about not havin a seat at the decision making table 
After , ! learned for the first timo of SogetP s concern 
about not having a seat at the decision making ta le, Sogeti. was hired to identify risks· and what 
could go wrong, and not listening to theil' input was "a fool's errand." In the lead~up to the 
launch, - assumed that SogetPs -input had been considered, and that Sogeti would have 
signed off on the release subject to the risks ihey identified. W provided the investigator with 
status 1·eports from the MNLARS foam leading up to the launch. 

~ssion testing 
- was under the impression that the code that was being 1·eleased had been subjected to full 
regression testing, and that the testi11g continued up to the release point. "It would be 
1.l'J.'esponsible to.cease regl'ession testing in the months leading up to the release.n Ensu1ing that 
software to be released is fully tested is something that "any developer wo1th thefr salt'' would 
do, It would be unusua1 to cease regi.•ession testing, If it was discontinued, then this should have 
been tepo11:ed up to •. 

49 These status repo1ts mainly outlined prewlaunoh activities and do not shed any light on whether Sogeti's input had 
been allowed or considel'ed prior-to the July 24 release, 
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Rollback plan• 
The idea of having a 1'0llback plan was discussed and rejected, The old system was paper .. based 
and going back to it was not an option, The lack of a rollback plan created additional risk, and 
the relea~e ofMNLARS was delayed to July to give the team additional time to focus on quality. 

Tirning of Real ID 
In around Apl'il 01· May of 2017, the :MNLARS team ,was given the mission of developin~ 
ID. Before that, they were legislatively prohibited from woddng on Real ID, By that time, -
understood that much of the work on MNLARS had ah'eady been completed and the 
development teams were mainly focused on just assul'ing the quality of the product. 

Hotfi:x:es 
-was awal'e that the MNLARS team was doing quick fixes to the code in order to address 
~ms, and assumed the :fixes were subjected to full regl'ession testing before they went out. 
-does not believe one can make a bus.iness case for releasing code without full testing-a 
project actuill gains speed by slowing down and testing the code before putting 'it into 
production. came to suspect a laok of testing when releases seemed to be giving rise to 
repotts from the field of additional pl'oblems. 

Syuopsis 
The investigator contacted to explore and clarify any differences between 
"full', and "automated,, regression testing. 

Details 
The automated regression testing capabilities that had been developed within MNLARS only 
tested a fraction of the system. ('Full regl'ession testing" referred to a three-week process that 
tested a much higher percentage of the system,50 

- explained that the set of automated tests (the "automated l'egressipn suiteH) that had 
been developed fo1• MNLARS only covered about 40 to 50% of the system's "happy path," The 
term "happy path'' excludes scenarios where ·users make mistakes, something goes w1·ong, 01· 
ei'l'Or conditions arise, Thus, the automated xegression suite for lVlNLARS only tested about 12 to 
25% of all user scena1fos. Conducting automated regression testing still left 75% of the 
MNLARS system untested, The automated regression testing that the MNLARS team pe1fo11ned 
was not full l'egression testing. · 

' 

The :MNLARS team stopped doing full, manual regression testing about three months befote the 
launch. They stopped doing "mini manual regression testing'' ati:he same time, They ceased aftel' 

50 
- explained that it is a best practice to Impose a ucode :freeze" during and after full regression testing, so 

al~ to the softwal'e l1ave actually been tested when the testing cycle is com_pleted. - noted that when 

I took over :M:NLARS and imposed a code freeze, the development teams indicated that had never happened 
ore, 
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being tasked with developing Real ID, and having to split the development team, At the time the 
team shifted resources to Real ID, the I\1NLARS softwal'e was still in its "incubation'> pedod. 

Meeldn's concerns about being overburdened 
In early- to midw2017, Meeldn told - he was having difficulty covering his obligations at 
both at DPS and DOC, - told Meeldn it was "his call'' if he should continue at DOC, 
Meeldn wanted to considerfue situation fut1:her befol'e making a decision, In August 2017, 
Meekin tola - that DOC should be removed from his portfolio so he could concentrate on 
l'Y1NLARS, 

1 - sometimes attended mon~eetings that had with the MNLARS 
team to monitor the project. - received t·e_ports .in around mid-Aprll 2017 from the 
MNLARS technical team, The l'eports indicated that Release 1.0 had been through thousands of 
QA test oases, discussed the audit t'esults, and indicated at that point that the 1·elease decision was 
up to the business side. - also reviewed at least some of the audit 1•eports issued by SES, 

-was not involved in any of the discussions leading to. Go-live deci~ion; there wel'e other 
people attending those m_ eetings and- was fu.lly occupied with other duties. 1n=.July 
2017, the1·e was a meeting of the MNLARS steering committee prior to the launch, but- did 
not attend. · .. 

- at one point expressed concerns to Meeldn that there were Ha lot of consultants)' on the 
project and asked when Meekin would get .State employees involved to talce on'the wol'lc Meekin 
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and - felt they would be able to bjre more State employees once they released the first 
version of MNLARS. 

monitoring and concems 
was monitorin~ARS more Hdeeply' than -· and was .. receiving updates on a 

mol'e frequent basis, - wanted to see "how MNLARS was built.," so in mid .. 2016 -1 
convened a meeting to 1·eview the MNLARS architecture. · 

- infor~ about' concems that MNLARS was not en a in the de u re · strat·s 
~h, and~icated had communicated this concern to 
- was infol'med that some working groups were established to include deputy registra1·s. 

Communications and assumptions about testing 
Meeldn com1mmicated with :MNIT' s leadership about testing within the MNLARS project. He 
discussed the number of test cases they had mn, .the scope of the testing, and the use of an 
automated test suite, - and others in leadership positions were under the impression that full 
1'egt·ession testing had been done all the way through the project, at least o.ri. an automated basis. 
It was never oo:mmunioated to • that full regi·ession testing was not being done) and it would 
be shocking to• if it were not. The failure to do so would not be in in keeping with Iy,fNIT' s 
expectations for a project of this size and would be a departure from best practices. It is a 
fundamental best practice across the :industry to ensure a product is fully tested before 1·eleasing 
it. 

' - would be very surpl'ised to hear that the QA vendor (Sogeti) complained that was not 
given a vofoe in the release decision and that its concerns not been faoto1·ed in to the decision, 
uThe whole point of hll'ing [Sogeti] was to bl'ing in the counterbalance of testing," Pdo1· to the 
release, all indications were that the MNLARS system was good "across the board/' which 
implied that the testing pl'ofessionals had deter.mined the project was good to go, 

- did not understand there to be any limitations on the load testing that was pe1'fo1•m.ed. 
There was never any discussion about the testing environment used for load testing. It is a 
recognized best _2raotice to hE:1ve the test environment "be as close as possible'' to the real 
environment, and- assumed that was being done, If there was a deofaion t9 go with a lesser 
env.i1'0nment, the cost versus tisks involved should have been laid out in front of the business 
(DVS) to make that decision. 

The meeting 
is aware of the meeting to which this_, but I did not attend it. 

Post-release fixes 
- was aware that the .MNLARS development teams wel'e rapidly producing fixes after the 
July 24 l'elease, and assumed the had all been tested, The no1'mal practice would have been to 
t·uu regression testing, and assumed that was happening, 
Sld.pping full regression testing wou d only make sense if the system was Hin a total down state 

, a11d the1'e was nothing you could do to make it any worse,H 
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Post .. release communications 
-attended a meeting on August 21, 2017 with the commissioners from DPS and MNIT~ 
deputy 1·egistrru.·sj and legislatol's, The MNLARS team described the situation then at hand as 
involving "wo11dng through some no1mal bugs/' The registrars were saying tb.e1'e wel'e lots of 
pl'oble.tns with the system but it was getting better, and that the agencies needed to co:mrrrnnicate 
bette1· and set up a help .. desk to assist them, DPS said it would wo1·k on communications. It was 
gene1'ally a pretty positive meeting with everyone thinldng :MNLARS was headed :in a better 
direction, 

PauIMeekin 
MNIT CBTO, Department of Public Safety 
January 26, 2018 

Procedural: 
Attorney Gt·egg Corwin represented Mee1dn at his interview. Meeldn reviewed and signed a 
Tennessen warning prior to questioning, The interview began at 1:30 p.m. and concluded at 
approximately 6:45 p.m. The investigator advised Meekin at the outset that breaks would be 
taken upon request for personal necessities and that he was free to consult in p1'ivate with Mr. 
Corwin if he desired. 

Background: 
Meekin holds a bachelor's degree in in compute1· science and a mastel'' s in business 
administration. Meekin wot1ced in the info1mation technology field as a developel', architect, and 
manager before accepting a position as an IT manager at the Department of Public Safety in 
2007, He was :initially t·esponsible at DPS for supporting. smalle1· divisions~ but had no· 
involvement with the project that would late1· become known as .MNLARS, 
DPS pi•omoted Meeldn in 2009 and made him the Dfrector of .:MNLARS. In 2011, the fo1mer 
~nd Meekin became the aoting CIO. His appointment lafor becarne pennanent. 
- stepped into Meeldn' s former role as lvfNLARS Director while Meeldn focused 
on more executive duties such as consolidating IT functions within the agency, managing 
budgets., and managing vendor relationships. · 

In eal'ly 2015, MNIT was receiving p1'eSSU1'e from the Legislatut·e over the perception that there 
were too many CIOs throughout the State, To cut down on the numbel'; MNIT added DOC to 
Meekin,s portfolio., leaving him with responsibility for two of the State's four largest agencies, 
1v.INIT advised Meekin at the time that taking on DOC would not be particularly burdensome 
because it was a relatively small agency with only 50 IT employees, Meekin came to leam, 
however, that DOC was a large, complex organization, and its IT function had been undet·staffed. 

Meeldn was sprea way too 
thinly- with his responsibilities at both agencies and it '~ust about ldlled [him]." In genel'al., 
Meeldn spent two days a week at DPS, two days at DOC, and one day at :MNIT' s central office, 
Meekin brought up cctime and time againu to his leadership at MNIT that he was spread too 
thinly. In the fall of 2017, Meeldn "finally said" that lv.JNLARS was taldng up too much of his 
time, and that he could not adequately serve the Depa1tment of Col'rections. Meekin's 
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respo,nsibilities at DOC ended in Septembe1• 2017 when MNIT assigned 
serve as the agenois CBTO, 

Meekin 's appraisal of his performance with rega1•d to :MNLARS 

to 

Meekin asserts that he made the best decisions he could with regal'd to MNLARS given the 
info1mation he had and the competing 1·esponsibilities that JvlNIT placed on him. 

Meekin was dedicated to making 1v.lNLARS work and ut in 20-hour days when necessa1y, 
Meekin exe1'oised sound judgment in relying on both leadel'ship of the ptojeot and on 
the infm'.tnatio~ was supplying him. lYINIT put tbt·ough ~us selection process 
before hiring ~nd • emerged as the best-qual ed candidate. -represented that the 
MNLARS project was healthy and the availahle data pomts co1·.roborated that view. When -
discussed details with Meekin desol'i tions ali ed with what he believed to be reality. 
Meeldn received. feedback from and others, and they all gave positive 
reviews of •. In addition, DVS held demonstl:ations evel'y two weeks of new funotionalities; 
they worked great at1d the business side was pleased with the progress, 
was impressed wi~ work and mentioned taking• al'ound lv.lNIT to show others how 
to wo1·k with Agile. 

Meeldn is aware th~t some place the blame for .M.NLARS > s failings with him. Doing so is not 
fair because this was a goverrunent p1·ojeot with many laye1·s of people involved :in making and 
reviewing d~c'isions, Meekin asse11:s that it is not possible for one person to "own'' the failings in 
a project like this. Meeldn acknowledges that lv.lNLARS was 1·eleased with "too many defects/' 
but he does not bear any more responsibility for inadequate testing than any other managers or 
executives on the project. To the extent Meeldn is responsible, it is only because "the buck 
stops,, with him as the CBTO and not because of any failure on his pa1t, especially in view of the 
many demands on his time1 If Meekin el'red at all, it was in not "taking a stand" earlier to shed 
bis responsibilities for DOC so he could devote more attention to NINLARS. 

MNIT did not· give Meeldn time to focus on MNLARS. He was :instead directed to continue 
working at DPS to integrate divisions under one technology umbrella, and then was assigned 
additional responsibilities with DOC. The agencies within DPS are difficult to integrate because 
they have different missions and pd01ities, Meekin'was trying to accomplish all those things 
while also Htl.yingto run one of the largest, most visible projects in state govemment." 

Meekin asse11:s that he received inadequate support from his superiors at MNIT fo1' the MNLARS 
project in the following ways: · 

• MNIT leadership should! have relieved Meeldn from his duties at DOC ea1'1ier. Meek.in 
stated he should have talked t towa1'd the end of 2016 
about leaving the agenoy but id not do so, In the spl'ing of 2017, Meekin talked to his 
leade1·ship at MNIT. He explained he did not have enough titne to devote to DOC and 
"genuinely asked" to be relieved of l'esponsibility for the agency. 1v.t::NIT responded that it 
preferred hhn to remain in both roles fo1• a while. Towal'd the end of May 01· eal'ly June 
2017, Meeldn spoh with- about hiring someone to lead IT there, 
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• Othel'S from MNIT leadership p&rticipated in conference calls after the MNLARS 1'elease 
about pelfol'mance problems and slowdowns with the system, They should have picked 
up on the faot that the system needed more computing capacity but did not. 

• The 1v.1NIT work environment was laden with unrealistic demands, The Legislature 
imposed demands on ~T · as to titneframes, costs, and 1·esources that did not match 
reality. MNIT does not have the fmancial resources or depth of staff to develop sound 
processes, and as a result is unable to capably discharge its mission. 

Overview of Meekin 's history with l\1NLARS 
When Meeldn became the JY.INLARS Direoto1· in 2009, the CIO at Public Safety ol'dered him to 
secure a vendor to build the system. The State enteted into a contract with HP in the sp1'ing of 
2012. HP was not successful, and the contract was terminated in 2014. 

By the ti1ne the contract te1·minated, Meekin had been pl'Omoted to CIO; 
become the MNLARS Director on the technology side,· and 
:M:NLARS Directo1· on the business side, In early 2015J to 
take over th~ MNLARS technology work. Meekin' s jo as CI0~1d , wit overall 
guidanc.e. The NINLARS charter~;!E::.~~-~foeldn and - were co-executive 
sponsors of MNLARSJ and that - were 1·esponsible fo1• actually building the · 
system. 

Finalists for the positwn interviewed befot•e a panel comprised of lY.[NIT and DP 
personne and -did ve1-y well in the process. Meek.in :p.either had nor voiced any 
resel'vations aboutiiirln'- · 

Meekin's an~ different duties · 
Meekin' s duties were executive in natul'e and did not include day.;.to .. day management of 
Iv.1NLARS, - had oha1•ge of the MNLARS budget, hil'ing~ and managin ever hing 
encompassed by "the SAFe framewo1'k and methodology/_, alon with , had 
authorify over all the system architecture and technology, Meekin had 
- to receive u dates on the project. Mee1dn also sat in on monthly half-houl' chec -in 
meetings that had with Sogeti. Meekin did not have any communications with anyone 
who reported to In hindsight, Meekin is bemused that no one ever alerted him to any 
issues with the projeot. 

Oversight of Meeldn and MNLARS 
- ove1;saw 1.v.1NLARS while 
Meektn and - had check .. ~ meetings wit 
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the check .. ins included Meekin, 
Meekin clarified that 

-was 1'eoeiving 

Meekin does not 11emember when, but convened a meeting at some point to take a ccdeep 
dive" into the :M:NLARS architecture, went through a list of questions and gleaned a 
detailed understanding of how the system was designed, Meeldn does not recall -
expressing any ooncems about the "thickness'' of the system's middle layer, but Meekin 
acknowledges the system was thiok in the middle layer, 

Working with DVS in the Agile framework 
BefoteJv.INLARS, DVS had not built a major IT system in 30 years and no one from that 
division had the sldll set to lead a large technology project. Their major responsibilities were to 
make decisions about priorities, and to make decisions toward the end · of the development 
process to accept the system. Despite the division's shoit~ekin committed hhnse1f to 
delive1'ing :MNLARS. Meelcin spent a lot of time with - to help .along. -
- never developed a high degree of competenc. work, but improved a lot ove1• the course 
of the pl'oj ecj, . . 

The Agile development framework envisions that business people and developers will work 
together in l'eal time to design and develop a new system. DVS did poorly at this, Thel'e were 
periodic two-day meetings to plan the next cycle of w011(, DYS staff were supposed to come to 
these meetings with descriptions of the b11siness requfrements to be implemented dul'ing the next 
cycle, They did not do so, The p1'oject ended up in "the worst possible situation>) because 
software developers ended up making "guesses" on behalf of DVS staff to finalize the business 
requirements, 

Meekin suggests that to the extent that end users were disappointed with iv1NLARS, it was 
because the people in DVS · who were supposed to catch gaps and bugs in the system did not do 
so. There we1'e 100 days of pre-launch checlc..-ins, and nobody from the business side raised any 
ooncems dul'mgthattime about problems with the system. · · 

Management and su~on of the MNLARS technical side 
Meeldn is 01itical of-for n:ot hiring managers, but u1·ges that• failure to do so did not 
contribute to pl'oblems with the quality of the software, Meekin had ''been on - for a long 
time to hire managers but• never did,n Meeldn had to take ovel' leadership ofiv.iNLARS when 
- because there was not a manager on hand to do so, Had• hired managel's, they 
~ helped out with the tasks of hfring and fh-ing people and develo ing contracts with 
other vendol's, which contractors cannot do, With managers on board, would have been 
able to focus on some of• duties outside of MNLARS, but instea ended up spending 95% 
of• time on MNLARS. 

Meekin reviewed the 01·g ohart that - drew by hand. He identified no major · e1'rors and 
agreed therewel'e about 70 FTEs in th~ease Train," He estimates that up to 12 of them were 
State employees. ., -,-was a oontl'aoto1· and provided project 
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oversight. There were also scrum maste1·s and al.'chitects -p1'oviding oversight. One of the scm:tn 
masters (the1'e were between four and seven) was a State employee, Meekin disagrees that it was 
problematic to have contractors supervising the work of other oontractorn, This criticism flows 
from failing to understand the difference between line supervision and project supervision. 
Meeldn saw :MNLARS as a "well"organized project environment. rt> s what> s being done :in the 
industty, - said he couldn't wait to do this :in more places." The Agile/SAFe framework 
holds that'tiiis structure should result in programmers and developers receiving adequate 
guidance. - span of control was not too 1arge because there were 12 or ·fewer state 
employees reporting to•, 
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• om several.months. Meekin 
Meeldn states it was not his 

j and that - never 

Causation of software errors 
Meekin acknowledges there were e1'1'ors and inconsistencies in the softwal'e, but asserts thNdid 
not result ,from inadequate management 01· supervision. Rathel', he learned later that 
caused the errors by not enforcing decisions made by the project al'ohitects, - tol the 
software develope1's that they should "solve problemsu and that the architectural guidance they 
had received was not important. · 

Rollback was not an option 
There was no viable option fot reverting from MNLARS back to the old legacy system .if 
MNLARS failed at launch, All of the data in the legacy system had to be conve1ied into 
1v1NLARS. There was no feasible way to conve1t -it backward; wdting code to do that would 
have been monumentally costly, It was clearly communicated· and understood by all that there 
were no plans for a rollback. 

Audit reports and fin~ 
Meeldn w011ced with - to secure the setvices of SES, whioh examined project 
management and controls, risks, defects, and "everything short of code.'' Meeldn admitted that 
he read the SES audit repo1'ts as they wel'e submitted to the State, The investigator informed 
Meek.in that: 

• The SES audit reports, going back to the first qua1terly 1·epo1t in Decembe1· 2015, wamed 
about the risk of mnning out of tithe to plan for and complete testing befo1'e 11NLARS 
was released; 

• The auditrepo1ts continued to 1·eport on this 1·iskin June and December 2016; 

• . A March 2017 audit repo1t elevated the lack of time for testing fypm a "risk" to a project 
issue, 
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Meeldn dismissed the significance of the initial audit report by saying that initial software 
development audit reports routinely warn of the risk of funning out of time for testing, because 
testing is the last step in the process and it "always gets shorted/' Meeldn discounted the later 
1'isk 1·ep01ts based on the information he was taldng in at the meetings leading to the July 24 
release: People wel'e "genuinely enthusiasticH at the Go-live meeting; and the defect list showed 
less than 70 defects before the launch. "When we went live with [code version] 1.2, we had 
under 100 defects repotted with the business. That's a low number in the industt.-y. '' 

Meeldn was aware that SES had elevated the lack of time for testing from a J:isk to a project issue 
in March. however, said the defect list was "on track" and that they we1·e 
"good to go.', It was up to the technical and business tea1ns to ale1't Meekin if there we1·e 
problems with testing and they did not do so, so Meekin assumed that 1v.1NLARS was adequately 
tested and ready for release. 

Regl'ession testing . 
The investigato1· infotmed Meekin about Sogeti's 1·eport of testing through Novembe1· 9, 2017 
and its statement that full regression testing was not allowed for a span of 10 to 12 weeks before 
the Jllly 24 launch, The mvestigato1· furthe1· infol'med Mevkin that. Sogeti repo11:ed l'aising this 
concern to MNLARS management. 

Meekin stated that he leamed about the laok of testing late1; but did not know about it before the 
release, Meeldn does not deny that Sogeti brought this to his attention earlier, but he did not 
recall them doing so, and believes it would have jumped out "like a big red flag') if they had, 
Meekin was still 1·elying on the project team before the 1·elease of Version 1.2. If he had been 
presented with concerns about a lack of testing, he would have gone back to - and 
, othel's to consider it. Meekin himself would not send code out before it ha~ and 
assumed that the code for Version 1.2 had in fact been tested. 

Integration testing 
The :investigator asked Meekin to l'espond to cdtioisins that before the release of Ve1·sion 1.2, 
lvINLARS was only tested in components but not as an overall system. Meeldn explained that 
Hintegration testingH examines the functionality between systems in a software environment. 
Problems with the .functionality of Vel'sion 1.2 · that su1faced aftel' its release suggest that 
integration testing was not completed beforehand, although Meekin had no knowledge of this 
until 1ate1'. Meekin ass1.1red that integration testing was pe1formed before he allowed Version 1.1 Q 
to be released. · 

Load testing 
Meekin understood tha- caused something to be built on Amazon Web Services to subject 
MNLARS to load and test 1ts _pe1'forrnanoe before Vel'sion 1,2 was launched. Meekin explained 
that it is "supe1• hard" to conduct pe1formanoe testing; it should emulate the real world and most 
would agree that it is not possible to do so, Meekin believes that after Version 1.2 was released, 
Sogeti proposed creating a "full environment" fo1• testing. Meeldn was still negotiating with 
Sogeti ov()r the costs and steps necessary fo1· this wotk when he was placed on administrative 
leave, 
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User acceptance testing 
Meekin asse1ted that UAT is the most critical kind of testing, and DVS was responsible for 
ensuring that IvINLARS worked properly befol'e agreeing to accept it. Meekin qualified this 
asse1tio11 by saying that with the Agile framewo1'k, they tried to set aside such tigid delineations 
of responsibility, 

DVS did not adequately embrace their 1·esponsibilities for UAT, - 1•eported to Meekin in 
late 2015 or early 2016 that DVS had said they did not know how to conduot UAT; Meekin 
tesponded by modifying the Sogeti con.tract to include additional testing, and management of the 
UAT p1•ocess, Unde1· the modification, Sogeti would work with DVS for 12 to 18 months to 

. conduct UAT and train DVS .in how to take over the process in the future. Adding thls to the 
Sogeti contract maxed out to the work that could be assigned to them under State contracting 
rules, and Meekin infol'm.ed DVS that they would have to be pl'epal'ed to take over the work at 
the end of the contract. 

Although the contract with Sogeti was maxed out, this did not have an impact on the testing that 
could be completed fol' the 1·elease of Version 1.2, Meeldn understood the limitations on future · 
use of Sogeti would be felt when the lVINLARS team got to the point of testing driver services 
software at some futul'e date, 

Meeldn expressed frustration to that the1·e was 
no one from DVS who actually unde1·stoo some of the business prooessesJ such as mail-in 
registrations, that wel'e being included ln lv.INLARS, This 1·esulted in challenges in development 
and as well as testing. Meekin believes that DVS did not conduct adequate UAT because they 
believed that the qtJa1ity assurance testing conducted on the technical side would be adequate. 

Sogeti's ~nput 
Meek.in recalls that from Sogeti were at the 
final GoHlive meeting for Version 1,2 and did not 1·aise any con~ When Meeldn 
took over day-toHday ovel'sight and worked on Version 1.10, - wete "at the 
table" as decisions were being made. Meeldn added that Vel'sion 1.10 was their "best release 
from a defect standpoint - it was ou1· most tested l'elease," Meelcin deferl'ed the release in ol'det to 
complete testing, and that version became the main bl'anoh of code that was used fo1• future 
development. 

Disappointments with- · 
Meeldn feels - let'iiim'down and he is disa_ppointed in• Afte1• the MNLARS Iaunoh iu 
July, "the1·e were a lot of su1p1'ises when problems started smfaom~kept sayingthatthe 
situation was notmal and the pl'oblems were to be expected. Afte1· ~ one such statement, 

e~ressed that things were not going well and Meekin agreed, Meelcin wonders .if 
beoause • anticipated problems that .did not disclose to Meeldn. Meeldn 

relied on w~ told him during the project. Later., sha1·ed with 
Meek.in thatllllllbad "fooled [h:im] too,,, 
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The «thick)} palt of the system architecture is disappointi11g. - designed the system and 
autho1'ized the use of Miol'osoft Entity Fl'amewol'k, which automates some computei-
programming tasks. It works gl'eat on smaller systems" but not on systems the size of MNLARS, 
and using it was a bad deo:ision that '~sucked up a lot of [ computing] power" when the system 
went live, Meekin assumed tha- would,have info1med him of a decision like thisj bu. 
did not do so. 

Meekin Sut'llllses that- was probably aware of pl'oblems with DVS's level of.engagement 
on the project but did not 1'eport it to Meekin, When. Meeldn retumed to his office after the 
Go/No-go meetin in A ril, he found Meekin is at a loss to 
understand why ; it should have been "the 
~iest day of the project." by saying• had finished what 
-oametodo, 
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make decisions on the project. This discussion coincided with Meekin's statetnent to the 
Com.:tnissioner's Office .that he needed to be 1·elieved of his res onsibilities at the Depa1'tment of 
Co1'.reotions 

Delay in hiring 
Meekin · a · eed 

Meeldn acknowledges that t ere was a~p between 
when , and when he started working to fill the vaoan~1·eated by• deprutut'e. 
Meekm~s on y explanation for the gap was that his efforts to hire• "got delayed'' and that 
~ is difficult. Meekin submitted a position desol'iption to Human Resomoef? to 1·eplace 
- and was in the process of maldng an offer to a candidate on November 9, 2017whenhe 
was placed on investigatory leave. · 

Staffing table 
Meekin acknowledges that SES asked to see a staffing table that showed gaps in pt'ojeot staffing. 
Meekin maintains that there was in fact a staffmg sp1·eadsheet and that· SES l'eviewed it on a 
regular basis. 
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Expectations and communications about timing 
The Rally system was used to track the wol'k planned fol' lv.INLARS and when it would be 
completed, It was up to the business side to communicate information out of Rally to 
stakeholders who wanted to know when they could expect MNLARS to be delivered, 

Aloofness to details 
The investigator informed Meeldn that others had observed him _prefer.ring to be at the "20,000 
foot lever' and reluctant to dive into the details. Meeldn did not disagree with the obse1'Vation but 
explained :instead that he was spread very thinly with all of his responsibilities and only bad so 
much time, He also indicated that he has a "strong pbilosophy'l that othe1·s sometime disagreed 
with-that he would not do others' jobs fo1• them. If a subordinate asked Meekin a question, he 
might tell the subordinate that it was his or he1· job to figul'e out the answer . 

.Perception of deferenc- -
The :investigato1· info1med Mee cm of others' obsel'vation that he seemed to be overly deferential 
- and would not reviewll decisions, Meekin did not disagree with the observation. 
~e explained that he was hesitant to ovm1·ide any decisions that -made, He 
believed that doing so W?uld undermin. authority as a manager, 

Issues with BCA 
-and Meekin had a "ve1y big" business disagreement with the BCA ove1· the use of 
production data for testing. Meekin attended meetings wit1IIII and the BCA m an. attempt to 
find a resolution, In the end, :MNLARS provided the BCA with p1'oduction data fo1' testing, 

Meekin feels this is typical of how the BCA responds-they 
adaman y demand things, and when they don't get the:it way, they complain that they al'e not 
being heard. Meekin declined to become involved in some of these disagl'eements because they 
involved diso1·ete details; he responded by saying, "You guys gotta go figure that out.'' · 

After MNLARS went livel the B CA complained for the fb'st week 01· so about data e1To1·s that 
resulted from a "small piece of code that needed to be changed." There were 20 people 
participating in the phone c~mferenoes that were held after the release. Meelcin spoke to the 
complaining individual- in a sepal'ate conversation, Mee1dn explained that they had muoh 
more pressing issues to deal with from the system perspective., and asked if they onu1d come 
back to that problem, This deescalated the situation and seemed to resolve it. ' 

Defect repair and handsMon involvement 
Following the July 24 launch, - was doing "fast turnal'ounds,, on new releases to deal with 
defects. It was "vel'Y soal'i' because the1'e was only time for ":minimally acceptable testing,, and 
they did not have many automated test scripts, They went through a thl'eeMweek cycle of "wiite 
the code-test it-deploy it. u 
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Around the beginning of September, Meekin became frustrated with the way that - was 
pl'iol'itizing work and took a hands"on role with defect management. - was ~ 
team, but Meeldn was setting prio1·ities. Around the middle of September, -
- and Meek.in went "downstairs" to the production £1001' and sta11:ed "digging in" with the . 
teams, The p1·ojeot architects expressed frustration that - had been overriding their 
architectu1·al recommendations. Meekin appointed - as tb:e chief arohitect, which had been 
-· Meelcin began disaggregating and reassigning ~ties. Meeldn 
"empowel'ed the teams,, and t~hm. MeeldntoidJIIII not to make · 
decisions aboutthep!'ojectafter_, • 

With Mee.kin: at the helm of the development teams, they quit doing code l'eleases for about tlu.'ee 
weeks in ol'der to ensure that Version 1.10 was of sufficient quality before it went out
was "fru.stJ:ated beyond belief' by the decision to slow down the pace of releases to focus on 
quality, but Meekin wanted to ensure they did not 1'egress the system. The1'e wel'e a couple of 
times after the 1·elease ,of Version 1.10.1 that they had to do emergency fixes ovel' the lunch hour, 
These repairs were "laser-.focused on one issue." The decision to ex.eout-e rapid 1·epah's 1·esulfod 

· from a deliberate balancing ofrisks) and there was still a minimal level ofte.sting, . 

THIS AREA INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK. 
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STATEMENT OF SUBMISSION' 

The investigator deems this investigation to be complete with the submission of this report. 
Authorized officials of Minnesota IT Services may contact the :investigator fo1• additional details 
01· claiifioation, 

Dated: Feb1·ua1-y 8, 2018 Respectfully subroitted1 
~, ,p ~ 
(_J.Ar,,':'".JJ f "'r,tv--
William J, Everett 
Evel'ett & Vandel'Wiyl, PLLP 
100 Center Dl'ive 
Buffalo, lVIN 55313 
(7 63) 682 .. 9 800 
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